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ABSTRACT 
Since his early vrftioa career, two •ajar critical approaches have 
developed to Morley Callaghan's fiction: certain critice have identified 
Callaghan with the naturalistic writers of the American school; others have 
regarded hia aa a religiou• VTiter in the tradition of Crab .. Greene aod 
Evelyn Waugh. 
Yet, when viewing thil man's short atortes, it becomes obvious that 
these two poeitions are in opposition. It il the intention of this study, 
therefore, to assess Callaahan'a short fiction froa an alternate approach. 
~ such, the ltudy will attempt to examine Callaghan's atoriea as an art 
form, rather than as a specific system of thought or belief. The procedur& 
of this tbeail, therefore, will be to deal aainly vith the author's storiee 
1D terms of the constituent parte of that art fora: point of view, theme, 
atructure and atyle. From thia process, wa ahall see how and why 
Callaghan ' s contribution to Lhe short story aenre is artiatically coherent. 
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· CHAPTER ONE · .. 
. ' ,• . . 
. ' 
a . 
INTRODUCTION 
. ' 
.'' .· - , . 
. Morley Call3;gh~t;t' s. short st~rie_s have evc;>I.<ed many reactions ..• · · 
. .. 
. .. 
,. 
.. . 
. . , . 
.... 
. . .. 
· ~ Crit!icis'm of his work has consistently grown in volume and i~ ~~rfousiu;'!SS, 
l :.u. • • 
espec::ially within.· the last decade. Yet,- he remains ·'in. se\f.erat respects, \ a 
• 1 '• • : ·. ·• • . · . ' ., ' . \ 
·rather _ampig:uous litera~y fi~ure. For Ill.any, he is ~.Canadian fiction "."' 
. . ; , 
... .. ' . ·. . 
,..)! • • • • 
wr~t~r; his name. springs ·· inime~iately to !lltnd wheri our· nati6nd prose· is · · . 
under investigation. He has rec~ived his fair· share of praise and .honour • 
• A~ 'the same time: · the:te exts~s in the mind~ of many :r~aders a· doubt aliout 
' ' 
.. 
his true worth; · ·This :·~o~bt . expresses itself in d:ffferent way,s:. ~o~etimE;-s 
as _a harshn~~·s of juCLgm.ent ·that i_s perhaps .unfair., ·someti~es iri ; pr'aise that 
' .;;# • 
is. so eptce~sive that it seems absurd. • 
• f I 
Since -his ~9-rly writ_ing cjreer; b.vo .major critical'. appr~aches have 
"' ' , . . 
•' 
. developed to this man's work:' ce!tain.critic.s' ha.ve identified Callaghan. ' 
with. the naturalistic story· wr.it.ers· of the America!) school; .other;s have 
. . . 
. ~egarde~ hi~ ~s· . a religious writer fn the tradit:ion of ~Greene and ·,, 
.... 
Eyel:yn Waugh. • . - · 
r.-' . • . 
Num~rous reviewers and "critiCS· of 'the ·late twenties and early 
thirties associated Callaghan . with the American naturalists. A term that 
.. 
·i· \ ' 
·_. 
.. 
~. 
-
was frequently ·applied 'to .the n_aturalis~ic 'works ~f Er~est Hemingway .. -- ~ 
.. 
':hard-boiled" .-- found its 'fl!ay into Callaghan criticism. · 'c. ·P. J;adiman · 
~ • q \ : 0 . " 
called Callaghan ·~~~ p~~x'!unple of~ a· good, h~rd-b~iled -writer. " 1. Two :years.· 
' . 
,, -r -
•• 
.. 
1 . . : . 
"Cabre and .Fine i'Wire," The Nation 
. • . I -
• ' r • 
' (October 10, 1928), p. 370. 
. - . 
1 ' ·. 
' 
! " 'f . ' . 
' I 
\ 
f 
. ' 
. --
I ~ 
• · .
·, 
-. 
r 
.. 
.. , 
·'' 
\ 
,. 
/ 
. ' 
(., 
' . 
• 
. . 
.. 
, ·2 
'u 
later;. 'Horace Gregory simila;rly r~marked ~ha~ Callaghan was "by far ·the 
. 2· ' . :~O.St ~O~e~es_tiog member Of the' COntemporctry h;)rd-:Q.Oiled SChOOl Of fictiOn, II , 
. \ ' . 
'•. S~en in its simplest sens.e, natu~alism . ..... 
·. 
r 
.. 
is the :..application of ~he pri"neiples of scientific DETERMINISM· 
to FICtiON. It_draws its name ~rom its b:\lsic assump;ion t})at 
~verY.t~ing that is· real exists in NATURE,.•NATUR'E ·being conceived 
as tfie·world-of.objects; actions·~ and forces which yield the· 
secrets of their caus~tion and thei~ b~i~g to objectiv.e ·scien-
tific in'quiry,'3 
\ 
.. 
. 
In an ar.t,.~_cle entitled "Morl~y Callaghan as Thinker, " F. w. Watt states 
..q . . . 
. . , 
. ......... 
that Callaghan's early works are naturalistic: . 
t. 
.. ~ 
. . 
. ' . Th~ early stories a~e full of "strange fugitives" from ·society 
.• whose 'condition is explored, who are portrayed sympathetically 
;beeause· they suffer at the hands of their so.ciety,, ·and who are 
.'scarcely~ respqnsible f'or their lot ..,ec.ause' tpey are at t,he mercy 
of {orces that ar~ greater than· them~elves -.:... bi~logical, psycho-
logical', soCial -- ·and that are beyond comPr.ehension .or control. ., 
·callaghanrs approach is therefore that of naturalism, in ~he . 
sense ."that his subject-matter is often ugly and sordid,- 'his 
characters. are 'seen as moulded· by their enyh~nment, at:td both 
the supernatural and human;l..stic qualities of ex~~~erice' ·are 
absent or submerged,4 -~~'J\.1 · . -
~ .. • • • .l._ • 
.. 
· •!r.' 
Watt goeS!' an to ~ay· that ·callaghan's affi_liatiorf with . nal~·ali~fu '_'was ·a · ·, 
result of an early reaction again'=?t an· orthodox Gatholic interpretation 
' 
.. ' ...... . ... . . 
of. the li~es ·of peo)fl.«;! like those ).Jha were his models: an interpretation 
' . . .. . . '\ . " . ' 
which:wou!'d, stress· their grave pers.onal ~esponsibllitles and their ,sinful;_ 
\ 
ness .for not having !'lived up to them.!'5 
~ 
' 
. 
. 
' 
.. 
2 .· . . . 
'\Mr.: ~allag~~n'_~- · ~~~i-~," The Nation (April 2, 1930), p: ~9 • 
3 ' • 
.. 
' \_- . C. Hugh ·Holmanl A Handbook to Li-c·erature (Ne'l3 York: The Odyssey 
.. Press, 1960), p. ~37. :• 
... 
- ... l. 
: 
· ~ .· -- 4"Morley Callaghan as Thinker'~'1 D~lhous;ie Review, XXXIX (Autumn, · • 
. ' 
1959), 306. 
' 
5~bid . · Watt . __ }: 
nality as·a t~!nker, 
than his· own. · ,: .· . ~ 
. 
also ciaimed that 'Callaghan 'Gh,ad shown 'little orig~ 
pref'~rring._to ~se ide~s cur~ei:lt at -the time rather 
'• 
... 
·, 
1 t 
I 
.• 
·. 
- ,. 
.~ 
j 
.. . •' . . . 
As early as 1~32:. Hugo · Stein~auer associated Cal.laghan with the 
.· \ . . ' 
school-. of naturalism by describi~g ·Jlim ;;)S "the Zola· o·f 'Toron~o. '-' In this 
-
' . l .. connection Steinhauer ' ·said: 
. ' 
,( 
.. 
} -
-_ •• , ... ,.I 
I 
I i • 
•J 
I ',.· 
.· . ' 
.«< 
' . 
His gal~erY, or' .apaches includes· g~ngs ters, 'bootleggers, cotnitkr-
cial tra'l,felers, J:urnberjack~, dissatisfi~ives, newspaper ~en, 
ladie~. of easy• vi1;tue, universiFY students, and laWyers, lJe· 
describos these. animals with great skill as they go through the 
motions~ of· living:. toiling for th'eir. cfaily bread, frequl!nting 
res t.auran ts and spe11k_e~s ies wl~ere they can fill their bellies 
with food anrl bad drink, att;en~ling t~ea tres .and Church, maki~g . •. 
love to their 0\¥11 and other 'men's wives, shooting ~ach6other. 
'for little or no reason, and _ma~i~g whoopee gene .. r~lly.. ; · -~ . \ 
... In spea'king of the natpralis'tic elements in Callagh~n 's ·early ~ot;k 
I . ' . • 
1(what F·. W. Watt calls th~13e "biological, ·psyc:h·ological and social" fot;r.:~s .. , 
. . 
''that arc bey~nd .comprehension ·or. ~ontrol")·7 , ·Desm:o~d Pace.y ·~ays: cJ 
9 1, ... • \ .~ I 
'. 
• • 
(callaghan '·sJ reading' of· and association '~ttb ~atu~al:tstic 
~r.t.ters had sugeested to him an idea~that·:iit-:m ~as a rigidly 
dcter.mine~ cr~ature. of hez:edity and environmen~ ;, the 'social dis-
order of th~ G.'ate twenties and early thirties~ tf,:-ought. him into 
contact with the Marxis,t ~hesis t»at man is .,the product of ,his 
economic environment but that environment can ... be cl_\ange:d-b1'- ~ 
social revol~tion; a'nd eith,er through his readin~ .or througb · 
• . . , •I 
his conversation with shch writers as Joy~e, Cfillaghan became , 
.. \ 
. \ 
. \ •. 
I 
I 
I I \ 
'• \ 
'l \ \ 
aware of the Freudian interpretation of man ~~· ~Q .. a large exten~-
the p-roduct of childhood traumas .and the prey ;of irrationaf' , . · 
•' 
. ·' 
desires ,'8 d • \ . · 
·In an artiGle comparing · the . "arks of Call,han and HemingWay·, •. ' . ). 
Fraser· Sutherland reasons that both wy;iters .:were ~riously preoccupied with 
.the naturalistic tale: 
-, 
,. I 
I .... 
,,, 
\ .I . 
Both Callaghan and He~ingway·have been. concerned with telling a 
'story from t'f:le point of view of someone who is· "abnormal", ·a 
diff.icult proble~ f~r any writer. '!be early .Callagh,~ stories · 
. I 
I 
177. 
6"canadi;ari wri te~s of Today'" Canadian Ft>rum, XII '<Februa~y. 1932)' 
,~ tl 
. 
•. 
7
"}iorley·· Ca~laghan~,-11 Dalhousie Review; XXXIX {AutunJI}:,J. 
·, ,1959), 306. . . . -"' I' 
8' 
Desmond 
.· 
,. 
. 
' .. · 
\ Litera;y .Iif~tory 
~.: p • . 690; 
Pacey,. "Fiction 1.22"0-1940," in Carl F. Klinck. ed. , 
of Canada (Toronto: University, of Toronto Press, 1965), ":" ......... ~ .. 
•I 
I • 
,. 
. 
' ' 
.~ 
•. 
' · 
, 
<\ 
\ ., .. 
• I . . .. 
l i ., - --~, I • \ 
.. 
. ' 
.. 
. ' 
•• - f 
. ..._,..·' 
. ./ 
·/ 
~ .. \' 
, , ' i . . 
like '-'Amuck in the Bu~h" . a_tl~ "A. C7>untry Passion" $uq..ceed very 
well, and in thci ·?arne way q'S Hcmiiigw.JyJs "Up ip Michigan" . • '. 
tl~e ffgure of the "smashed ~ri" 'recurs· thr.ough all of Callaghlm' s · 
and Hemit:rgway:~ w~~; Young ~or . old~ _the sma_shed mal) -- u::'ually . 
the t?~tral hgure of the story. -- l..S wrecked by"th~ forces of 
naturl! of his society·. With Hemingway,. the,,qamage is1;usn~1·ly, 
though ·not alw:nys, done -by nature; in 'the' case of Call'!}ghan it i _s 
usually .society •• Jim Cline (of "A~Cquntry P~ion'!)' atid Gus Rapp , 
(of "Amuck in . th~h'') are smashed men, as is K. Smith, the' 
. hangman in '~Twp <Fishermen. n9 
' 
· ·~-J . . 
"llil h. HeiDi ngway, tl~y:h.~';fe is ,usUally, thOugh, not aJw~y?, d?ne., by aature; 
.i.n the case of Call<igh.an)i~.is usually society." llere we see a j~d_gment 
• typical of · t~~~~· \{\~~·~· 
. . ' . 
cl"itics who. relate Callaghan to the American naturalis~s.·. 
. '~\.: ,.~·' . 
In relating Ca'll'aghan' s stories 
. /' 
to t,hose of the American ·naturalists, 
'· 
'. 
• 
. ·' 
c-ritics have generally isoiat~d this· social e\cment of Ca'llngha~'s subject- l 
' ' • Q ~ 
., 
. ' . 
matter-- i.e •. Callaghan's per;sistent, criticismoo£ oppression.,and social . 
idj~stice. · Desmond Pacey, for exa;plc, says of this aspect of Callatha~'s 
wri~ing th.at "it 'is not so much· the univ'erse its~lf which is blamed for 
• • t t p 
:., rua~' s .misf~rtunes as ~n ignor.1nt .and fals.ely'tn~tiva~e~ soci~ty ... lO'· J!e add_~ · I . 
that ~he enemy for Callaghan "is a ioci7.t-y .in w,hich commercial values .take 
. h .. n . 
.-precedence over, uman values. ... \ ' .. '
, I 
rn· oppo,sit.io.n to those criti~s whp ,consider Callaghan's fict~.on. to 
be . naturalisti~ with the~r· in~e~eyi_~ th.'e.:~o·ci~~ aspe~-~ of .~allaghim'~ 
•. writing, ar~ tho:.. who regard Ca~laghat:l· ~~ ·~·~relig.iotl.-s::~~iter. :.e~llaghan, 
11
. -
- . . 
himself, admit's t.Q h~ving a keen interest in · the rel.igious aspect.: 
•.• •. 
\- I .. 11' • 
.g,. . • . ' \ d Hemingway. and Call,aghan :·. Fr;ten s and Writers," Can ad ian 
Literature, I:.III '-(sumioer; 1972), 13 •• · 
.. 
. . 
. \ 
.. . 
10
nesmond. Pa~ey, 
196l),·p.' 210. 
Creative ~~iting. in Canada {Toronto: Ryerson _?2-:.ss,l. 
m ~ ~ 
.. 
·-.· ~11 .. 
-Ibid·;: 
I 
.-.. ·. 
. ·'... . . .. 
.· 
. , 
' ~.~ .. I .. : .· 
I ' 
. ,. 
.. " . .. ,...,. 
~ .. 
... 
- .• II. -~ 
F 
... 
. 1 . 
.. , 
·\ 
I ;, l 
., ! 
.. 
. 
J 
I . 
I • 
:'' 
-' 
' 
, •' 
. 
. 
. 
.1. 
r • 
... " 
a • 
Int.erview~er: 
' ...
. . ,. 1· 
.• 
. •. .. 
. .. , . 
.. : .Be.cause,·.yon ccrtafl)ly <hre inte.-i::ested -in theo-
'.tll. r .. logi~al. '~.hings .. . I . . . . . . ... 
.-
1 
\ . ·. . . 
Callaghan: Oh, -the theo~ogical aspects of things has troubled . I 
,....,..,_, 
·· · meri for thous~nd's of y'e.a-rs. Yo~ kno4~ in all ancient societies, 
.and ti1en all th1;o{~~ ·Eur.ope for l90.0 Y.ears right up till now,' ·. 
that .pri~st'· :ole ~~ways very~·il"portant: • :...;.. ,, We~l; ~i th tl;e 
.:Ibandonrnent 111 our t1me of the po~er of that role -- because I 
' I 
.. 
' I I • · 
think th~ role has lost its powex in our sot:iety,-- its odd 
watching the,ot-h_er f.i.guJ;"eS· who come· lll'fJ still.· playing that pri!'!St 
... \ , ' ' 
role. ~· / . J. · 
· . I~tervicwe~: Your stori.cs a-r:c pretty .sympathetic to t~,e\di.ffl_i.~ul-
ties the old zri st faced. \ 
Ca.lli~gha~: T wre ... was~ such a thing -_.:_ pr~bably i's rio':'7, 'too .... ~ a;· 
. a goqd priest, 1-lho .re'ally sees h~msel·f as a Christian. It's . 
extremely diffic\•lt ~o be a Christian, and. if a fellO\.r is'really, 
.. · · ttying to be a C~ristian in h~s relationships .with ·other pq,ople,- .,. 
\ · this' is ~ noble enterprise·. It may ~n~, rather sadly or . disappdint-
\ ingly, but ~piri tually. speak~ng, .in tenns of :my kind of history 
.. · /of : th~ · ~~~rh, that wou·l·d b~ ra noble eni:e~pr ise~ ' . .. · ,."~·-· 
s 
Interviewer: But in the real worlo, v,cry often the purs~i.t ·of ; 
. that nobility is h,is downfa~l. 
'\ '\ ~ .. 
• I • I 
:·~ the priest is· just an exemplification of a'fiy . ef tis t g to 
. . • '* 
Callaghan: That comes ,right ·down' to what we were talking about· 
in th~ beginning, abou·t prote'c ting yourself. • ,; • ~ha 's · ~hy 
defend an 'inner. l.ight against .. many of ·his o~ inst ·nets, many of 
his own fr·i~2 · . .. 
·in ·his study . of llo~ 1 ey Callaghan·' s. work;. H~$0 :,:Phers~n· maintai~~ ·thai: 
Cal1agh~n Is early f ictiori. is the work of "a religious writer"; . --
; 1 • • • 
' . 
.. ~ . 
... 
.. 
.· 
an ·artist who looked .'Searchingly at his.,Jxper.ience · •• . . ·and' 
conclJded that the temporal world cannbt b~ self..:r~deemeq!; that· 
h4n!an fr'ail~y is bcarab1e only in the light of divine perfec-
\._., ' 
• .. 
,, 
• i 
tion.ll. 1· • L l • 
7 '',.I \.. o o { 
. In .1965, • Desmon~ Pacey remarked .~~n· ~-h~--~'leg~ee -~f confusion in 
Ca11aghan's"early:>work11 coul.d .be att_ribut~~)to some ext.ent to Callashan's. 
1 ·.t. • ' 
~ ' . 
. . 
.. 
. 
}lor ley 
12
nonal.d ~amer41, "Defending th'e ·rn.ner L~ght: ~-~ In~~·~i~~ 'witp 
Callaghan!." Str~rday Night~ LXXXVII (July~ J972)~ 1_8. . . . .,. 
,.. • !. . .r 
.. l3"The Two Worlds of Mo~leX Callaghan,"~n' s ·quarte~ly, LXIV 
(Autumn, 1957), 352. · · 1 
.. 
.. 
, . 
. ,i' 
... ' . 
.. 
' · ... 
~- . 
~· ~ . \ 
..... ·c£·. 
I 
. ~' 6 
·-
I 
' 
... 
. ·. 
, . 
~ ' 
..,,,.. J' - t '. : . .. 
religious upbringing. "Hi's Cat'holic educnf:i~-n, '.'}-~ccy .wt1~:~~ ''~a~_ i!Jlpressed 
on him the idea that r;,an was a_ morally_ responsible, fre·~iy. cho.osing,-son of 
' 14:. . ' ' • . ' · ' 
God." The .-~.e~igious aspe.ct, combined . loli th Call.agha~' s-ea~ly aff'i.pation 
with' naturalism, Pacey._. concluded, reve:1led an early writer attempting to 
find. a ·. modus vivendi among those irrecqncilable ph.iio~ophi·e~~·~· IS 
'Throughout our :?tudy of Harley J;allaghart's short stories, \ve· .shall (i-J ' -~ . 
. ;: '- I 
notq that both naturalism and rel~gion strongly ~ark Callaghan's fic-tion. 
·' • . . . . •' 
. 
. Sue? tales; for exam_ple, as·"A Cc,untry Passion," "Am~ck' in the Bush·, •T ·and 
c 
. ' ., 
"The Life of Sadie Hall" reveal-characters who are deeply affected by 
.. _ .... 
t{eredity '..•nd cnvirarnnent. Priests and. nuns .are very often the focal point 
.. ~ 
of an ·~mportant theme. 1:hc_. most r'requently recurring ~mage thro1,1ghout · 
. · · -~. 
Callaghan's fiction is that , of a ··church, cathedra~, or ~teeple. Church 
. .. 
... ~ 
.services, confess}ort, communion, baptism, m_editation, novenas,,· sermobs and 
acts ·of contriti-o'n. continually highlight his$short storie$. -· 
'l . .. 
Ob~iou~ly I thep,. the.re i_s basis for both these approaches; yet it 
should also be noted that in .a fundamental way, thesed:wo., positi<?\lS ·are 
diametrically oppos-ed: 'the on'e stressing mart as a socially · controlled 
I ' ' ' 'fl 
:. being, the· ~ther; m.~n · as rCSP.OnSible . ~d free. "E~idently beth of· these 
. . . 
labels must be sub~umed in ~orne large~, _l,e$~ rigid approac:h .to his _vi~:r~· 
"' .. 
~ - . 
rt· is t:he intention of this stu~y, ther~fore, ·to assess Call~ghan's. work , 
fro_~ an ~1ternatejap~r?~ch., Out final judgment; _o_~. ~h~s writer ~-- ~s 'in_deed ' 
Of , any writer -- ~E8 -t" whl',t:)>•~ ·;;;;·. ;;J;;;;-;~;;;, -£ i~t~ ·to be ·an art. form ·or 
. . ) - .. . . 
' an embodiment '<Jf PSY..chological and reli!Vous co_mmentary or polit-ical and 
'. 
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·_story · rnakin_g is be~.t 
,.,.. 
~ ..  .. ' 
\" • ' . ~ ~ , ' • ~ , • ' • • • f o " " ;. • . , 
It is . the',con~~nt:~o~·of"tllis si.u~y· tha_t. C:11laghan's: 
.• · : /;.' . . 
pprec~1.t:ed· a~ , an art· forJT}-.0il!)d .~t i~ •t·h·e.,intenti~n of 
. \ . 
' ,., 
this ·.s~·tldy to ,..Peal wi 'h Callaghan's short: fictia.n , from. th~t vie~po!nt: ~ As 
. ' . 
·such, t.he .. studY' wi.Jl· .ttempt 'to pJ;o\le. t.bat thi.s au(hor has niade an invab 
• 4 c:zt , . 
·~-
l,l,ab-le contriBu.~ion 
. . . 
this genre·, rnther than to .. any particular system of' 
. 
thought· or_ belie~.- 0 r ;nethod' shal 1 be to exn1niqe Cal1.aghan Is. contribution 
to this art ~o.rm ~ri~)ically, w.ith our main -c~~Cel:n o'cin.g to 'PC:int. o~t· lhat. '. 
,his t.h~m•.:ic-.technic11 mixture an·~ oVerall artistlc coh'e'rence ~:~~ in:d_e.!t~ 
: . . 
mature in the cliff ~cult genr~ ,oj; the ushor t story,. · 
... • IJ . .. 
" . .. : ' 
To dat'e, Morley Callaghan has Mritten inor.e'.than.sixty short stories. 
•, I , .;;, ~ • a 
.· 
In 1929 ; .. J:!~ produced A Native Argosy, a v,olum'e· c~n.tain.ing four't~cn tales.,;'· 
. . 
I I 'I 
.Seven y~ars ~ ater,. h · s se-cond ,collection, ·~ow. T)1at 'Af!ri!}1 s Hcx:e, :appeared, 
""; J' ~ • • . ,.¥ (;: ~ :.. ' ..... 
and' in 195~' Nrlrle.y: anaghan' Is stories- was published.: .It is m'y beii.ef 
.. I ...- ~ • • • • • I . . . . . . ' . 
that the key to t.hi's .author 1 s . s~cce~~ as_ .a· ·shor~ .. s~o;y w~·ft,er --~~sts ~in his 
ability to employ a journ'alistic prose ·s~y1e.\Jl~hlrr'·a ~eiy defined ·struc-
~ 
. . . " 
tural pattern to ~mp~asize a ,moli.al' poiJlt' of 'view that .~sually c~nters l 
around the theme. of wl)at Call'aghan_ hims~lf calls 
I ' {:) • I \' 16 , 11il.it~-:tBt" thingsU . -- (a 
.. 
. . .
' 
... ,. 
-
. ~ 
· , 1 tr · ·· 1 t th t t k ' 1 · :!::.. 'as~ 1'n t'l!e story '"A"' ~ ?eem1n~ y 1 v1a ev~n . a a es on. ref 1mpy;~~n:e, " u • . , 
' ' • • (I t. .Predicament~" or :an Articl~ o(' clot~ing' t·hat. becG_mes a· meaningful SYmb_?l'' 
... ,•, I • 
.. ,,' ' 
'a • to 
as in the tald., "A Cap for St-e:ve11 )·. An ex"aminat::io~ of these''fout.areas; 
• ( ' 0 .. ' " ...... •" I ' 
., .... 
for r • .. , style, structure, poi~t of vi.e't, an~ thellle; shou~d~~erve 'to ~l~ust:rate 
. , .u: t-. abillt;\o merge ~~rm with .content, wlii~};t; .. 'I 'f:i:nd ~o typical ~f 
\ . ···'.J .... 
·. . \6 .... 
~alla~han 1 s short\ stories. ·r 
". 
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CHAPTER TWO .. '. 
_ ... . .. 
Co ;. ,_ 
'; 
. THE UNSTA,\ED MOI,U\L ' POINT ·. O·F VIEW 
' • ~ • A D ' . 1,. I• 
• r 
Most of 
"' ~ ' .'6 • 
Morley.Callaghan stories, although.~hey may not appear so 
are. concerned with the ethic~! ~pri~~iple~ wh~ch should 
': ~ ' f 
on the surface, 
gove11n human ,J.ife --·what Callagh~n calls, the giving bf "shape and form 
to human experience": 
·' J • 
I choose to think ·~hat the art p~iction is the greatest of all 
~rts, because"the writer has fo~ hi~material the ways of men ~nd 
women, in their relationship to each ·other. It is an art that has 
.a . providential quality . -- the w~ter in his pag.es is gi~ing form· 
· to the stuff of life. He deal with love and death and hope and ' 
faith and pride and anguish ~n courage and-loyalty, not just as 
they touch himself but by living qemonstrationp of ~he impact of : 
·these great human qualities on others. So all grea& writers are 
·· reaTly moralists. As soon as you begin to give shape and form to· 
human experience you become a moralist. 
The great fiction-writer, the~, must not only have a ~iew on 
man as he is, but of man as. he ought to be. · This'" ~-;t.nd of wisdom 
he can· ohly get by going inward in ·his own heart. :" •. • · Let the· 
writer then remember. his special function. · His job ·;is to be con-
cerned with th.e s-Pirit and hear~ of man in these times whEm the' 
general concensus of opinion se~ms to ~e that ~n'has very_little 
spirit at. all..l · " · 
.. 
.-. 
frequently these ethical principles are suggested rather than overt 
' 
so. that Cal~aghan may use characters ~ho ar'~ intelle.c~ually and/or emotion-
' 
ally backwa.rd and incapable them~elv~s' of appr~liending , the "shape anq 
. ~ ~ 
form" 'in human exper.Ience ~o suggest this 11shape" to the reader. 
As Victor Hoar puts it:• 
' .. 
II 
1 . • . - . 
Morley•Callaghan, 11Novelist," it?- George Whalley, ed.~ Writing in · 
Canada (Toronto: Macmj,llan, 1'956)', 'pp. · 3\-3.2. .o 
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.Es~he.wing any devices which mi'ght 
p. 20), Morley Callaghan strove as 
truth for what it was 'in itself .• 
It wa$ Callaghan's ambition to 
judgments'and simply strive to see 
act o'f clear perception was itself 
~ become c~ncerned that the forms of 
blur "the truth cleanly" (TSP, 
a ' young writer to see the 
refrain from any over~ valu~ 
the thing as it·~s, for the 
moral • • . the Canadian had 
his narrat1ves bB included in 
r' 
9 
the toLal moral point of view. . 
sion --maybe the·most important one 
. 2 • . 
•. Form is after. all, an ex ten- ·1 
of the sensibility of an 
artist., 
In the follow{ng pages, ·we shall see how it comes about~a~ characters 
who hav~ ~o ~hoice.themselves~·f~y stili convey to us, the readers, the 
. ..... , 
-
necessity for making moral choi~es • 
. · .. /'1 ,_::';' s't.~ 
. , / ~ Early Stories v>~~-
The story li~ of "i Country P~ssi~n" i.~. J~.imple one.? Th~ 
~-revailing tone ·~he story ·is ··one of ~adness. As the title· indicates, 
. ' / '3. . -
two rural n~hb<;lUrs_, Jim Cline an1cf Ettie" Corley' lq_ve ea~h other~ Jim's 
sincer~nd his devoti~n to tM "'sl~w-witted Et.tfe are illustrated by his 
• ·'.~.-";· "' , ) ~- 1 
I ~ ~~ 
providing for her a~d her .family~ and by his desire t,o bec9JI!e her husband. 
. . ' , 
.1 4 '1. 
Ironically, when E~t t;i.e' and Jim decide 
. : ! ~ to ~?~r-y) ~hey 'erico~nter_·_ a~~ 
The t~ie concludes with E~tie confined .to ~n asylum of obstacles. 
I o 
sorts 
and Jim 
I 
, ' ~ 
left to ~onder the ·baffling and bitter r~ality of an experience resulting 
in hopeless frustration and life imprisonment. Callaghan's use of ~rony . 
.. 
'is perfect for. the situation. It 'is not .. the respected and ~upposedly 
intellectual faction of society -- court and clergy -- that is capable of 
~ , .•. 
understanding and solving the dilemma of these two lov~rs. Quite the 
., 
co~trary! . ·Call_aghan· adroi~l~ points out · that this faction of society makes 
the situation (i.e. Jim and the slow-witted Ettie wanting to ma:r~) more 
\ 
~' 
2 . ~~ ' 
Victor Hoar, Morley Callaghan (Toronto: Copp"Clark, 1969), pp. 1-3. 
.. 
',• 
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10 
comp-l:ex than it actually is. It is Jim Cline, with his weak intellectual 
~apacity, who· f.inall)j emerges ns the only. member of society cap'<(ble of at 
.. 
.. l~ast some ~nderstanding of the situation: • 
.. 
' ' 
Turning over on lhe bed J~n rubbed his forehead on the pillow •• 
-rhe minisL.er ·had said hC would get ).ife and he had helped the . ~ · ~ 
Corlcys and bought coal for them last winter. Everybody' in •.town 
knew he had bought coal and food nnd some men had said the Gorley 
kid woul'd be lucky if he rn;Hrit?d IH1r, · Jjm s.~t up, feeling · 
·\ ". unensy. lie had nltnost hit upon nn idC'a that would be a solutio·n 
for e~folrything •. Everybody knew ':lt \vould be best for Ettie to 
marry him and Ettie wanted to, and· he could go to work, but· the 
People who arres'ted' him. co'uldn' t nu"dcrst.~'11d ·it. Ffercely ind:lg- _ , 
' . 1 w 
nant, he felt himf:\,clf getting exc1tJ:?d. If he could get ouh he ,. 
could explain his .idea to .everybo~y· and get people behind . him~ 3 
~1fle it is tiue tha~ the author presents a view of man responding 
r 
to environmental forces and internal stresses and drives, ,.11 entirely 
• t" 
~ ~ . beyo~d hf~cont.rol, the story actually moves a step beyond pure naturalism 
01;1 two counts. The duthor i.ndicates that the protagonist is.. much more than 
. .. ';) 
a mere an'1mal struggling for survival ,in the ·natural world -- Jim Cline · 
. .. 
' .. 
partly understands his situation. The author also points out that Jim a~d 
I 
Ettie share the "great human qualities" of "love" and "faith" and' "hope" 
and •:anguish": 4 "Everybody 'in town knew he had bought coal and food and 
. ~ 
some had said the Corley kid would be lucky· if he married her. ~ • • If 
' he c~uld'get out he could explain his idea to ~~ery~ody and.get ~eople 
behind him. ,.S The ~eade.i, •therefore, is quick to sympathize with these 
two char;,acters, feeling that. ·a wtopg is being commit ted. This tendency 
. . 
... -' . . 
toward compassion for Ett1e and Jim is heightened by the presence of a 
~ 
3 .. Morley Callaghan, A Native Argosy (New. York: Books for Libraries · 
Press, 1929), p. 12. ; .J " 
. ' 4
callaghan, W~itin·g in Canada, p. 31. 
5A Native Argosy, p. 12. 
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clcrgy~an who is 
.lt 
: 
~ i ~ 
cqmpietcly lacking charity. 
11 
Through these cha:I;"acter~ ·and their' circumstances, Callaghan implies 
. . 
~hat the ways of human telat:ionships shoulq not be dist"orted ~y man's social 
... 
' 
and religious drives. Victor Hoar says ol the moral vision exprcssc~ in . 
this t·ale: 
.Now it wou14 seem that Ettie and Jim arc caught up in forces that 
arc greater tli:m themselves; limited . inlelligenc~.J · •md prevailing 
sod al order which says that you can 1 t abduct and seduce and f 
which says that retarded giTls must lYe placed in a Home. Bu.t in 
the few momcnts"left to the couple before·the separation, these 
forces are challenged by . the gentle, civil nffectioh wh_ii:ih Ettie 
and Jim have for' one another. Ugly? Sordid? . Not ·in the least. 
And if such human . beings can win .. t.hratigh once in a ~hile, . if only 
for a moment, 'then those of us who are bet ter{off ought to take. 
. 6 ' • heart. . · . 
Another story, where •the moral vision . iS' 5mpl idd in this .way,, is 
. 
entitled "Amuck in the Bush," Gus Rapp, a clumsy lumberyard labourer,·i~ 
fired from his job- by ·Sid '-l131top, ···his boss. Gus' swears revenge. He ge~s 
. ' " ..,....... . 
\ 
('drunk on Squirrel whiskey and in an effort to refitore hi·s· dignity, h.e 
~ssaults ·his· fo.rcman' s wifc'"and daughte::. · ~ecause of his ,awhrardncss and -
. 1 
inability to think clearly; be fails to ·inflict seriOtJ,S inj!1ry upon them. 
. " . I 
Iri the ass~ult s~ene, G~s's animal ~rives aFe depicted through an impressive 
counter-poin~ing of images of nature with the would be avenger's primiti~e 
•' 
instincts: 
. He, &at on the fronf steps for twepty minutes, hfs ~1:\ad in his 
hands, spitting on a bug crawling on the pick~t wa~V and thinking• 
about grabbing and-hiding the kid that always besame\Mrs. ·wa~ton 
when he thought abo~t·· it very much. "That' 11 make Walton sweat 
all right, 11 he thought, and got up quickly: happy ·-tcr go swinging 
talong the road beyond the tt;J-~'Jl-.. ,tp the berry-patch in the bush.· 
He thoug~t about stealing . .J~e; kia but l:tked following. Mrs. \ · 
Walto~n. • She had full r~d l1ps and a lo~ · of black ha-ir bunch!T}} 
over her ears · " · · 
I ' 
6 
·Norley Callaghan·, ,Studies in Cai]adian Li'terature (!6rori·to : . Copp 
Clark, 1969), p. 66. '\. 
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- . ·She kept to the patl:_l ·and he followed through the trees,.· · 
get~ing excited gradually'· he didrt' t think mu'ch about the. kid 
but felt-he-wo.uld ~ake her away all right. o • 
It was shady yet warm in the bush. The afternoon sun wa,s 
strc;mg, Brown~sh green leaves were b~ginn,ing · to fall frop1 the 
trees on· the path. ·Mrs. Walton wal}te.d slowly wit;h .a strong 
·stride~ her wide .... brimmed hat ~lapping regulari;y • . It was· warm in 
. the butth but .it was cdoling to look back through the trees up· tq a· 
· th~ blue water line of the bay • . • • · . ,' · 
.: .The· woman kicked and scratched so he f~opped doivn, smother:ing 
her, jerking her bauds from his belt, ·getting· her between his -
legs. She yelled 11Anna,1 An~a( but one big hand was on her 
throat, squeezing. Her clothes· ripped and sh~ rolled, ·but hE! 
held, hard pressing, bending her stiff back untii the kid ra~ up 
0' . . # • 
anp got hold of ,his ankle· just abov~ the thick boot, pulling; 
1 his arm swung· free and caught the kid by the throat·, slamming 
_her down .hard,: choking .her.· He tugged •and the woman's sweater 
came. away. TWisting. a~ound ~nd J:tolding h·e~ arm, he 'grl.\nted ·, · "~qu 
got to lie there," three t.imes. His legs were thick and heavy 
and she got;: weaker. His arms were hard and heavy out she bit 
deep· into 'his forearm. and he-·holleted, "God d~mmit," ·.g~uging he~ · 
with his knees. 1. · 
.. , . . ., 
12 
:·Lust, liquor; and.revenge have combined, 
t.ot"'\... ~ ... ~ 4 I 
~ 
turning Gus Rapp into· an animal'~ 
-............. . 
He unsucces.s £~1.1.). . attempts 'to 
. 
) 
shooc the Wal tons grazing the mother's .. feire-
head ~nd "gashing h~r cheek." . ' Confused, panic-stricken and frustrated, he 
runs into ~he woods and is eventually captu_red. • I 
, · 
' F.Nen •though Callaghan does not· create, in Gus Rapp, the sympathetic 
,_ do • • ' '· 
figure seen.inathe previous tale, he does add an element df pathos. As 
Victor Hoar says: "Callaghan doesrt' t argue for J..enien~ut there is 
~ssion .. here."~ Further .too, _ ~a~laghan again employs. -t~e ironical - • . . 
· 'touch. When Gus Rclpp is capture.d, the supposed. sane and Civilized members 
of society .treat him as if he is a wi+d animal: 
. ,. ' ' 
Gus whined .aut loud, "Have Pri ty on me." They grab bed hold of him ~nc\ Woods· got ready to -!lug rim, but hr slumped loc;>sely in their ., 
arms. He said hoarsely., "I. don't want to diE!; Mr. Wa\ton. 
. . .. 
• ('£ • '.. • 
7 . . 
.: 
o ... . 
' . . 
. I 
. . 
A Native Argosy, pp. 
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tl. . 
Please, Mr. Walton, for .Christ sake." 'Sid put his hand over 
Gus' 8 mouth and squeezed until he spluttered and shut ' up. "Tru~s .' · 
· the skunk up, boys," he said. They boun'& his hands and' put ropes _ · . -
' I . . , 
around his wa~st and' shoulder:s, the rop.es five feet long, a .man . ~ 
at· the end of each rope. They twisted the ropes around Gus and 
··the lamp-post while Joe Hurst went in the grocery store 'tQ phone 
for -the po1-i_c~ car. 9 (· · - ' 
The tale concludes on a note of sadness: 
The nells and their four kids cpme out half dressed, formin~ a I 
circle around Gus:. ~ights appeared in the windows of other • 
houses. ·'i>eople were hearing that Gus was caught. Leaning. his 
weight forward on the· ·ropes, he star.ed hard at the bat that · 
swooped and darted around the .light overhead. The police car 
c'ame- along deliberately and .they ha!i no trouble with Gus, and the 
car t:'urped · around and -as Gus got -'in' the kids yeiled and threw 
pebbles and sticks at him.lO · '"' l 
~ 
• It becom~s ~apparent that G.us '.s neighbours any;~pable -of becoming· 
as wild and savage as him; in fact .they are no better and p_erhaps worse 
· \'; t~a~ Gtis since they are, supposedly, the· most intelfig~- members of the 
c-unity; .. . J ····:·: · 1 
, , ' Anoth.i~, tale' in Which Callagh:"' ~~ deli~ era tely s~bt~e ~·~ of · irony , 
illuminates a moral point of view.t is entitled "The"""Life cif Sadie- Hall.". · 
~ • ,..... - J • • ~ 
.In journali~~,i;, fashion{. the ·~u:_hor _fills in the. family ba~kground of this 
. . . . . . .. - '· ·; . ' 
.! _·, .character- She has been orphan,. _at ·the ~~~ of ten and left to live w'ith 
her hy~oc.ritical Aunt Hilda, ~tfo feels t~at· ""the Hall. c,hildren are little 
• a 1 > ~etter than b'rats. '! 11 As a y~~h~- gi~l,' ;ac{~e .H~~l lives wildly and f~e-ely: 
• \ _.c "'¥! . 
. ~ . 'I 
' The switchboard oper~tor was a little-afraid·of Sadie, there was 
no holding. her back, she thoug\lt. ·Most fe·llows agree~ she was 8. 
ho't one alright·. • • • <1ne -day- in •a de'pbtment s;te_,. during npon 
~our_, she met ,_'two .'fe~lows from th~ uni~ersity who r ~mbered _her 
. ,, 
. ·~ 
. . )~, .. . . . 
1 • ... .. • ' • -
9 . ' 
A N~tive Argosy, p ••. 118. 
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from public-school days. They tried kidding her and she. replied· . 
a • • ' • 
. banteringly, sinattly. She had0 turned away,. leaving them, when sh~ henrd· one fel·low whis_pering td the other. 4'Tpat ki9 's got 
so'mething: You can ' .t be stiff with her. Sh~ ~ak!'ls me feel i 
'c.buld go right along wit.h her and have a~ good ~.;pne·." 
, "She sure makes a. guy feel free and easy," +'the other· one 
said. · · · . 
. Sadie heard· tl;tem talking and thinking ·about it Jade h~r so 
,I happy, she walker;! c.arelessly down Yonge-Street. looJdng. fo(a long· 
time at dresses and-furniture in shop-windows, and was late for• 
. work.12 
' 14 
She eventually leav$ her unkind aunt and ·unc1e whose final' rema-rk to Sadie 
... 
is to call her 
. . 13 
a "vixen. 11 She gets s\Y_eral menial j.obs and is. finally ~~ 
• ~ 
" I kifled when the automobile, in which she is driving home from a weekend 
., . 
party, collid~s with a tta'in-;. As ·the tension mounts toward, the· inevitable 
·ending of ~he:~;~r~ ...£~ autho~ ~mploys a .series of short· rapid sentences · 
..... . -
!,(,., 
in o.rde:(t6! m·~,dmize• the effect. One phrase --:- "she squeezed the fellow's 
. . ' }~, ~ ~rm exc~~~~~¥". -- highligh.t:s the natU're of this "free. and )e.asy" girl: 
·~, (u tJ' , . • . 
~t4~Wt they approached the 'city limits. Th~ dew was on the' 
fields. Sadie was sitting,in the ·front seat•with the ·fellow.who 
was d·riving i:he car,' She had been his girl at Osh~wa. She felt 
liks letting herself go and shouting happily. .They all knew hpw 
to have a good time. The car ~a!i ' comfortabJ.e. She had a wa-pn, 
satisfied. feeling inside. A level crossing was a little way ~ihead 
on the highway. An engine hooted and they could see the light 
,comi~g around the ben,d. She squeezed the · fellow's. arm excitedly. 
.. 
.. 
They had plenty of time to get across thE! level cro.ssing but the . . 
.'.~car stalled on the tracks. A fellow jumped out of the car, 
··''tripped and fell. Things! didn 1 t ~tr~:lighten out for Sadie, and the 
• L.,_ 
I 
train hit the au~omobile. 4. 
. . 
(' 
-
The usual ironic :aspec~ becomes apparent in the Aunt's concluding stat~-
' 
( 
ments: , .. . 
. ' ' I 
·: . ·.·. 
.. 
. ~ . 
I. 
- ~> 12Ibid. , 123-25. ~ pp. 
' .r 
I, 
~13Ibid., ,. P• 124. 
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U was all in the p
1
apers ne~t. mo.;z:-ning, jo~-riders killed .on .leve1 .·· 
crossing. Reporters utried to get a picture fro~ ~~nt Hilda but 
she was bitterly practical. "I 'can stop that getting in the 
papers anyway,'" she said. She wquld not ta).k about it, having . 
··known· from the first that· Sadie ·would come to a bad ~nd: She . 
told the r,eporter..s not to dare to~ mention her own 'i.n the paper .15 ,, 
I . . J 
Through the use of sever~l irenic contrasts, Callaghan,in this story 
I . 
. . 
I 
15 
implies that, this 'girl, wit~ her "c&~eless laugh" and "wild reckless w_ays'' 
m·~y b'e living a much more fruitful e}Cistence than her uncharitable an'd 
. . 
. .. ' 
hypocritical aunt and uncle who "had agreed to lo'ok after "Sadie ana Shelly I 
.. • • 0 :-- / 
·because her bz:other., away for on~y a f~w mop.ths ·, would pay handsomely on · 
•. 
· ·i,l", . r th~r.e. Hf mo~ ·to. ~e 
. 16 . . . 
his return." The author seems 'to, b_e.·J~dicati~g..,!_lJat 
. . . ·L-.... 1 1 
said for the unlov~d. than ther~ is for the unloving. ~ 
. . 
·. The above three· stories concern characters who find · themselves face 
. . 
tQ face with forces that seem beyoqd their control. •As such, these tales 
·are .written_in the naturalist~c ·traditio~ Indeed, cr~tics hav~ been_ quick 
to ob_serve. that Callaghan's subject matt~r: £s similar to the material so . 
f~eq\lent.ly,. f~'und in."'t~e works ··~f ~he~ood ~~~r_son :md. Ernest . .Hemingw~ • 
At the . ame time,. the mor~l vision implic~t in thes.e short stories marks 
different. As Brandon Conran's study of this ~riter 
. 
. says: -. • I 
In marked contras·t Cto HemingwayJ ·are the wistful lyric quality, 
the Celtic fancy, the supremely ironic point of view-- which, 
can b~ .compassiona~e Q.i detached -- and· the intuitY,e insight ·. 
into the significance of the minutiae of ordinary fife which J 
characterizes Callaghan ''s pJ;eseRtation. · Moral r~ther 'than 
" · · physica~urage fs his~ concertl..l7 ___., 
~ I 
... 
. ) 
' 1 
1 ~lbid.' p; .119. t • • • 
,. 
17 
'• · Brandon Conran, Morley Callaghan .(New York: Twayne Publis~~rs~ 
1966), PP· .· -3'2.-'33. · 
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. '· 
·The above tales' undoubtediy 
. . 
force -..us..~.tz<?..... come to · so!TJ.e """TT\P.!.al awareness. The:_ · 
··· ·· · ·~~\ . ' .. -\.....,;~•}t' t • 
animalistic qualities and intellectual' backwardness of the eharacters serve j ,• to disguise meaning at first. 'fh~s seems to be quite d:iibera·t~ .on ~allagh·a·n 1 ~ ~e case of Gus :.Rapp ~ for cxarnpl~, we 'become s,o . • 
preoccupied with his simplicity. and s~p)Ht~; that we t,e·IJd tp ;.f~rget that 
. , 
we, like the other characters in the ~tq.;r>.i·, are not judge aqd jury we 
\ . ~ ~ , 
tend to forg.et that we should not judi~:,~ les.t some Jay, .. we. receive the same 
I • 
. . ~ 
I • , 
. ~o_rm of judgment. But the con'clusion bfj t.'he story, where the judges are. 
I . ~. 
judged, forces us to share th~ viewpo:iqt,l of the author:·· \~c must become 
. ;; 
com~as-sionate obse~vers. In ' I: his way, tl1e reader wi.tnesscs "man as he is," 
struggli;1g and frusttatedt and comes. to a moral unde'rst.inaing ·of "man as • 
. ' .... 
I . 
he ought to be,'' free and happy. 
Amo~g the ~the~. tales whic¥ involve an un~tated moral point of 
view we find "Soldier Harinon," "An Escapade,". "Las~ Sprin~ They Came Overt" 
and "S~ttli~g 'nown 'II from thE7 author's f"'117'st coll~cti01l' and "Now That 
April's Here~' and "Two Fishermen," from his latest volumes. The prot a-· 
~-~ 
gonists of these tales ~re not as handicapped ai those in ~he previously 
examined stories from·~ Native Argosy, y~ these 
• .-'\~ J" ·. 
subtle irony.· i \. 
.. / -
. , 
stories contain the same 
' 
In· the· shor~ story,. "Spldier Hinman," th~ po~~i.s~nist~s parents, 
" \ 
fianc(et ·and manage;, feel confident that Joe Harmon can make, if not- a 
. . 
- I 
professional c~reer, at · least a li~~ng" from boxiQg: Jo~, on the other hand, 
wants only - "fo get a real jo~," 18 marry and se--t-t-.l~e-d_o_wn~-.~~Th-e-o-. ~~h..:-..;,;_e'?';"'a~e 
.. 
" 
.. 
/ , 
--
·selfish and ambitious, 'and. refuse to ac~nowiedge.Joe's desires. As a ~ 
I 
' 
·result, Joe deliberately lose·s two ~mportant "fi~hts. He ~dmires the sp~rt 
' 
18 . A Native Argosy, p. 73 . 
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I • 
- ' . . . 
of poxin'g but refuses to allow his· inteNect to be backed into cot;ners ../'\ 
. .,. ,. ~ 
;.Unlike· his selfish· relativ~s and friend's; Joe Harmon unders~ands th 
' ~ . 
·difference between the ring ·and reality:· 
He had intended to tell ner how eager he was ~o get a,job and 
just fight when he felt like it,. She .wouldn't listen s~riously. 
He had an argument with Doc, ·who was trying to. teach him f6ot-:- · ~ 
work, and he said to Barnes: "Look here; Doc, I 1m a ff.ghter ~ not ' 
. ~ boxer; r don't_ ever .w~nt to be a boxer. "19 . . -: ./.:6·\S" \ 
. l · • 
• • ,. · 1sJ, ·~ 
· Af,td .yet Joe discovers tha't c~anging. .~is' present relationship with "dl 
• I ' L ,l 
h~s:· supp~sed friends to what it ought to be is no easy task. _·. His situation 
Ill 
is _'ironically reflected thro_ugh hfs .r~lationship with ~is little pup. He ) 
. I 
wants the"'dog to devel~.~ properly but is worried that it will not have·the·. 
t • . • . - J 
appearance of. a real fighte~ •. In short, Joe treats the pup in the same 
lllanner as others are treating h.im. 
Barnes always g~ve him advice before a .fight,- though. he knew it 
didn't help him. The Soldier was more interested· in his ·bull pup 
which he was holding on the table, regarding it .critically. Many 
thoughts had been bothering him all day but he was worried becavse 
it looked as i{. the p~p 's legs weren't' going to bow sufficiently 
to give hi~ a really ferocious appearance. He grabbed the legs 
at the jofnts, hunching up the ·shoulders. He pulled down xhe 
lower iip, showing strong teeth.· The' dog liked it and looked 
' .. 
splendia as long as he could Hold the position. Doc Barnes 
studied the dog carefully. They. could hea'r tlle · crowd shout_ing. 20 
' ,o ' 
... . , .. 
. ,_..,.-
.. 
' ') 
Joe loses the m~tch, a fight he -~as favored 'to win, and is partia~ly 
. " . 
~ ) . ' - ,. 
released from the money-centered ~bitions Qf his friends; total release 
• comes at the end ."of the story when Joe makes his final decision; 
.. 
Twice he opened ·- his mouth 'to spe~k and said finally, "I'm 
·Doc; but 1 gu~!:ls~. I·~ ~hrough." · 
. "Oh, you're all right," Doc said' generously. 
. I 
"No, I 1m. through. " 
"He~l, man~· you .can still eS:rn a l~ving at it~~· 
-
19
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"No, there's absolutely nothing iti· ft for ·mt 11• 
"Well you' 11 have to do something._" 
18 
I 
• 
"I know it. "~1" 
.. 
.. . 
·_l 
';. 
0 •• 
.· _. 
Ultimately, Joe Harmon is portrayed as , one of the characters in 
. " 
A Native Argosy who . is h'imself partially silccessful in "fuVilling his 
• 22 . 
." . · potentia,Jities as a man,"· and not one who is used as an example ~f ,the 
' .... ' ... 
. . ~ 
·consequences 'or .causes of tbat failu~·~. In his studj~.of Morley . Cilllaghan~-
.... . 
..:·•Vic to,:• Hoar s~s that several. of ·Caliaghan' ll eaJiy characters are figures •.. 
·-·· 
. .. ' 23 
· . . who "remain st~f:ic', .fixed in their particular ways.'' This stat'ement is 
.. ' valid for ··several of t~ characters in A .Native Argosy, btit Joe ~armon · ~s 
not one of them.· Unlike many of the other figures in this volume, Joe 
'\ - ~ .·. . . 
Harmon is e~plicitly portrayed as one who is usually .in 'control o~ his 
- . . " . 
actions. For this reason, he is capable of.growth ~9d ' chan~ute~y 
desires, Joe Harmon. at the same time, kpows what. , 
.(,• ' aware of h~s own needs and 
peop.l.e want arid expect· of. him. · While he. is not a rebel, he does not li~~;.-::-;.1~ 
. --· ... ,. 
' . 
a lif~ ~qpt is.do~?ated by forces which. are peyond his control. And it 
is )~ch ·charact·ers who illllostrate for Cal~aghan the v~ew of "man as he 
· o1:1ght to. be." 
.¥ 0 
'rn the st-ory, "An Escapade," Mts. Rose Ca-rey, a Roman Catholic,_ is 
. I . 
tantalized, by the gossip of· her bridge ·club, in_to witn·essing, for herself, 
. . ~ 
' 
' 
the ne~(a~d \m}ls?al. minister in _town. It is not until·she finds herself . 
inside a theatr~~turq~d-church attending_the Rev. John Simpson's seryice; 
0 
• ' ' . .. , ~t· 
82-83 • . I 
. . 
1958); 
Talk with Morley Callagh'an," Tamarack ·Review, v;n (Spring," ·.-:. · 
. .• 
.-
" 
23 . Merle~ Callaghan, 21. Hear, P· . 
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that she· stops 'to· think <ibo':lt . .ci~er.-·. ~ction. · The. place of.. service, coupl'ed . 
with the odd pr:es.ence of a d~orman,_ Crazy D;i.~k, who- "had on a funny flat 
' ·' . 24 ' .· . 
clack hat and walked with his ·toes turned way out," makes Mrs\ Carey fee~ 
"ashamed and ou_t of place." ·.The au~hor then adds to the unea~ss of this 
' 
. woman's situati9.,!1 a moral aspect. Mrs •. Carey discovers ~erself compassion-· 
~ 25 ·Jt~pved by_ the minister's words." 
~fl 
s¥mpathe't ically takes his hand and di!?covers that a "feeling she tiad. not 
I • • \ ,• ·~ ~ ' 
' 26 
had in years ~as _inside he.r." ·She res~oll:ds to her situation fn a sensi-' 
~ :.  . . \ 
. ' . . 
·t:ive' manner, and it i.'S .. intimated that she becomes 'sexufly stimuiated. . ' ..... 
• ·Un~ble .to compiehend her predicam,ent, l!rs' ,Carey at on~av~s\~he.~:~~atre · 
" . st .. ,._ .. .,--\.... . 
· and retur~s to the· cathedral of her 0own faith. Confused, she en't:ers the 
. . ~ ~ 
church ana at_t,jiinpts . to ease her conscience by ".rep~ating, her fa~orite" 
. I ~ I, 
prayer's "ov~r and over": 
. Irlsfde the Cathedral _she kneit down. half·-~ay up' the ceatre Jisle, 
her ey~s an the altar lights.· She·c~osed her eyes to pray, anq 
remembered .midnight mass· .in the Ca~hedral, the Arcl1bishop with 
his mitre and staff., and 'the choir of. boy 1 s voices. A vestry 
~( 
'· 
doo'r opene4., a priest p~ssed in the shadow,. beside t~e altar, took. 
a book from a' pew, and went out. She-clo·s-ed her eyes again and 
said many prayers, re'peatirig her favorite ones over and over, but 
often she thought of her husband at heme. · She p;ayed hard so she 
could go home and not be bothered by anything thatlhad happen~d , 
in the theatre. She prayed for half an hour, feeling 'better-grad-.• · 
uaily, till she hardly remembered the man in the. theatre, ·and · 
fair!y satisfied, she got up'and left the ca~~dral.27 
• _· --~ >"~ . 
---------z-24· - t . . 
A Native Argosy, p • . 136. 
, 
25 . 
· Ibid • .' p.~_-138.' •- • 1' 
,. 
26Ibfd. ·, p. 139. 
27 . 
Ibid., P·. 141. 
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__ :Mrs. Car~y' s >.-dvbnture is skillfully pres-en~ed . through ·a serie~ '~1_..:.:'>, 
·' . 
'concrc'te tk!scJ;:iptioris. Note the sensuaiity ·of the·: details: her nervous 
, ... 
,surprise at "the little man with the long nose .and green sweater, pacing 
1 . ~ 
, '· - d d . ' f . t f th · ' • h.' .h. ·"' " 28 h t t --~-up ~n O\o'::t 1n ron o e entrqnce, wav1ng 1s. anus;, er attemp o · 
. - . 
. , 
' .... 
{) 
II 
'· . ~ 
get her '!big body comfortable, 11 as "she untuttoned h~r coat carefully 
I .... • •I "1, • 
. . . . . 29 .• leaving·~-gret!n and black scarf lying across her full ·hreast_s;" J'ler 
. -
'impression of' the. ','good-lookJ.ng grey haired man be's ide her~ "~0 "her sensi..:. 
~-
. . 
tive hand," "closed \-?yes," "warm cheeks"""and her departure, having "to 
.• 
• . -.31 o· . / . 
squcezeioy l}is knees to reach the aisle;" her confu.se4 .. and _  lonely ~.eel-
. . ... 
i~s as c~crs. the Cathedral' "walking in the dar14- toward th·e single 
L • ., • , .~ , o 
) 
light,". · , and kneeling down "h41f-way up the c.e~t-er,isle.~ ··l!,e't ~yes .on. t~e •. 
ai tar ~ights!'32 Callaghan .shows the .reader ·.the scene rather tha~ simpJ.y ..-.· 
telling what happened, \-JhiJ,e .,at the same ·time keeping any judgment or 
" . ' I • 
indication ~f his presence· 'out of his work·. 
·-.:.. 
A!- the same t iine th~ tl)oral-.i.s'sue-, ~71volving one's :t;esponsibility' 
.. to s·eu and to other~ .. (i: e· ... her· husb~n~l)·, is vividl~devdoped. 
. ' 
The moral 
.. 
point i~ -~bviously \-~lated to .wJJether pr n~~ it is wrong. for a man;i~~- - --1>, -·_ 
~ .. 
woman to. expeiienc~ a twit:}ge '·of some~,ipg sp·e has not' felt for ,a i~ng time;,.' 
f 
this .scene,• in but it is.a ·gGod d~al more complex than thatt for, 
. ,  
par-t:ic_._ .. 
y-'' 
. \. . "''"':-
' 'iil·ar, suggests "that ·religion has been a consoiatibn fo'r something missing 
I ,l· .. , ':' 
. 
" 
.. -- ') 
'· 
,, 
•' 
;:.· 
·. 
29lli!!·, P• 137 • 
3P.Ibid. 
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. Ib1d·. , . P· 139: --~·) 
32 . . 'i(l{. 
• Ib'id., 'P• "·140. 
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. . . ' ·· .• .:. 
. ,_ 
1~ her li'fe, something she prOoably"will never ·'hhve again -- a ~eal ·human 
' 
••• " • • ] ~ J • .. • 
contact. '-The reader is ·stl'uck ·by the llll.anne,r in which Mrs. Carey becomes · • 
involved in this predicament and by' th•e way. she cop·~s wf'rh the situation.., 
' Sh~ does not und<?.rstan: the odd presen~~ .of the ~o~rmsp., ·~r~zy. Di(:~; and 
~ 1' 
- she ce:~9inly do,es not fu!ly understand .the nat~re of her sexu~W?ccite-
,: 
ment. In fact,· she rEjturns, shy, .afraid and. confused, to the .Cathedral 
~ . .. . 
' .. 
• td: makes: ,sin Cer.; eff or.t 'to' di ~miss the s t.f'ng~ 4Jven t ~re , b~ ~'aY i.ng l)er ·. 
prayerp; "over and over.~· Callaghan ~llows .. \1& a detac\led po..sition . from 
,' ' 'I • • • .. . .. ~.. /( L. 
w~~~ ~o 'liew this wo~an',,s ~urio~_s .es~ap~~e_;./~ ·fi~~~!z.,~~.e pet;n~;s~ to "• 
~~e rea~.:.~ ..... ~lone, the o1ppor~u~~~y t~ ~r:iti~iz~--~~t~~"~e' with .. her moral .• 
'c'on]usion. ···· ·~;. . • ! -, 
...... 
,. 
., . 
r 
·.The. st~ry~ "Last Spring They_ Came Over,"' ct?n~erns· twe. b~others wh<;> 
. ' 
~';..:. ~ 
-l . ' . , : 
have emigrat.ed from Engla~d to Canada, a11d are . faced with the problem of 
.\ 
. . 
adapting to a compl.ete:y new .• social en~iro,~~nt. 
story ·is ·.t~eir failyre to live up to potent;jal. • '• 
Tne fomal· point of t~e 
• . . ' ? 
In 9allaghax:t' s initial, 
. - . . . . ... 
parf!graph' ~ cl~ar pictur~· of one,~ of.' t ,he p.rota~oni~ts is patnte~: · ~\ ' 
-,. 
I, 
•. 
' . 
• ' . I 'i ~ Alfre.d Bowles >came to Canada from England' and got ~ job . on a " • 
Toronto newspaper. t 1\T · was a .young fellow witJ:l cl:ear, · bJ,.ue: .e~es' 
and·heavy pimples on bhe lower part of hjs face,.th~ son of.a · 
•· Baptist minister whose 'family was tcro ··large for his .. sal~ry-: · He . 
. :'got twent:§ dollars -a \leek on the paper- ~nd ·S·ald.'it Was' s1urpris-
ingly goo# screw to start. For tl-lO-fifty a week he -got an attic 
· room in a brlck house· _ pain~ed · ~ro\.m ·on Mutvfll 'Street~ ·· He 6 Clte his 
meals in a quick lunch near the off~ce. He boyght a 'cane and a, 
light-grey fedora. 33 ' ~· · · "" 
.... .. 
*Ev~~tual!y, Alfr;d .is j,P.ined py h~s brother·, Hiiirrj • 
. . , .. 
' 
.Rather than face up • 
\, ~ . 
. . 
• 
to the .miaor p~blem of ~~apting to their new surxoundings, the "two broth~re: 
q . (" . . 
prefer to _1!-ve in a w9rld of f~ntasy. 
,. 
• \ 
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• ~ .. ~t' ~ ,. 
~~ - ~- 0 
have iitt~e 'Place ·in tli'eir dream wo~ N~~~_ting newspaper work for .. 
'. . -.. . -~~ . 
conversations about travelling to other coloni~s of. the 'Emp'ire' and talking 
o' 
. 
about the golden temp~e of_ the Sikhs,_they build for themselves a•dream 
o' • , 
'world th~t ailows them to exist in sp~te·of the ' dreary-real~ty. They· talk 
0 
· much about home and' write frequent lette~s. They become immune to the 
. , e .. ·'l 
~truth and.are unable to accept,or even recognize their real situation_ in 
l t~e world of practical newspaper men and'newspaper headlines. So immune 7'ti.. o., , . ,, ., 
do the two brothers become to ~iving ~ to their potentialities as. men, 
~,., - , 
r 
· that not even death can bring about any change:· 
.After a day or0 t~ Alf~~a again appeared in the press room. He" 
· .watched the checker game, congratulated the winner and then· wrote 
· 'home. · The men wer~ sympathetic a~d said it 'was too bad .~bout• his 
.· brother. · And he smiled cheerfully and said· they were g,ood 
fellows. 1n a little while he seemed .to have convinced them that 
nothing import~~t had really happene'd. 34 ... 
As. w~s 0 ri'oted in the introductory quotation of this section, this writer is 
.. ~ I • I 
,.. ...j 
not only aonoerned with' a "vi-ew of man ;s ·he .-is,'_' but al~.o =-wit,h a ~'view at' ./:'-7 
--. - : · .. 
I"' 
rna~ •as he ought 'to be." . This .sf0ry is one which •aptly illustrates the 
.. 
discrepahcy. As Callaghan, himself, puts it;_: 
I• ~ 
A man's'nature is a very tangled web, shot tbrough with gleams of 
heavenly 'light, no doubt; and the darkness of what we ~ali evil 
forces. · ~nd'the great trick, I suppose> is to remain on an even· 'l 
' J • (, .. 
. keel -- and· somehow or other to be able to dra~ yourself together 
and realize your' . P~ten·tiali~ies as a man. And the great sin· 
really . is fiat to realize y~pr own poss~bilities ••. the real 
si~ in a man is his abject ~allure to do anythin~ with his possi-
bilities. He to. me· is.-the s 'irmer. ,Now theologically, i suppose,'" 
this is all wrong. But_ that t11·"me is the failure. The guy 
·wilfully will not real1ze his potentialities, and the world is 
full of such men. 3? · · \ 
.: .A. final example from A Native Argosy concerned with "man as he 
·~; 
, ' . 34 • o' 
· Ib1d., : p. 26~ .. 
35
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ought to be" is 11Settling Down." Burgess Morgan, the central figure of . 
.. 
the tale, is a chara.cter reminiscent of the p~otagpnis t, Hendricks~ in "A 
' .. \) . " ...... 
" Cocky Young Man," and also, to some extent, o£ Mary Ross in "A Girl W'.l.th 
Ambition." 'A mim of ma~y trade', "Burg~• M~rgan harbours only one real 
.. 
interest in'li~e -- to bsecome a"renoW'ned writer. Unable to work steadily 
.. l 
.. • I • • , 
at such jobs -as mining, h~_rvesting, and journalism',_ Burg finally . f~nds SOUl~ • 
. s·u~cess selling ~agazines. • This success is'· however, entirely material 
t • ' ... 
· au.d does little to reveal to Burg the illus1ons by which he liv:es. The ~~ . 
... 
·.job; in fact·, stimulates his belief t'hat he is on the road to becoming a 
f • ' i . 
famous artist. He even convinces himself that showing his CJ?eative writing 
• 36' 
to m~gazine cu'stomers is "like buiiding your own p~blic." A woman,· who 
said,~"h:i,s stuff was awfully good and had taken the magaz:f.ne for two ye'IS·r's, ,;.JJ .. _: ; ;, . ,Lt~--
has.' given Bur~ ·:!~t- reason to .believe il'e is ·.cli~b.fng up ~~~:-<l·i~-~~~~~---..,5l,~~ 
ladder of success. Callaghan quickly adds a touch of understafemt;ant to · T' t: ... .; ,<1 ••• 
this natve self-delusion. 
He turne.d from the window,, and took his 
chair. Going downstairs with the boys 
working away an~ getting now~e-re. 38 · · 
coat off the back of the 
he felt sorry for ~ugh 
-:? 
The story concludes, bringing the reader' to 'the. awareness that Burg wi~ 
. \ .. , ... 
never settle down, and that his chief interest in life will never be 
. , . 
.. ' 
realized~ 
Ip this, the' lot\g_est story in the au.thor' s first collection of 
tales, we recognize the see9 o{ ., ' .. .. an idea that is-to flourish~throughout much 
/ 
•. 
' .. 
:36A. Na't'.;ve A 159 
______ •______ r~g,o~s~y~, p. • 
37Ibid. 
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·' 
of ·callaghan 1 s later work and is already pret;ent in such stories as 
''Soldier Harmon" -- man 1 s responsibility to himself and to ,(lis fellow man. 
Burgess Morgan does not fulfill this obligation because of his naivetl and ~ 
vanity. Instead of becoming what he· wants to be, and perhaps, ought to 
0 
be, he turns out one among man:>: frustrated people -- "pe(j)ple who in. some 
39 
mean or desperate way ge't blocked off from being what they should be." 
~· 
,, 
... 
This is also the theme of perhaps two of theJbest later stories 
I 
• 
written-by Morley Callaghan. "Now That April's Here" and "Two F.ishermen ·" 
' ' 
place the reader in direct contact with frustrated ~ndividuals attempting ' . 
. 
to find meaning and h~ppiness in their lives. The narratives, though brief, 
-
•• . . 
are artfully constructed and grippt~g. The unstated moral point of view 
. . 
is apparent as' is' the effective use of irony. 
.Here," 
Later· Stories. 
Two friends, · Johnny Hili and Charles Milford, in "Now That April 1 s deci~e to le~v.e theiJ; home and go to Pa~is becaus~ \ey feel 
"America has not~in~ to OTfer thein. "40 ;\spiring artists, they1 think that \ . , 
France will be a more meaningful and stimulating environment in whi~h to 
I ' 
·work. Ir~nically, .they encounter only emptiness; frustration, and a sense 
of separation 'in their new surroundings. 
·--.! !. 
·--:---- r--
Callaghan quick~y introduces the .characters, sett~!lg the scene, 
~ 
and creating the mood. •The·author's eye for minute detail and his ability 
to describe vividly oper~tes in the initial paragraph~ 
. . 
------··. \ 
. •. . 
39
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Morley Callaghan, Now That April's Here and Other Stories ~~w 
Yorl(: Random House, 1936), p. 51. 
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·As soon as they._got . the money they· bought ~o 1arge. hat~ and l~Jt 
America to live permanently in ;Faris. They were bored in the'ir 
native ·city in the Midd1e West and convinced that the American 
·continent had nothing to offer· them. Charles Milford, who was 
£o:ur years o.tder than Joh'nny Hill, had a large round head that· 
•oJlgh_t. to have ,belonged to <\ P.resbyterian minister. John .. ny had a 
r~ther chinless faun's head. When they walked down the street 
. heads .. together seemed more interesting. They . came to Pari!; 
late Autumn.41 • '· • 
. 
C' 
'A confrodtation ensues when ~e two· close friends become involved with 
25 
. 
Constance Foyj "a si~ple minded fat-fa'ted girl with a bo0ody and short 
.. 
.· . 
.. 
. 
hair dyed red, who ~act··,ha)dly a franc left and was eage~· to live with 
·) ( . 
anybody who would keep·,t,''~. 1142 The gid begins .living with them anll 
becomes the cause of fe£ding., .fighting, and finally,· the separation· of · t~·e 
two friends: 
{ ' ' ., 
Their.earlier~expec~ation of more fulfilled lives as artists 
in a new country, comes to an ironic.ending, when Johpny leaves F~ance~t~­
return home with Constance .hut without Charles. Branqon Conron has 'made 
t. l .. .. • 
. . an interesting observation about the anther's use of irony ip this tale·.·· 
He states: I 
· IIi 
Even the title has an approptiately ironic twist in terms -of 
Browning 1 s original appiication in ·"Home Thoughts From Abro.ad, ': 
as Johnny's April visit to ·England brings not s·pring joy but· the 
Autumnal decay of di~integrating -family relationships, and t~e · 
two boys never do' "re.capt~re/the first fine careless rapture. ~t43 
. ,. 
.. 
.. 
< 
In' the con~lud"ing paragraph, the author conveys in an excellent 
. " . \ 
. . pat~erning of events, the frustration ~nd disfll~sionment ~£ Char!~~· 
...... 
· unsuccessfu~ attempt '&to realize his potentialities as a man": ... 
.. 
.., 
T~ day Johnny left Paris it rained.and it'was cold aga~n, sitting 
at the cafl in the evening. There had been oply one really goo~ 
,. \ . 
41Ibid • ., p. 5~ •• 
. '-; · .. ·- .. 
. 
42Ibid., P• 59. .. , 
, . ~ 
43 Morlex Callaghan, 99. Conran, p. 
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week in April. ·rhe boys always used to sit at the· cafls without 
their. hats on·, 'their 'Qair brushed nicely. _This evening Charles 
had to go home· ·and· get: his overcoat and the big black hat he had · 
bought .in America. Sitting alone at his table in the cool even-· 
ing, his. overcoat wrapped a:tound him, and the blaC:k hat on,. he 
did not -look the same at all. · It was .. the first time he had worn 
the hat in France.44 . 
· .. 2,6 
C.allagh~n. skillfully concludes his story_ with. details. w,hich highlight. the 
.. 
atmosphere of loneliness· that engulfs one of his protago'~ists: disagreeabl~ 
'April weather, separation of the two friends and aspiring writers and. · 
... • \~ -::1 • • • 
Charles .sitti~g sadly alone at their favourite ~af.{ "with his over~oat 
'i 
. . 
wrapped. arou~d. him." Callaghan removes himsel;f from. the sc~ne he p·resent;s, 
. . , . 
yex he conveys, ·to us, precisely the.mood he wishes ·to"convey4through his .· 
selE)_ction·1 d~tai~s •. 
The· story points up the; author's. ·p.reoccupation with :t.ndiv;iduals 
who accept or ·create an ,.~llusionary world. rath~r than adapt to the harsh·. ' \ 
realities. The tale ;is .succ~ssful in. imp1)essing upon the reader's tnind · 1 
the import~nce of 11\.a~' s. :e.sponsibil~ty to himself and to others. Callaghan 
' (" . . . . 
· se~ to· imply," through "the ways. of Charles· and Johnny in thE!ir relationship 
.:~:.:...., , . . .. ' . , '"" ' 
to each other, that man is his ·brother's keeper. The reader, however, 'is 
' -~ 
left'to formulate his own copclusions concerning the moral instruction 
t • 
'I 
. . 
"Two Fishermen" is another "Story which deals. with man 1 s attempt to• 
realize his potential and to live a meaningful existertce. It, ·too, is 
. " . ' con~eio.ed with man '_,s responsibility to hi~se.lf and ·to his fellowman. It 
. 
is the scory of a person wh.o is prevented from liv:Lrfg a fruitf*l life 
becau,!ie of s_ociety' s hostile reaction to his occupation • Durin' an eV.nin8 
.. . 
44 . 
Now That April's Here, p: 61. 
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' . 
of fishing together, Michael Foster, reporter for a ·small newspaper,· 
discove~s that. his fishing ~artner is, in fact, · the man who has come to 
-town ·to execute a com1icted murderer. · In spite of this, the two fis~.erme'n · 
·:· I • 
develop a warm and understanding re_lat~onship. 
--
Their friendship is sjrnbo-· 
• 
lized by two f~sh, g:i,ven' to Michl\el by 'Smitty: The residents qf ·the sm.all 
\town~· among whom are· fi:iends of t~e conv~cted murderer; do not display the 
: 
same kind of attitude •award Smitty.' In fac..t, they d:spise him .and his· 
. position in s6ciety. 
' !) I · •• '\ 
~J?6n, completion of his civic duty, Smitty is rna~- ..• 
treated by the angry crowd. In the final scene, 'reminiscent of' ' the cone lu-
I . -
\ ~ 
sion of the tale, "Amuck in the Bush, 11 Smitty, like' Gus Rapp, is cruelly . 
,, r • 
-treated by an angry mob: 
f 
\.. .. ~-··,..--·. 
The bi_g fisherman started pounding his fists up .and down in the- . · 
air. "He just docsn' t .:mean anything to m~ at all," Michael said 
quickly. The fisherman, bendihg down,. kicked a small rock l .o9se 
·from the road bed .and heaved it at the hangman. Then he said, 
"What are you holding. there: Michael t what IS under youro arm? 
Fish.- Pitch thetn-.at him. Here give them to me." Still in a 
fury', he snat~h-;ci"-~the fish, and threw the~ pne ar., a t_ime at . the 
littl_e man ,~ust as he was getting up from the ro~d. The fish. fell 
in the thick .dust in' fron~ of him, sending up a · li~_tle· cloud. 
Smitty seemed to stare at the fish ~ith his mouth h'anging open, . 
then he didn't even look at the cro~d. That expression on Smitty!s 
face as he ~aw· the f·ish on. the road made Michael hot with shame 
and he tried to get out: of the crowd. · 
cSmi tty had his hands over his he~d.,· to shield his face as· the 
crowd·.·:pelted him, yelling, "Sock the little rat. Thro'll( the runt 
in· the lake." .The sheriff pulled him into the automobile. The 
car ·shot forward. in a cloud of dust. 45 r'~-
- . 
' . 
The cruel ·~-~s-understanding of the hangm.an' s job pin socilty is 
vividly and 'iron~~l.ly contra·s.ted. with the wann feelings ·of · respect and 
• I ~ I" • 
." rst-displayed bet~een 
·~1~e simpl~ ~~nd ordinary 
the two fishermen. The author cleverly contrasts 
.fisherman,. Smitty, witli. M;r. K. Smith, th'e public 
45· .· . . . 0 .. • 
Morley Callaghan, Morley Callaghan's Stories (Toron-to: Macmill~n,. 
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'(tgure of, just:i,ce. At: first we see him as a very h: 1 n pe~.~. . . ·~ :a "mild · · · ' 
'·. ~ . 
. . 46 
little man" · who is happily married and a father of five children·: 'Ihen 
he is depicte<;i as t;he execution~r, "the little hangman, ~rect, stepping 
~· ._t~. ou~· with military precision and carrying himself~.with a strange e:ocky. · 
. . 
d.i~Hty. 1147 Our final view of K. Smith is. one .~f a "smashed ma~, "~ 
aFiother one of those frust'rat~d pe·ople "who in some ' mean' or '•desp~rate' way 
gets blocked o_ff from being 
ment of. man's inh.umanity t~ 
l . 49 
what he .. ~bould be." 
man and it expresses 
The story is an i;qdict-
the n~cessity of. taking a . 
.•· 
fi~ stand against prejudice of any kind. It is typical of ~allaghan·in 
its suptie por~rayal of irony a~ its moving insight into a mak 1 S attempt 
~ . 
to l-ive a success 
We have noticed 
'II' 
rough our examin~ttoh of th~·~~e~ious tales that 
. ; . ' 
Callaghan· devotes .ii t tle attention· to the solution of' the moral prob.leuis 
implicit in the· situat.ions in which his characters pl~ce or discover them-' , 
..,, 
selves; at least, he giv:es no particular. solution to' these- moral dilemmas~ 
,. ·, 
' 
·: 
w~ .ha'-'e noticed too, 
,-ment is intentional 
howe1'r, that omissio~ of a criterion of moral judg-
on the au.thor' s part.· In fact, the moral pQint of view 
in th.ese stori~s. is made 'more con~iCUQUS ' by its absen~e. The .author's 
• t :.:c...,,.l . . 
. . . .. ,......_,,._... . 
masterful use of'irony·hig~lights his me~nod. Ir frequently gives the 
. reader the impress~on that so~.eone is be;ing opptessed, something is unfair, 
unjust·~- something" is wrong •. And this is the author's intention • . It 'is 
.
46Ibid. > p. 196. 
'
47tbid.' p.· 200. 
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~-
the reader who must judge and r~judge. As Edmund Wilson ~oints _ out, 
) . 
Galiaghan's stories seem to intimate that moral decisions are the ·respon-
sibility of the ~cader. Callaghan's literary endeavours, Wilson states, 
. . . 
center on situations of primarily psychological inter~st .that ar~· 
. , 
treated from a moral p~int of view yet without making moral judg-
·men~s of any.conventiona1 kind.SO -., 
Cal~aghan's, tales) give us no cutrand dried solutions. As Milton Wil~on~ 
· f " 11 h · · 1 · · h.· 1 u 51 1n orms us,. Ca ag an ~r1tes ~ore case 1s c1aractcrs. IUs ~on<;:ern 
is· not 'lith explaining every action an'd reaction of character. As Wilson ) 
puts it, · .': 
• I is to tell us everything \ The special talent of Horley Callaghan 
and yet keep us in the :dark. about· what 
us misjudgcl1 and rejudge his c_ha'racters 
end up no ,lon~er capa~le of,dspent_ • 
really matters. He makesJ 
over and over again; we 
52 . _t. -.,,,......_. -r. 
. .
... 
Ta this way, Callaghan persi~ ts in giving the reader a view 1 of "m~fl as he 
is and ma'n as he .ought to b~." By this method, the author continually . 
\ ..,. /I 
implies, in his tales/ sta!ld~rds which he . never.expliCitly st\ates. As a ' · 
~ \ 
.... 
result, the morality becomes artistic because it is ~bsorbed into the unity ,, 
., 
of. the stori~s. If the author had, made the rnora·l instruction, evident in i· ; . . . . 
: his t~les, he mi.ght have "testrt:lyed the singleness. of pat·tern. Instead, he • 
chooses 'to fuse,.mor?}ization with a mimesis of life~~ thus heigr tening the 
artistic value of his w~rk. In short, Callag~~'s subtle use r f•irony not 
only forces the_re.ader'to c'ome to grips with - mora~ i~sights in his stories 
·but it also prompts the rea"der to evaluate the mann'ers of· both th~ indivi-
:Sa, .. 
"Morley Callag~an of Toronto, 11 The· New Yorker· (November 26, 
1960), P• 226. .. 1' 
'' Sltl ' . f • • • · II Ca~laghan s·Caviare, Tamarack Review, ~II (Winter, 1962), 
P· ·go •. . 
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·, 
.• ,• 
dual ."and s~ciety. 
·. " 
.-The. stories we have examined thus· far, reflect a mature and respon-
•· 
. 
sible artist --.an author who sel:!ms to have succeeded very well {It 
fulfilling ~hat he considers to be the mission of all writers:' ... 
It seems to me that the. w.riter, since .his material is: human" · 
beings, and since his special ·eq-qipment is. for having. his ~wn 
' ··.vision, 'n'as an enormoi.ls responsibi'l'ity. He is concerned with. 
the heart of man -- with the heart of man as. it touched Sophocles· 
. and Dante and Villon and Cha~cer and Shakespear~ and Dostoyevsky 
. and Tolstby and Joy~fl. ·The ~rit~, the a,Ttist, has hi~ .own kind 
· . of .knowledge of these matters, wh~ch he expresses when 'he gives 
. form to his material; and he is a fool it' he is seduced by the 
.·l!itest fashions in' knowledge, the psychological· jargol}, ·the ,. 
sociological jargon, and the that ter about the meaning of mean-. 
ing. ,,The writer, the artist ~ith words must al~ays be looking. · 
outward, but at the same time -he;.-saves himself ·and makes himself 
.universal py going deeper. and deeper .inward: 53 . 
This quo~ation also explain!'! the ·~inoueme~ts ~f Ce,llaghan.' s ~hart stories. 
Callaghan's reluctance to pass judgmen't .upon his char·acters is related to 
. 
his vision of the "heart of man. 11 
•• 
Upon ~ompletion of his short .st"odes, ; 
.- the .reader, too~ is forced>-~o go· 11deepe~ l!nd deeper inward." 
·d 
. '
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CHl\P]ER THREE . . -~ 
. 
.. I '! 
. ' -
tEE THEME OF LITTLE THINGS 
~ . . . . . . .. ' . . 
Several o aallaghan_'s stories, as we h_ave seen"" concern 
. 
extra_ordinary pe ple engaged in unt,~sual pr~dicaments. For the most p~rt, 
. . 
-··h~wever ·, Ca~la 1iil' s short st~ries . do not center upon sensational situa-
. " . " ' . 
. ·~ :~·e~~ns ... - ·In f.ct, mo~t o~. -~his ~riter!'a pow.E!r lies i.n ;t~o_s~ tales w~~ 
. ·~he qrdina~~·, the . ":veryday • . : Si!"plicity of / BituatiOn beco"':s , • 
for this author, ·the basis for some acute penetration into buman exper'ience 
... . 
so ·that seeming\y' .... trivia~. events, articles of clothing, or "little things" 
- . . . . . \ 
take on real importanc~ and dominate many of Callaghan's t 'ales. 'The .. 
( 
autho'' s· int_erest in thisJ ~spect of life is made clear in That Summer In 
• 
Paris: · · ) . 
. 
A I marvel at the littl~ things that ~hap·e the- relatfonships of men'; 
only the little things seem to do it. Not great matters of prin-
ciple, articles of faith, but fancied ~lights, ·a iittle de.tail. · 
acutely obser\re(L 1 · ' .. · "' 
·Perhaps· one of the most striking of Callagh.an '.s storie's t~at takes \' 
· up this theme is en~itled ';A Predicament." In this short story • young 
. • I I 
Father Francis inst1.nctively transforms the confessiol'lal bo,X int~- a stre.et 
.. 
_car, .i~·a desp:;ate a,ttempt to avoid ~~rra~smen~ and at the same_ ti~e to 
·rid 'God's. h~use.....-of unsavou~y chara~ter. Because he.ddes not know how to 
' 
manage a drunken man who has somehow stumbled into the church and is unct.er· · · 
.. 
.. 1Tha t Suminer In Par'is ,' p. 83 • 
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. ' ~ 
the irp.pression that he is in a street car, tlle young priest at first evades 
the· encounter by turning to the other confessional panel and· hear1,ng . · 
another person's conf~ssion. 
·.:'.· 
Realizing, ho.wever, that the evasion bf the 
unfortunate predicament is merely temporary, Fath~r Francis ' soon discovers 
' .., ' 
himself' playing .the role o( a conduc.tor: •. 
That same grating noise.. 'lt put 
impatiently: '"$tep ,livel~ there; 
want to miss your stop?" 
I t 
an idea into his head'. ·He said 
-this :f.s King and Yonge. Do 'you 
•. 
A public •scene is thus avoided and embarrassment for the young cler~an 
aoes not. occur. At least, no inm:edi~te external embarr~ss~o.ccu~s. 
But ·lat~r·, when Father Francis h11s had· time to reflec.t upon his action, · he 
.,. 
becomes ashamed and upset. · He is filled with guilt and doubt. He decides 
I 
'to·.~t tle in his own mind whether or ~ot his action wa.~ justified'· ."and 
th~n. perhaps he wbuld tell the bishop. " 3 The author, in the t~le in 
. que~~io~, 'focusjs ~n a little thing that shapes a man 1 s telationship with 
his fellow 'man. Father Franc·i§ may or may,. not -have acted for the best, " ! 
~ I • 
buf the truth of the matter remains: he has".- told .a lie in order to avoid. 
an unwanted scene. Yet, the very same priest, only moments before, has 
1 
discussed d~cepti6n w:J,.th the woman i.n the o.th'e~ s.ide of ~the confessional: 
· "When 'you feel 'you're going to tell a .fie, say a short prayer 
to Mary. the mother of God-, II he said to the wdman,' 
'.'Yes, Father." 
"Some lie·s are ~ore .s.erio.us· than others." 
"Yes, Father. " 
p "But t~ey are lies just the same." i 
'.'I tell mostly white lies," she said. 
"They are lies, lies, lies, just: the same. 
2 . 
A Native Ar$OSY~· p. 31. 
3 . 
Ibid.,· PP• 30-31 • 
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cndang·er .your . soul, 
see?" • · . 
1iYes, ~~~her. 114 
bu~ they' l~ad to something worse. 
'· 
.• , 
Do you 
1-
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. . 
As in· many of the stories previ'ously co!].sidered, the author here 
.. ~ 
refuses to co1nment on the protago.nist' s action~ It' is the reader wh6 must 
.... . 
j' 
come ·to a conclusion about th.e means used by t,~e \Young priast to avade this·. 
'· 
.se~mingly . trivial predicament. 
I 
The idea of 11little things11 takes on, in addition to· this' simple: 
I • . 
' form, a mor~ -c~mple~ form, as we shall see, involving tales which center 
' ' 
. . 
upon articles of clothing. that take .on rea•l ill!portance ("A Wedd_ing Dress~' 
and ' ... The B~ ue emoo~") , se~mi~gly small ~isu;,d erstand ings betwe?n ys: . 
' \ . 
·lovers (''Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks"), and· stories in which emphasis is placed 
up~ the "·little · thipgs" that ~orm the relationships .of pa:ents and 
children. ("The Snob").' 
.. 
• 
I • 
• 
•' 
It is indeed striking (especial·Iy·. if one considers the author's 
I ,• :J lj ~ .I ' • ~~ - '(, 
claim that he' has. never intended t<;> write, in ,order. ''to carry out a the~e") 5 
.. "-. 
to"' discover .the ·numb.er ~ times articles of clothing come into· 'focus 
throughou~ Callaghan's short stories.. Tlie titles alone, of such stori·e~ 
as "A Cap for Steve, II ' II A Wedding. D~ess,". "Very Speci~l Shoes,'" •.!,The Blu~ 
. . . . . 
' . . 
Kimono," "Silk Stockings" and· "Magic· Hat," give' us some indication. of the 
. . . " 
. 
number- of times si.mple, articles of clothing t'ake on real :imp~rtanj::e. 
\':J • II • , "' '1} pl.' I l ' 
Further, .Victor Hoar observ.es that these stories, hav.e. a special' meaning· -.-
-,. . . ' . ·'6 - .. . . 
"they inva~ia?ly turn·:on' t.he.:~i--dsp~cts :for ho,P"e." Mr~ Hoar's st!ltement 
,,, 
"""" 
··4 . 
.,., . Ibid.; 
. 's:,A Talk 
p. 30. 
..--
... 
.. ~· . . 
- ... 
. I 
6 ' ·. ' . 
Hoar:,· Morley Calla'gha?·· .P· 46. 
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t " is, as \o7e shall see, ail accurate one. 
. 
.. e . 
"The Blue ~imono" is a storyo ~bout a·husband. and wife and ·.tlydr 
p '. .. 
young son. The sto.ry opens with a .jobless -~nd 
at.;ake at dawn musing over his misfortune: 
,. " 
. 
.liJ desperate-,J1Usband 
'\, 
I 
' . 
' 
. 
lying~ 
co • 1. •: tJ .,;o f ~ . "We ~·re 'unlucky, that's it. \~e' ve nev.er had an:r ~·ck ·since 
w\tve come.here~ There's sometJ:ing'you can't ~ut your ha,nds o~ 
s.vorking to destroy us, Everything goes .steadily again~t us from 
t'tad- to worse •. We never have ·any luck. 1 cdh ,feel. it .. We ''11 
s.L1rve before I get~ job,7 · . 
34 
' · S~Hidenly he realizes .that Ms wife, Harthe, is nursing their 
. . . 
old boy, who, she .believes, has "symptoms of infa'ntil,e. paralysis.' While 
.. 
" check:f.ng ·for .,a description of· the' symptoms in the ·medical c~lurnn 
! • • ~ 
·~per';- G~orge reaLizes "how taey had be~n d'C!gged by bad ·luck,. 119 His· frus'-
trat:ion rcsul ts "in an outburst of bitt'crness: 
- ...... 1:11 
•. 
And as if he realized to the full what ·was inevitably itnpending; 
he cried out, "You're right, Marthe, :he'll' die.·. That chfld will 
die. · It's the luck that 1 s following us. Then it 1 s over. Every-
. thing's over. I tell you I 1 11 curse the day we ev~r met and 
. " . 
ever ma'rrf~d! r.~ n · smash• ev'erything I' can put my ,hand$ on in. 
this 'wodd. 10 
··-.a .... , 
.,.,. 
' ' ," 
. -
. . 
4Morley .Callaghan's·Storics, p. 139 • 
. . 
....:. "' 11 8 . . . Ibi-d~ 'P• 143. 
9Ibid. 
--· , 
. 
p. 143;-
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l'Olbid., p. 1.43. 
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kimon~: 
. "G . "' ' • 
The kimono 'l)ad b'*R of a. Japanese p~tt:et:p _adorned .with ·clu~ter~ . . (. 
of brilliant .flowers· sewn in sUl{~o::.::George had given it:: to her 
'at ~?e time. of the'ir ma"rt:iage; ·now. ·J:te.'stared <>at it; ·tor,n .as· .i.t 
, was at J:he arms·, w.;lth pieces<of ·old · p~dding han~ing o ... u·t at the 
hem) wit~ tne l~ght-colored lining showing through in ·many · 
places, aQ.d he remembered how, when' the kimono was • new,· Mat the 
0 • \) I ~ Q I • us~d to.make the dark hair acro~s h~r fore~ad ~nto bangs, fo~d 
~er apn~ IJijFOSS her breasts, with her ~rists and hand's 'conceale·~ .. 
~n the· sleeve fplds ;· and go ar~und the room in. the brig'ht ki'Jnono, ,;·;'· 
·· takj.ng.tshort, prancing s_teps, prete~d~ng she was· a Japan~e 
.giill. 1.£. I ' ~ 
., , ·.. . -·-
'11": 
·As· their fe~erish ·boy, Walter, gets weil, bot~ parents' share in a surge c>f 
"' joy, hope, and und.erstanding. C_o.ncern fo_r .their child. brings them closer 
. ~ • J n • ' '-
' . . . . -
gii.ring them _an tJnexp,ected anq sudd.'~n hope in th~ future. This together, 
~ 0 
.· 
' ~ 
.. ~-
.. 
0 
'' 
. . -~ : change•of mood, .is sk"illfully dipicted by the author, 
\·· 
in Marthe-'s •concluding 
'• 
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. . 
··' 
• 
. 
• 
·. 
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. . . 
' . 
sentiments. 
... 
The blue kimono become!=J again, · the !ocal point of thedtale: 
, . 
' . 
. ' ,.. . . 
, .She held the kimono. up so the light shone on .the g{ey ·sil~eh 
flowers.· Si t"fl'ilg down in the chair, !;he sp.read... the· ~ded> silk . 
on he.r k~e and •looked ~cross the. room at "llEiT s~wing •basket whicb 
was OI! the dresser ~y· ·the mir~or. • She .£umbled~ pati~ritly with the· 
lining,' ·pat):e~ the places that were torn; and suddenly she was · 
.. " . \\, ... 
•. sure -she could draw the torn· parts toget~r ·and make'T} Jook I 
.. 
bright ~d n~w. q · ·, . .,. . -:: .... ~. , · :.:;. ( 
.::-:._ . . ~ , .. 
'rn''t:he st~:Y called "The WedQ.[ng Dress~! a'iiother .ar~icle~o£ clothi~g ·. 
takes on great~ importance. 
. - ~ "'; 
. 
.. ~ ' " A thirty-tw~ year old s~in~ter, a cha~acter · 
some'What reminiscent of' Mrs. Jerry'Austin in· "A Regtet for Youth,.'! ha,g been 
•• • 
. 
~ , 
o. waiting for: fifteen years to marry Sam Hi.l,ton:, As the day, .approaches, Lena 
., • • e. .. 
Schwartz quits her job and begins 
..... , .a , r ; 
preparing ·fo~ th~ wedding. 
.-· & 
. ~~ -
shoppin~, her spirit is lifted by ttie radiant be~uty of spme 
.. 
Whi],.e 
. 
. 
I 
dresses she 
' 
se"es. 
c • 
Overcome· 'i?Y 'one particular dr.ess, b'ut ' h<f!-vin~ no· mone.y11 she steals 
'
12Ibid. 
I· 
13Ibid. ·, 
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. 
it in order to look pretty for her ~edding day. Callaghan vividly presents 
Lena's 'state of m'ind as she cont'eJ?plates ste_aling bth7 "garment -:,.- an .art~cle 
, . . . 
. . 
which is no lo~ger a piec~ of clothing out a sym~O.~ of. hope in· the future: 
( 
.. She stood alon~.:.at_._th~ j.ac~,:..toying with the mate·rial, her mind· '·· 
.playing with t·h~~glits . sh.e gu:fltly enjoyed. She imagined h~rself, 
wantonly attractive~in the dress,·slyly watched by men with bold 
, · thoughts as she walked down the ·street Mith Sam, who would be 
nervously excitecl wnen he drew her into som~ corner anq pu~ his 
hand on her ·shoulders. Her heart began to beat.~eaviiyrl4 • 
.. 
('*' 
Len~ is eventually arrested and brought to jail where2she apends a humil-
·iating night. 
.. ;. •i ~ .. • 
0 
{he next day in court, the magically seductiv~ dress that 
r 
had· t:ur_n_ed,.h.~J:' ·"temporari~ 
~·.:l":-'. (rf 
eff~~~ve touc~ ·of irony: 
' . 15 
into a kleptomaniac" '• is described with an 
. .. 
0 
. . . .. '''I"' 
Everybody.looked at hirr: th~ dress· too sho!t and:hanging· loosely 
on her thin body, the burnt" c:i'rCinge petals creased and twtsted. 
+"he magistrate said to himself: "She's an old ina:Ld" and it· do,esn' t 
even look nice on her." 16 ._,_. 
c' . • q •. 
Finally, Sam, agrees to pay for the dress,. and ·Lena is released to · leave 
.. 
an? · be married, b~t, vanished forever, is her, dreani' of being "slJly ~atcped 
by the'men with bold thoughts." 
" ( 
, "Very Special Shoes" ·and "Magic· Hat" are two mdr,e sto·r~es of this 
type. 
; 
tn the forme~, we witness a little girl,"Mary;longing for a pair 
•' 
• 0 
of.red leather shoes. Whe~ her parents finally consent to buy the shoes, 
. .t. 
,Mary is eia~€d. 
' I 
' 0 • • ~ -
Her mother, however, does not get · the chance to share· in 
.. . " .. ...;. . 
h~t:daughter's enthu~ias~. She dies of cancer. Mary dyes her new ~hoes 
.. ··· ; 
..··•·· 
for the' funeral and wears them each day as · a· -re~inder of· her mother's 
., 
. . 
14 .' A Native Argosy, pp. 129-30 • 
' ' 15ib:id., p. 1.33. 
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kindness: 
They were no longer the beautiful red shoes, and yet as she stared 
~ ~t them, solemn-fac~d, she suddenly felt a strange kind of secret. 
·joy, a feeling of certaint'y· that her moth.er had got J:he shoes SO•·. : 
that she might understand at this._.time that she st~ll had her 
special blessing and protection._ · . 
At the funeral-the shoes hurt·Mary's feet for they were new 
and hadn't been ~orn. Y~t she was fierce!~ glad that she had · · 
them on. After that she wore them every ·day •. Of cours~ now th~t 
• r - , ~ ~ • 
they we~e black they were not .noticed by other children. But she 
. was ~ery careful.with them. Every· night she polished them up and 
l0oked at them and wa's touched again by that· secret joy. She 
''w~nted• them to .last a long .tirne.17 
37 
.., 
.. 
Because the shoes have come to represent her mother's concern'for her, ~hey 
• have for Mary, a significance far be~~nd her original pleasure in owning 
,I 
r'ed shoes. 
- .. rl • 
"Magic Hat" is' ;3nother story w~:e-~ ~enters ar;ound a possession 
,. ~. -~- ~c .. 
which appea!s to be-~poiled yet brings to it~owner great joy an~ happi-
.,. . . - \ 
ness. Jean~ie Warkle is making, ~hough not~~ t~e.0tdinary sense, a·gift 
. . ~ • .. . _.I .A,. .,. • • . 
·for h~r .b~~f~tend, Joe Stanin. Her h~pes . ~d dre~ms of winning a proposal 
of marriage are sewn: int~ a chinese coolie hat:· 
... 
' 
I 
She discovers ·thaL the 
pattern she is making with the pink ·and black .·segments take~ on in her 
"" 
. 
,thoughts the pattern of the happy times she has spent with Joe. 
' -
.. 
While she cut the silk segments according to the pattern s~e had 
made and smoothed them on her knee she would·pause and ponder and 
believe that Joe deeded her without knowing it, and even when he· 
went away soo~er or 1later he would realize he needed her. She 
.~tould tel~ this tq herself over and over again while she sewe~, 
and as the hat took the colourful shape she had planned, so her 
desperate hope took a.reai shape, too, and she couldn't bear ~o 
r' stop WOTking.l8 ~ 
-u 4 -
Eventually the bat becomep the cause of a fight between Jeannie and Joe 
r • 17 . 
• Morley Callaghan's Stories, p. 134. 
18Ibid., pp. 340-41 .' " . 
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38 
which result~ in ~ringing them closer together; and finally they decide · to 
-- .· ~a_!!Y.-:--Xhe- Chinese coolie h~t which wa's made with such care and devotion 
is ruined during a heavy snow fall but it serves its purpose well. 
I I . 
Jeannie's h?pes and dreams have noA: been sewn int:o it. in vain •. Its "magic" 
remains: ' ·. 
In her room she stood in a trance, her sho~s in her hand, thinking. 
I'm teal!Y ~ting to marry him.: Th.en ~he. took off, the wet hat' and 
put it car.elully on the radiator. ~wlule. it dried, it was twisted 
out of shape. She would never wear the hat again, but it didn't 
matter. Picking it up carefully', she smoothed. it and put it on 
the bureau, and she sat down on the bed and looked' at it for a 
long_time with proround silence.l9 
' • ' 
This short ~tory illustrates well the theme ... of little qling~. It is 
successful in impre"ssing 'upon the reader the ~act that "the course of 
~ . 
people's lives coul~ change as a res;~llt,._of a }ittle. thing like an unpre-
. \ 
' . 
Common. also· in this writer',s 'short stories · is the suc(!~~gion -~f 
...... 
~ . 
seemingly ~mall ltli!f~nderstandings an.d quarrels that ~erupt between lov~rs 
• • 4 f 
or you~g married cou_ples. The confrontations in such s;or~~s ~~- ~'The 
Faithful Wife,'.' "DC\~." by Day,." and "Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks,"· will ·serve as ,.. . .-:._--...: 
illustrations. 
----·~· ·· 
In the st.ory, "The Faithful Wife, •i Call_aghan deals ~ith this ~theme 
in an ext'ra-maritai situatt'on. lola, a young won:ian, ·whose husband '.'got 
. . 
'21 his spine hurt in the ·war, then he got tuberculosis," r invites a young 
college student, George, to her 
19Ibid. , p. 346. 
" 20Ibid. 
21Ibid., p. 157. 
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39 
· leaves for scho'ol. 
. 
George 1s thrilled by this unexpected invitation to 
Lola's apartment. Leaving the restaurant where he has a p~r~~time job as 
' . .. 
a 1unch counter ·attendant, ~eorge is. ·su·~prised to fin~Ahat "she was e~en 
~ . . . . . 22 ) . • 4 
slimmer, and had nice fair h1lir and' lovely eyes" ~nd ~at ''she had on a 
. 23 
red woolen sweater fitting her tightly at the waist." Several other 
surprises are in store for George as well: 
T:wice· he shook his head, unable to get used to having her there 
opposite him, nervous and expectant • • • 
Slowly he sat · down beside her on the camp bed, smiling · · 
stupidly. He w'as even slow to · iee that she was waiting for him 
« 
• to put his arms. around her. Ashamed of himself, he finally kissed 
her eagerly and she held on to him tightly. H~r heatt was thump-
ing underneath the red woolen sweater. She just kept ort ·.liolding . 
him, almost savagely, closing her eyes slowly and breathing deeply 
every time he kissed ·her·.· Spe was so delighted and satisfied to 
hold him in her arms that she did not bother talking at:all~24 
. ., I 
• 
/ 
• ,.,
Sudd~nly the embta~ing and kissing ·ends as the trembling and unc~r~~in Lola ' .i 
begins talking about her in~alid husband. The story. ends with the frus-
trated Loia·remaining faithf~l to her husband, having been co~rect in her 
, 
• J 25 
... belief that George "would not spoil it for her .. " George leaves Lola's .. 
" 
apartm.ent foroughly co~f~s-ed·. . He had gone the;~, 1lt Lola's invitation, . 
for what he assumed would · be a sexual re~a~ionspip. How~ver, he discovers 
. 
soon that this frustrated woman merely see~s some physical contact in order 
' ; 
• • 
to reassure herself that she is attractive. The ta~e is typical of · 
• Cal.l~ghan in its moving insight into a small misunderstanding, qf which 
. 
22 b d' . 155 
.!......!..._., p. • 
23rb~d. 
~4 Ib~d., pp. 155-56. 
~ 25 ibid.' P• .157 • . 
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. - ~ 
the final resul.t is great happiness. Lola has· tested herself .and 'rema.ined 
a 
faithful to her husband. ·. . 
Yet, not ali of Callaghan's seemingly trivial problems conclude 
. 
happily and hopefully.• Ail. apparently small misunderstanding between Madge 
. , . 
G • , 0 
and Joe W~nsl6w1~."Day by. Day!' results in cruelty and misery for pretty, 
young Madge.' Arriving· home late from an afternoon of reflection on her 
- \ 
marriage, during which. she asks "God to make her husband content, without 
26 . . 
anyo suspicion of her,"·· Madge Winslow is greeted by an angry and jealous 
outburst-from her husband. 
Lik~ "a sullen boy, he ~uddenly blurted out: "What kept you so 
latEl_, Madge? -Where we're y4lu?" •. ~ • : . 
\ · He 'beg_an to clutch h.er shoulders ,as if desperat.ely_ aware that 
he could not hold her, as if he felt that she belonged completely 
to· the life they had lived before. they were married. "You mighf 
.. as well .tell. me what yo~ did. I know you've been lying;" he said • 
.. "You're lyit],g, lying." His big hand was trembling' as-he took 
hold ·of her wrist; and she.cried out: "Oh, don't hurt me, John~ 
•. ·non' t hurt me. u·2, 7 · .. ·. / . . 
~ J Upse~ and asham~d by 1'1\is. violent outburst, John angrily walks out of the 
· house, leav4.Iig his innocent wife weeping and confused: 
. \ .. • t 
Rubbing her wrist, she sat down to ··wait for him.. She felt he 
would return when he was· tirea out from walking and 'be sorry he 
. . , . ' . 
had hurt her. Tears were . in her eyes as~she looked around the 
·. 
m~an little kitchen. She tried to ask~~self what ~t ~as th~t 
~as slowly driving them· apart day by day ;'28 · b: ~-:~-"'~ · 
. - - - . "' ... -. 
- --· -••• --
·. 
·: ~e seemingly small misunderstanding in this story becomes complex becau~e · 
,. 
·a hu~band is o~t of work and pJ,.a.gued by feelings of· failure and this 
tensi.on results •in his lack of faith ~nd trust in his wife. ~ In less than 
26 . Ibid., p. 187. 
27 Ibid., pp. 188-89 •. 
28I~id., p. 189 • . 
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fout: pages, Callaghan accurately expresseS the disillusio~ent of ~ youn:~ 
, 
. married couple, resulting from a disagreement, a symptom,· ~lt would Appear, 
~ ~ . 
their .drifting apart 11day by day." 
"" .! ·.i~sight" we are int~oduced to very 
. In several quick scene·\. ~d "'\lashes 
-~ 
real glimP.se~ of suffering humanity~ 
This story reflects an artist who is int~nsely aware of. reality, refusing 
'to igno~e life's lltt"le problems. Always, Callaghan's preoccupation is 
with telling "the truth cleanly. ,;·29 
Another story among the la~ge number of tales ~oncerned ~ith young 
r 
lovers: and one in which we again witness the theme.bf'"little things,'! is 
• ( • • ' t - . 
·entitled "Mr.· and Mrs. Fairbanks." T~is sto;ry is one which clearly iilus-
trates Victor Hoar·' s remark concerning chk~~t~rs who ' "are .left enriched_ · 
.. r,o~..,. ,· ~ , ') 
and· ~~cited by. the n.ew ~vision _of them~elves·r'i£i.~-t~e w~~ld ~roun~h~_m'."~-~3°. 
. .1' 
The tale is s1et in the Depression. The authc:>r 1.~ ;i-ntroductory sket?h~·s of 
the characters' involved are -brief and restrained': 
They had be~n married just a year. She w~s a small g~rl with. fair 
bobbed-hair, wearing a ·.little felt hat, who walked with a short 
light step. Her thin·~ boyish husband looked very tall. beside. _ 
' 31 .. ./". " .. 
t her: . . · ·· 
~' -
Helen and Bill Fairbanks, ·the reader l~arns from ·the dialogue· follo~ing 
.. 
., 
_ .this_ desl(Pipt;on, are expe~ting a - chfld. The father's reactt~n is _one _of _· 
) 
pride and delight- but .his wife does . not share his feelings.· · Beca1.1se they. 
' 
are poor,_ !fele~ is more fearful than happy: Whi~e walking in the park, 
. ~ . . 
• • t • 
the young· happy husband pat:,tially convinces his' wife that all will ·be well . 
~ 
.. and -~hat ther~ is noth:('ng to.-lear·. ·~They soon co'me upon a 'poorly dress;d 
·. 
2~That Summer In Paris, p. 20. 
30 . ~ 1 . Hoar, Morley Ca lag han,. p. 21._ . 
31 . • 
_ Now That April's Here, p·. lll. 
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42 
_old. man, to whom Helen, unsucce~sfuily,. tries·.to giv~ some money •• A . . 
~uarrel begins between ·H~len and Bill. . The tension, already evident by . 
. . 
th~ir ~~posed 'reac.tions to. ·the newly d~s<!ov.ered pregnancy,· .now rea:ch·~~ · i'ts 
" · ' climax . . E'ach.accuses tHe other of .selfishness and lack o'f feeling. The 
argument ends h h • 11 ..; • · 1 · u32· _' wit t e wife pushing his arm away aria walking on a one; 
. . . 
. . . . \: . 
4= .1 ·, . . h h d 1 ..l. h lf i · h · 1133 but o.., · t 1e contentment s e a la.!f.:' a an our .ago, she h•as "none 
1 • • li I -
. 
instead. a deep fear "that there would only be poverty ~nd ugliness in her. 
life fn the city •. " 3~ On. the way, l~ome, she tells her husb-and that she does. 
not want the baby. Suddenly they_ once ~gain come upon the indirect cause 
"' ·. . , . 
. of their. q'uarrel, : thd ~ld man w~o lookJ lik7 ·-a,beggar • . Helen recognizes . 
. . , 
{n him, this time; a certafn pride and digni't:y and the old man thus becomes -_,. 
the direct cause of a change in ~her attJtude toward old· age and .Produces a 
new found respect for b·irth and growth • . In a sudden flash, the reader . 
~ ~ · 
comes to know and to unqerstand the impor·t~D.::~_e of the Fairbimks I se~~~ngly 
small crisis and t~ sympathiz~ with ·t~e delicacy of a sincere human rela-
tionship. Elcan<,?r Godfrey says of this tale, "It is all very slight and 
' ~ . ~ . . 
on the 's~_rfac~;::~~ry~ very unimpottan"t; but it has a . timelessness and a 
.. 
universal sympathy that is the r~rest' of moods to cap.ture. u35 
Another aspe~t of the theme under inve~tigation is the great 
. .. . ~ ' .. 
. 4 
--· -.·-:- --~-~-- ---:-~~phasTs~ place4 upo~ ·the ... !'l-ittle. thing~'~_t_~~t fo~ the. relatio~h._ip-$" of. 
. . . . . - . -- --- - --.- ---- ·- ¥---~~--~-- ---
.• 
~'. . 
parents a~d children. Five ·of the tales·in Now TQat 'April's Here and 
. ! 
.· 
.--~ 
. '
32
.!E.!.'!·, p. 135.· 
~ 3Ibid. 
\ 34Ibici.' 
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•. ':1' 
seven in.Morley Callaghan's Stories ~re.concerned with such fragile rela-
c. 
tionships. "Father. and So.n" · is a · tale about the plight of a f.ather · who 
ret(urns after· tour years of absence, ·to visit his "fine boy. "36 It is a 
. '• 
'moving p~e~e, dramatically intense, and one in which the aw'thor viv~dly 
brings forth feelings of sadness and ~ptiness. A similar story which 
. ' 
takes ·up these emotions is ent_itled "A Separation." ·As in the previou~ 
~ale, the author. studies the effec't an !lnhappy marriage -~as upon a youl,lg / ~ . . 
son and his father. But pe~haps th.e' bes(.stories of this particular. ~roup, 
and cer.tainly three of the authqr' s most popular stories, are: ':All the 
. . . 
.'Years of H~r Life," "A Cap for Ste'l{e, !' .and "T~e Snob." 'The first tale 
involves a mother-son-employ~r relationship. ·A young boy,.Alfred Higgins, 
. . 
who works in. a small drugstore;·''is caught stealing by the owner, Mr~ Carr. 
. . 
Threatening to call the police, 'the store owner· decides. instead to telephone 
the boy's mother~ Mrs~ Hig$ins persuades her son's employer to.le~·the 
boy go free. Alfred los.es his job b~t promises his 'mother· that he will· 
. never steal again. The reader, how.ever '· like the .quiet. and devoted m~ther,. 
is not convinced of the boy's sincerity. 
I • • 
~t is not the first time the boy 
. . 
has been guilty of petty theft, or, i~ _is .. suggested, will it be the last. 
The . tale ends somberly, with the intimation that·the devoted but ~~ightened 
-----------art'J b.roke~ mother .will ~e iE-vo_l,v~d .. ~i.n. this_ type of preaicament "all the 
) 
years o'f her life.·•} 
This tale is an excellent example of short story writ.ing. It not 
~ . 
only mirrors something of ourselves but also helps us to s~~ the effects 
. ~ . ... 
. . 
we can have on thcise who ar·e close to us. 
'· 
The· story flows ,quietly and the ~ 
.- ( '. ,. 
Brief crisp dialogue _fQ.r -·- ~--
. . ' . 
style is'always in keepfng with the theme. 
. '\.. . . 36Morley Callaghan's-Stories, p. 81. 
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· example~· ·higJlights tqe conf~~-rl.on, c~ptrib~ting elements 
•' . .. ) . 37 
of nervousness 
and excitement· to ·several. "sudden -£lashes of insight." 
• f __ _ :-.-:,.. 
• • • '.'Is Alfred in trouble?." "H~ is. . He's 'been taking things._ ~rom the store . .... I .~au-gh.t. him · 
red-handed. Little things like comp~ts and toothpaste a~d lip-
. ~t1ck. Stuff he · can• ~ell easily, •:· the proprietor said: · 
• . • · "Is it so, Alfred?" f{ ·. 
"Yes." o • 
"why have you been. doing it?" _ 
"I beeP spending money, I guess." 
"On what?" 
"Going around.with the guys, I guess," ·Alfred said~l8 
. '· The last line ·in. the above passage_ suggests the_ povert,y of their situation. 
The autho'r is careful to entwine the plot with a pre:vaiiing 'tone of pity 
an'd sy.mpathy: 
,, 
.·. · There' was. such warmtl\ and gratt'tude in the way: she said, 
"I'll: never forget-your kindness,·" that Mi- •. C~rr ~egan·to feel 
w.arm a:n.d genial himself o I • • . "\.• , • 
· ."Sorry we had to meet thi:s way, 11 he said, "But' I'm"'glad I got 
in touch with you. Just wanted to do the right t~ing, that's 
all," he said. ' 
.. "It's better to meet like this than never;\ isn't it?" she 
s~id. Suddenly they clasped hands as if they liked each other, 
as if they had known' each other a lc:mg q~e. "Good nigh~,· sir," · 
she said. 39 . • i 
In one sense, this story is ,about Alfr.~d because Alfred is the 
•\ ' 
-.;.. · ( 
focus and is also the only characG~·who shows some development in the 
-· t)... ' \ •. ' 
.. 
u· . 
course of the -story.. Yet,· Alfred's. mother is more fully characte~iz~d. ' 
She~· is. a woma~ who has. suffe~ed "al~ the · years. of h~r life" becau~e ~f. her 
• I 
children, and as .~ result of this suffering arrives at a point in time · 
. where her son gains a new recog~i~on and~ growing awareness of ·her • . 
o· . 
37 • 
Pacey, Creat.ive Writing in Canada, p. 179. 
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Becau.se of his expeliience, Alfred gains· some insight into his mother's 
. I 
..... , . 
situation. As the autho~, himself, says of this character: · 
.. 
The ·son at first didn't understand her strange magic. His wonde~ 
,'was in his face. I knew about this story a long' time beforP. I 
'\' . . 
· ·wrote it. Then one day. I seemed to know what went on in the 
boy's heart as he watched his mother at home;'having a cup of tea 
after the battle, aJ:l,d he tried to understand the years of her .. 
... life -- his own moth~r, his own life wlth her.40 · 
4'5 
•. 
In the second of thes~ three tales, '·'A Cap for Stevt! ,'' the author 
~ 
. combine~ the idea· of a. simple art~cle of clothing with an emphasis upon ~ 
. •' 
the "little ·things',' that form the relatibnships of parents and children •.... 
The ·story is appropriately set in the Depress;!.on. Steve Diamond, .~e son 
• 4 • • 
41 .. 
.. of ~oor rna~'- <;1 carpenter's assistant," is given a cap by a famous 
I' baseball player. The cap h4s a great effact on the boy's life. ·Because 
.. · 
, 
of it, Steve 1 s fellow .ball-players begin to t,ake special not.ice of . him. 
. ~ 
... . . ~ 
,.. 
·.. Then~ he loses the cap. Eventually, it is found in the pos~;~·essiori 'of a 
.. \ 
rich lawyer's son. 
. , I 
The confrontation between fathers and sons is signi-
' 
ficant: 
~ .. .· 
"All right. What did you say your lioy paid for the cap?" 
Dave said 'reluctantly. · · · 1 • 
"Two dollars!~' • 
"Two dollars!" Dave repeated. Mr.' Hudson's smile was stilL 
.kindly, but ~s~eyes ~ere.shrewd, and Dav~_knew the·lawyer ~as 
counting on h~not having the two dollars; Mr •. Hudson thought · · 
he had. Dave sized up; -be had look~d at him and' d~cid~d he was • 
broke·. Dave 1 s. pride was hurt .and he. turned to~ St~ve. What he 
· saw in Steve's face was mo;e po~erful than the hurt to his · pride; -
it was the memory of how ·difficult it. had been to get an extra~ 
nickel, the talk he heard about the. cost of food, the worry i~ 
his mother's face as 'she tried to ~ake ends meet, aqd 'the be~i~­
dered embarras~ment ~hat he·wa,s here. in a rich man'.s hotne, for-: 
cing his father to confess that he couldn't afford to. 'spend two . 
dollars. 
40 . . . : . 
Sixteen by Twelv~: Short Stories by Canadian Writers, John · 
Metcalf, ed. (Tor?nto: McGra"'-Hill, 1970), p. ·19. 
41 I • O 
Morley Callagha~s Stories,· p. 26. 
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"I''ll tell you what· I'll do," Mr. Hudson ·said • . · "I'l~ give· 
you ten dol~ars. The cap has sentimental value for my boy, a 
Philly cap; a big leaguer's-cap. It's only worth about a buck 
·and ·a half· reall:y," he adde~~ But Dave shook !lis head ' again~ • 
M~. Hudson frowned. He looked ~t hisfwn b?y·wit~ indulgent . ~on­
cern,· but now h~ was embarrassed. "I'll tell you what I'll cW;" 
he _said; "'Ibis cap -- wel:l, it's worth as much as a day at the . 
circus to my boy. Your boy should be.recompens~d. I want ' to be 
fair. · Here's twenty dollars, 11 and he held out two ten-,QeJJ.ar 
bills to Dave. 42 .,, 
·"" 
. ,~ . . 
Trapped by_~uch a handsome offer, Dave Diamond7 gives up 'the cap. After 
,, 
. . 
46 · 
. \ 
Steve and his father leave th'eir mutual resentment breaks out: r" · 
• 
· In . the elevator Dave. "to~k the bills out of his pocket. · .'.'See~~·· 
St~vie," he whispered eag-;rly. '·'That windbreaker 'you wanted! Ahd 
ten dollars for your baitk: Won't Mo.ther be surp"rised?" . 
"Y~ah," Steve whispered, the little smile still' on his face.· 
But Dave had to tur~ away quickly so tijeir eyes wouldn't meet, 
for' he saw that it was a-s cctred smile. · · 
Outside; Dave sa1.d, ·"Her~, you C<!lr.ry the money home,_ Steve. 
·.You show it to y9ur motl)er." ~ 
"No, you keep· it," Steve said, and the~ there was nothing to . 
say. Tlley walked in silence. ~~.. ._- · 
.. "It's a 1ot of money," Dave saii:i finally • . When Steve didn't 
answer him,~ he added angrily, "I turned to you, Stev:e. ' · I asked 
you, didn't· I'?'' . . . . . 
"That man knew how much his boy ~anted that ~ap, •:, Steve said. 
"Sure. ··But he recognized how much it was· worth to us." 
•"No, you let him. take it away from us.,'! Steve ·b~ur.ted. 
"That's unfair,'! Dave said. "Don't dare say that. to I me." 
"I don~t want "to be like you," ~teve m~ttered, and he darted " · 
across the road and ~alked . along on the other side of the . 
street.43 · · 
In the end, however, the cap brings father and- son closer together.:..,, 
;., .... ;.! 
.,. 
Steve, who had never heard nis ·father talk like this was• shy .. 
and wondering.· All he k?ew ~as that his father, for the fir~t 
·time, wanted to be with him in his nopes and adventures. He · 
said,· "I guess. you do krtow how important tpat cap wa'S. 11 His hand 
went out to his father's arm. "With that man the cap was -- we.ll 
it was just something he. could buy, eh n·ad?" · Dave gri"Pped his 
son's .hand hard. The wonderful generosity of childhood-- the 
. ~ 
.. . 
42Ibid.' pp. 32-33 •. I 
' :1 
43 Ibid.,.p. 33. 
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-.k:-price· a· boy ~as~w~lling t_o pay to be able to count on l;tis father's 
admiration and approval -- made him fe~l humble; then ~~range!! • ·_, 
ex~l t.ed. '44 -~ . 
1 
• ,-~ 
.. 
· This shor~ story . epitomizes the kind of im·portance CallaghaJl is 
f, .. 
47 
·pbie .~o give_ ~o a seemingly tri~i~l incident. In the words of 'randon 
Co:qron, this tale is one which demonstrate~ that Call.aghan has the "abil:i:ty 
to portray.~ without being infantile"or serit'imental, the misund~rstandings . 
and emotional. differences which ·separat·e. a chi;Ld 's wo.rld from;_;hat -of 
· · 4s 
adults." 
In tbe tale, "The Anob, 11 the authdr om!'e again I!Xplore~ those 
"little th_ings'! which ·shape family relationships. 
Mrs. F~irbanks," this story is one ot' a quarrel betw 
eumstances in this one, however,' differ :f,n that a pa 
the tale, "Mr. and 
lovers. The cir-
Here, as in .11J\li the .Years of Her Life," children fai to understand or 
.. 
show ·a.ny r.eal considerati~or their. parents. . The ~ap t~at separates on~. 
~ . 
generation from another is a aifficult one . to bridge. "'the Snob11 is the . 
. 
. stov~f' art~~~ -~ho knows as little.hbout his father as Alfred 
. . -
Higgin; knew about,his mpther. Again, ·a seemingl,min~r incident illumi-
1 I 
. . 
•• nates the theme. !=allaghal'! quickly sets the scene · and prepares the reader 
. for what is to come: . . 
' . 
Harcourt was st~nding with the girl ~e . iQved, buying a book for 
her. All afternoon he had been talking to her~ ·eagerly, but with 
. \ 
an anxious diffidence; as if there still remained in him an iTJno- · I . . t . 
cent wonder that she should be delight.ed to be with him. • • • 
That ~as the way they always talked, .never daring to show mu~:h ' 
full, strong .feeling. Harcourt had•ju~t bought the book and had. 
reached into hi~. pqcket for t~e·mopey- ~ith a~ree, - ready g~sture 
to make' it appear that he was accustomed to buying books for . 
~ 
45
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48 
' ' 
• • I f & • ~;·• " " • ~· 
young 1aafes, when the white-h~iredrm!Ui :i.~;lh'e' fa~ed felt h~t, 
. at the end of .the counter.'. turned ·half toward him, and Harcourt 
kne~ he. was stancj.i.ng on'i.Y._~a fe~ feet aWf!-Y from his ..father. 46 
~ 
Ash?IDed ~f him and.afraid tn~t hls girlfrien~ma~ see hi~~ Joh~ Harcoure 
I 
e~dopt~· a heartless attitude ~oward h.;J.s father: 
v ·~ . . 
"why; does he dress as if he never· owned a decen~ suit in 'all his 
life? He doesn ',t care what' the whole worl"cl thinks- of' him~ He 
·neve-r did. ·live told him a hundred thnes he ought to wear ·his . . · 
gooti cloth~s when- he gee'S out.~· Mother' l:t. told him the· same thing. 
He just la~J)s •. And now Gr~ce may see him.••47 ' :. • 
. - . . ... 
As the sroty line-unravels, it is John-Harcourt, and.no~ his poorly dressed 
. ... . a' . 
.: 
. 
. . 
. :._ /. . . 
f·at~er, ·who suffer~ guilt and shame. ·k~ensing.' J:hat his· son is embarrassed · .-1. 
. . :' ' . : . \ ·. 
by hi~ p,resen~e, Mr. Harcourt avoids. meediYg.-,·ths ·son's girlfrtend ·by \~ · 
. 
. ·;fl~pp:!~l)t of_ ;he store. Jo~~' '{:f is leftvconfused and frus.tra,~~d 
·~.·begins to feud with G:racei • . ' . 
. 
,, . 
1• 
"Yo·u don't like people, do you?"''lfe ~ays sharply. 
"People? D What peopl~? wnat do you meafl? 11 , • . • • 
. "I mean, 11 he went o.n · irritably, -"you don't like the kind o.f · 
people·you,bump into b-e~e, for example."· . 
''Not especially, who L!?does? What are you t~lkinga.apout?' 
. I "A'ri'ybody QOUld see. you don-'t;" h~ satitf! reckle.ssly' . full' of. 
sav,ge eag~~ness to hur
1
t her. · 11 I say you don't like siompl~, 
··hones~ people, the kind of people yougmeet all ov~r thE!- city."48 
'· . 
Q 
~ . . .. l s . . ..;, . . • ,. 
... 
·It is evident .that 'Johti', in his·· anxiety.~to make the perfect .impres~ion on 
•• • • Q ' ' , ~ - ~ 1.~ · 
• l. .. ' . 
his young lady, denies a pa'rt of· .hims~lf; 'and, ,like- many human beings who 
• .. ~ • ~ . . .• . ~ • • I ,, 
fall prey io self-deceit, he accuses another of the weakness he despises 
. . ' 
,1 
.... 
• Q 
' in him13elf. Yet 'JC?,hn has insight· and at the conclus_ion·of the sto~y~, he h. 
. . 
and Graci>i~ shyly apologize for having qu~rre~ed and are "brought closer 
. . . 
... 
' ~ · ~. . . 
,. 
). · 
I 
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Morley . Callaghan's Stories, p. 266. 
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~ogether .than even. b~fcs're. "49 · The'y receive a new· visio.n of themselves and· 
• .. • - 0 • • ~ 
' 
' 
each other and John's outlook toward his father is changed from one of 
"' · ,_q .... 
. •COntemp.t ):o respe~ 'and ._l~ve.~ <)o Johrt 1.S argUI!l~·nt with Grace, a seemlngl)' 
• ;, 1 ' • 
' ~ triyial •one, is r~ally_ a __ proces~ of" self-acc_usatioll thro):lgh' which h,e ult~~ 
. '""• 
,. mately administer~ justice .,.to himseif. ·, ... . ~.. .. 
.. 
. ' ·~ ,. 
The .chara~ters .of Cal'laghan '.s second· a~d thira collections, unLike 
. , 
t~;se• o~ t~e .. first-~v~lu~e, aFe :u~u~lly . ~apab~e :f ~'o'iving tlief.r · probletns. 
- •<lol; 
allth~r I 8 initfal OiteS, . for'· they 
I - · tJ 
These are mo;e hopefu~ sto~ies "than the 
() 
L • ~ • t, 
are mostly concerned w~th a.world where 
. . . < - . 
the individual .becomes more' alive 
.t . • . . - , . t. a • • 
... 
bec.a\lse. of. ~~ine "'little· tl'I:J,.ng" that fo-rc.es ·.him to r~co'gnize · ~ome ·truth· 
about himself cfnd/~r.'-~is relati;~ship ·-~~.his f~~l~w ·man •. In ~ commenting . 
. . . ' .-
upo~~ this··wrii:~~' s ~ontrib_utfon · to .the. {;lrt of story_:makiii..g __ , tbe, dtst'i~-
......... ~. r J b • 
guished .critic~ Mr. Wyndham Lewis, once statep: 
, . ·.... .. 
• • ' I 
A1>art from .the lit~rary· m~ritr. o! tJ-te·se stories·, _. this b~ok [Now-' · 
,., .. That April 1 s Herel is be:'lu.tif·u.Uy replete with a message of human 
tolerance and ·love •. Everyone• or almost all of these discrete 
~inlature dramas ends softl):·and gently.· At "the end of•some . 
u Q. 
angui~h there is peace.; at the''end of some bitter .dispute, there ·· 
is :r~conciliation •• .All of these c1:eatures/cire dimly aw'are ·that · . 
(\'the par.ts ·that they play -- for all the .s~und ·and fury into which · ! . 
. ,. ~ . • I ., • ,. . 
. they. may be ~ed by ·the IIJalice of natu_r·~, 1Jy th~ demands .for the· 
in.stinct· for ;minial survival, qr by_ o.ur: terrible heritage of 
original sin ~- the ro~es 'they are caftad upon to .take are played 
aecording to some .gr,eat' law, within .the bounds· of rational order., 
· The p·io't, •however h:agic, i's 'no't some diabcilicr ~nd meaningless 
' £ari~asy' in other.~.W.O'i:-ds -..! which is . t:h~ fatal. conclusion~which . we 
~ . ; . ,. -
are reqpired tn..:,df~~ .from t~e, perusal of a story, say of ~r. ·--
Hemingway's. There"is goQd atld evil ' not merely good .luck and bad 
luck. /And if they end. in a witty .. ~ally Qr in a. 8JflBiC :deflation·, ' ~he 0~;}: an~ the . co!"i< defla t i~n· ~~ !' fu~~- ~:. rQ bust b e~7" len~e, 50 • j( 1-•; as _we· shall.see · in. ~u ~. • n:~ chap, ters • p r\mi'~~l y d~.e to this 
• I 
" • 0 .. 49 .• ~ . 
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·so . . . ~"':: ~:_;_~--· . 
author' s~nsi'stet;~.ce upon· emp.[Oying a •consistent !structural pattern as well-. 
' •' ~/.-' /. ' 
as ~imp_le ·an~-~irecb ~cript .. ion,. tJlat ~e is able to sust.~:i:n interest in 
/ /. ' : ' 
·situati ns, that/lllight otherwise be .. regarded as trite, ridiculous,. and/or 
~ _.../ . I 
{ I ~· • .. I 
~nd the 
' ~o~/~s Wi11tam Wal~~ observes -~f /Calla~ha~ Is stori~s' 
I 
I ~- "1 tde things" that · fo~ the "J;el~ti~ilshfip C?f his chara~ters: · 
And the I cas•e• in' these 'stories' .i~. he mysterio~sness of the. ordi..: 
.. 
.,. 
.. 
.. ' 
nary~ the 'inexplicable sequence~ of .feeling, t~e bewildering dis-
crep'aricies of human fact, and the 'logic.; 'as severe as it is ~ • 
fleeting' as Coleridge ha~ it• which· the imagination !!!....ell.i.c:.i.t:.--------cc 
from the~e frictions. 51 ... ' / · 
. .~ I . 
~ .. ~ I ... _. . , • . . . _!, .. J ..... 
In each_ ~f the n~any t9les concerneQ-w;it);, seemi,ngl)ll trivial' events .. ' ' 
,• -~ / , . !." .. ·r • • 
- . . -- . I ~ -~-c__~--:-;--;--'""- ~ ...-~~r-a~e·_on. imp~:,tance, this writer r'ffle9ts~ w~Tth-sorneiiccuracy, the.. 
attitudes, aspiration, fears,, and limitatlons of p~rents, children and many , 
•'' 
. l 
( . 
. 
~--
.: 
'· 
? ... "'' 
'· 
,. 
I ' J . 
• " ' I (. 
· other ordinary people. ' His ~characters act as we might act given the same 
•• .. 
circumstances., Hugo McPherson adeptly _sUrns up t~ Callagha~1 s them& 
.. 
~ t. • ,. , ; 
of "little thi:ngs" has upon the reader'· ' 
. ~ 
, 
a -dozen ·or more tales such as: "lunch Counter, tr.PII e Red Hat," 
"A~l the Years of Her Lif~," and · "A W~dding Dress," have de 
• MaU~assant I~ clari-ty 'withoiJt his hard glitter 1 and ansfield IS 
.delicacy .without .her bruised nerv~s. tallaghan stu es with· -
~enderness'and simplicity the .moral problems of. ordin ~y: 
benighted people; and instead of.ju~ging.or • rejecting hem, he 
reveals that th~ir vaniti'es d~d failures are our own. 5 · · 
.. ~ .. ., ... . 
:v ' 
fihese"'· shbrt stories · illus.trate" ~s ·well; M?-rgaret Avison 1 s v:l,E!,~~·_of 
.1> ,• 
... 
' . ' ~ .Callag~an's ability to write well in the diffiCult genre of the:ehort ·-
.. 
... , . 
'. 
· . story: 
'. 
"' 
~any a writer who wants 
thesis uses stories for 
0 ~ublic for stor\es tbQ, 
~.ored-to-fit hack work~ 
" - -· . 
'· , f . t -~. . • 
to 1mpart knowledge or preserlt a cherished 
this p_urpose. ·· There :i..s always a wide..~· -
ar{d th~refore a '~market" inviting tail-. 
' • . 
- ~ 
' ··· 
I 
-~ :· 51A Man.ifold Voic.e '(L~ndo_n .: · Chat.to and \o)i~dus,. 1970,)J p.17 186., 
. J 
' 52 ' •. ' 
"Morley. Callaghan 1 s. April," Ta'mar'ack Rev:f_ew ,. XIII (Autumn, 1959) , 
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Morl~y Callaghan's stories are the work of an artist with no 
such axe, to grind, who'makes not s~ch'conceasions to.the market's 
demands~ . His work is popular and powerfully persuasive. T e 
importan~ 'd1sti~ti~n is that th~se qualities ar~ 'by the wa , • . 
perhap~ even,. un~o~ious; that a 'purity of artistic inten on ls 
ev~rywhere unmistak~le in him~ • • • 
• A single! v:iision e~mpas~s all the people of· these s.tories~ 
·~in all their sel:·f-contradict,i.ons, betrayals, ~ability, bE!wilder-.-~: 
ment. It·is nothing in the nature of a conclusion- there is 
a• . 
'unrelived desolutibn sometimes, t-ragedy, absurdity - but: every 
pattern leads o~t into a'large atmosphere.of·rnerc ~nd·wonder. 
This background is the hclnan context of the 'cal aghan .stories for 
~il tlleir snar;p foregrouri·d foc~s.': Conveying it is his art. ~3 
• 1- _.: • 
•• 0 • . . 
Our examination of this writer's themes illustrates, ,then, that 
" 
51 
~ t~e -~~ort st~ry d~es_n~t ~ave tocconc~rn its:lf with sensational or unupua~ 
·: sittktions, that it can 'Just.. as significantly deAl with. tqe. sm'aller, mar~ 
... . .. , . 
... 
. : • ' 54 
'ordinary thing!;!) "that touch times and moods · and p'e0ple." Bearing in 
II. -=~·.. ' .. ·. ~ . .. . 
'II • 
Jlli!!d, then, our examination of these themes, ... le·t us ·~ow consider the . form 
: . 
C~lla.ghan' s ideas take throughout .. his short storie~~-~"'_· 
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Preface to·~orley .Callaghan's 'stories. 
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There is no doubt that ·the mo~fi of ':little things" 4~1uence.d 
Caliagh~n's ~tory structure. ~pattern e~erges which ties in~ th tnis 
.. . 
~-.. ) -
THE ""STRUCTUR£. 
. theme: · Seen ·in its simplest terms~ this cf.orm is: expositi?n, c9n£rontation-
. 1 
revelation, d~no.uement.. Almost all of this writer 1 s short st"ories, follow. 
• 
I, 
this formula at least in part. 
The nature of expositio~ ~n a Callaghan_ story is usual!~ swift. 
His introductory material quiikly sets the scene,' cr~ates the mood,'_ and ·. · 
' . 
int~oduces the chara7ters •. Many crit~cs 'comm~nt upon the abrupt. openings _ 
of these .. stories. Victor Ho·ar' s explanat·~op. __ of Callaghan 1 s brief preludes 
. -~:· ·:.·:~~ .... ,;:_ ~ 
seems sound: 
. .. 
( 
Since all but a small handful of plots in .the collection take 
pl~ce within a;few minute~ or, · at most, an hour, Callaghan must, 
reject lengthy introductions in which scene arid mood are c~re­
fully construct~d or_in ~hich some philosophical 'point ·is ra~sed 
for eventual illustration. 2 . , 
' 
·. 
And the purpose, as we shall· see, of_ exposition ··in a. capaghan tale, is to 
explain and/or reinforce the theme. Occasio.nally, e,xpo~itiot:l st'ands ~lone;(· 
but frequently, ·it is c:pupled with rr~rration or supported by Jiialogue •. 
In almost all~£ the t~les,:b;ief ch~racter· sketches .are an intri- · 
: cate part of the preiude. 
. . .. ... 
: ' () ,, 
'se~eral. _tales 'fro·m each· of _Callaghan 1-s vo+1:1mes, ·. 
-4. 
'-· 
1
see Appendix (p. 19h for a diagr~matic ou,tline of this. structure. · 
2 . . 
Ho·ar, Mot"ley Calla'ghan, p. 21. 
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will serve to illustrate this point. 
From A Native Argosy: "Alfred Bowles c,ame to Canada from England 
and got a· job on a Toronto newspqper. He was a yptlng fellow with clear, 
0 
blue eyes and h~avy pimple's on .the lower part 1pf his face, the son of a · 
• Baptist minist;er whose family was too l'arge· for his salary." ("Last · Spring 
' 
Th'ey Came Over, 11 p. 16): 
.. 
·._ f"They we~e watching Joe Harmont· a .. big man with a slow grin1·al'ld a 
I • •'., 
·;· dark sinudge under his left eye, and his ma!'lager, Doc ·Ba!\le~, a small, neat 
-· 
........ -.-
·-- .. :-
. . ~ ... : 
. ~with shiny ·black hair." ("Soldier Hannon," p. 68). •. · · 
. ~~-. · "He had l~ng legs', big .ha~ds, he~vy hips and a habit ·of drawing in . 
• his breath with a whistling· noise ·when he. knew some one was waiting for . 
him to speak. 11 ("Settling Down," p. 142). . ... v 
\ F~om Now That April's Here: "He was a huge old priest, whi.te-headed. 
~ 
except for a s~{ny baby-pink bald spot on the top of his 'head, · and he was 
b,it .deaf in His florid face had ~ red interlacing vein .a cme ear. many-fine 
.. 
lines. " ( 11A Sick Ca,LI,, II p. 33). 
. ~~~~-~: .. ' _ • 
......... cJ 
. • 
• "Michael was younger than some of'' thetn but he was much bigger, his 
........ 
. _ ...
legs were long, his huge hands dangled awkwatd~y at his _sides and his thick 
., 
black hair,. curled up all over his head." ("The Runaway," p. 176). 
From Morley ·callaghan's Stories: "Both Sylvanus O'Meara, the old 
, •• J .. 
, .. · ~ . \ 
caretak~r who had helped to prepare the crib, and Father Gorman, ~he stout, 
red-faced, excit~ble parish priest, had agreed it was the most lifelike " 
.. 
tableau of the Child Jesus,- 11 (A Very Merry C~tmas," p,,--323} .. 
"Mrs~ John~~n, a. handsome w~man of fify wit~ a plump figure and' a 
• high ·colour in her che~ks, was lying on her left -side with her right ann 
hangin~ loosely 'over the side of the bed: her mouth was op~n. a litt~e, but 
- ... 
. ......... . ..
_sh.~ was breathing so _softiy"'-Mary.co·uld hardly hear her." ("Vel'y.'Spec~al< ·· ".· ....... 
. ,
.. 
. ,
. 
' 
./ 
(J • 
., 
r 
... ''.· . 
. ' . 
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, . 
" . 
. •' \ ... 
. . \ ..... .. 
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Shoes," p. 129). 
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Yet brief character sketche~re not ~he only forms which Callaghan '.s. · 
abrupt o'pertings take on. Often, as' in the short~ stories, "Two Fi~hermen" 
and '·'The Homing Pigeon," dialogue is blended with a brief physical portrait: 
The · only reporter on the town paper, the Examiner., was Michael 
Foster, a tall, lbn~-legged, eager young. fellow, who wanted to go 
·.to the city some day and work on an important newspaper. 
· The morning he went into Bagley'~ Hotel, he wasn't at all . 
sure of himself. He went over to the desk and whispered to the 
proprietor·, Ted Bagley, "Did he come here, Mr. Bagley?" · 
· Bagley said s1owly; "Two men came here from this mot:ning' s 
' train. They '.re registered,." He . put h1s spatulate- for~finger on 
the open book and' said, "Two men. One of 'them 1 s a drummer, This 
·one here, T. Woodley.. I know becatis~ he was thro~gl1 this ~ay last 
year and just a minute ago he walked across the road to ~olson's 
hardware store. The other one ••.• here's his name, K. Smith. " 
"Wh~'s K. Smith?"' Mi~hael asked. 
• j' 
".I don't know. A mild, harmless-looking littl~ guy." 
"Did qe look like the hangman, Mr. Bagleyi?" • .:~: 
"I ,couldn't say that, seeing as' I never saw oqe.:~•3 . ? · . ("Two Fisqermen") 
\{hen the fifth' day passed and still hi~ father, the doctor, 
d.fJin 1 t re.turn to, Frenchtown, Dick starte~ .out lookin~or him. 
·.He went oVer to Charlie's barber shop and sprawled in the chair. 
He was seventeen, big for his age, ·and he looked at the barber a 
long time with a serious, worried face before he spoke to him. 
11 How do you want it, same 'a's usual _.._ use the sci:;sors at 
the sides?". Charlie asked, taking the scissors off the giass 
ledge. 
"I don't want a haircut, I just want to ask you something.-'' 
"Go ahead, Di~k. " · 
"You know my o~d man hasn't shown up yet.". 
"That's ·bad: th_at' s bad, that's getting ~ors~?,. :• 
"You 'know he stayed away before, and ·r figured you'd know 
INhere he was. " ' · 
"Me?" 
"Sure... You'r~ th.e only one around .here that knows. he gets 
drunk. "4 
("The Homing Pigeon") 
. . 
.. 
Frequently, too, the stories commence "in ''medias res," as in the tales ."A 
' 
3 Morley 
, 
4Ibid., 
• .,. •v-' • 
v 
, . 
·' 
I-t 
G. . 
... 
., 
Girl With Ambition" and "The Snob." 
·( 
After leaving public school when she was sixteen Ma~y Ross worked 
for two weeks with a chea'p chorus · at the old La Plaza,. quitting 
when"h~r ~tcpmother heard the girls wer~ a lot of tou~hs.S 
' ("A Girl With Ambition") 
,rJ 
It was at the book counter in the department store that Johd 
Harcourt, student; ~aught a glimpse of his fathe_r.6 !, 
("The Sno?") .· ;~ 
55 
Hhether or not exposHio~ is se~.'apart from tp_e other types of composition, 
·. ' . -. \.- . . 
or is blended with description, narration, or dialogue, it is 
... 
always the means of suggesting theme (the significant meeting in "Two 
Fishermen" or the statue turned symbol in "A Very. Jllcrry Christmas"); and 
·· always too, the exposition leads toward .confrontation-revelat.·ion. 
It would ~e1 tiresome 't6\1~alyze . ailjof Ca~laghan's sho'rt s·tories 
in · t~rms of confroritation-revela~on. I intend therefore~ to examine a · 
' 
.. 
selection from the various types alicady isolated, with the hope of .d~fining 
this aspect of · M~. Callaghan's structurbl p~ttern. Let us first examine 
this aspect of form in some of the thirty or more tales tnht concern seem~ 
·. ingly unimportant quarrels which erupt between young lovcr_s, _pewlyweds, 
. ( 
and ~arried couple~. 
In the first of these sforics to be investigated·, ' 1The Faithful 
. 
Wife· ') the author swiftly sets th~ xene. and creates the tone·. The, re'ader 
' '· . I. ~ -
.is ·int:~ocl'uced to Lola, the fr,ustr&Jted wife~· who.se husband "go~ qis spine 
\ ·: . , .. ~ 
h~r~ ·i~ the war, then he ,got tuber~ul~sis" 7 a~d is, therefore, unable to' . 
.. 
maintain a physical Telationship with his wife. Next, the ~uthor intra-
' · 
4 
i 
f 
5A Native A-rgosy, p. 84. 
6 . ' ... .. 
Morley ·Callaghan 's Stor-:Les, y. 266 •. 
7 Ibid., p. 157. 
( ' 
. ... .. · ... ...... ,·, .· 
.. 
;. 
.. 
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. ... , 
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Q 
duces· .th7 ·youthful character, George, who is ·watched at work each day by 
. 8 
the "gentle, and aloofly pleasant," Lola. This brief prelude leads int'o 
... -, .. 
the con~rontation-revelation. The· confrontation begins to· take· shape· when 
"'· ~ ,.. 
. ' 
Lola invites the young station restai.l-rant worker to her 
~-
. 
(You 1 r not very friendly," she said awkwardly. 
"bh ·yes _I am. Indeed I am." . 
"Why don't you come 9ver here a~d. sit by me?" • 
apartment: 
Slowly he sat 'down beside her orr the camp bed, smiling 
stupidly.. He was evert' slow to see that she was wai..ting for him 
to put his arms around her. . . • Her .heart -was thumping under-
neath the red woolen sweater. She just kept on holding him, 
almost savagely, closing' her eres slowly_ and breatning deeply 
every time he kissed her. • • . r~ Finally he b~came _very eager 
and\ she got up suddenly. • • • · ' 
-'"What's the matter?" he said irritably. 
"My giri friend, the one I room with, will be home. in 
twenty minutes, 11 • • , _ 
"You really must be , out of here. before Irene comes home," 
she said. · · 
"But I've only. kissed and hugged you and you're wonderful." 
He noticed the red ring mark on her ·finger. "Are you sure you're 
not waiting for· your husband to come home?" he said a bit irri-
tably.9 · •' · · 
The author-brings the confrontation to life, pla¥ing upon the nervousness 
of both characters. ·Through a sequence of quick flashes, Lola is trans.- · 
' I • .. I 
formed from a "gentle, _and aloofly pleasant" woman to one who is dtiven by 
sexual starvation. Out of th~ comes revelation, and we finally witness 
1 Lola weeping, yet faithful to her invalid husband: 
• 
"There r s a ring mark on your 
"I can 1 t help it " she sa-id 
' ' ' '!~es, oh yes, I'm waiting for my 
here at Christmas. "10 · 
finger." ~ 
and began to cry quietly. 
husband 'to come ho~e. He I 11 be· 
George, is similarly revealed. -Our first impressio_n· i~ of a-young 
;o 
··~ 
8 . ~ 
..,.~)"'J 
l56. l· . , Ibi9. , p. -~1 
9rbid •. . . 
10Ibid._ 
"' 
.. 
.. 
' 
f·. 
··~ 
'-! ~ 
c 
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• college. student work~ng during 'the Christmas vacation. We next see· him as 
• 
p very nervous ~~ung man ringing the ' bell df an older woman's apartment. 
·Our ·final insight is one that George has ab.out himself: · · 
But he -knew he could not spoil it for her. "She had it all 
figured out," he mti'ttered, turning up his coat collar,ll 
Alth~ugh we shall examine· the'final section in the structural pattern more 
-. 
. .. 
fully later, let us investigate, briefly, the d{nouem,ent of "The Faithful 
..... i,. . 
f • ·..,. • 
'Wife." The obvious outcome of this tale inyolves a satisfactory explanation 
of the main situatiop. We see the unraveling of Lo.la' s secret and George 1 s 
• 
misund~rstanding·--· two elements which are a vital part. of the plot compli-, 
. ,.... 
cation. In this story, then., Callaghan q\}ickly intr«;>duces his charact~rs 
and hints ·at his theme; he.places'them in·an anxious confront~tion, in 
' whj.ch he ful.ly reveals, throl.!gh internjll and external conflicts, their 
i 
natures and. the aature of the'ir crisis~ .. r--
In ."Day by Day" .casual conye_rsation adva:nces the confrontation. 
Quarreling erupts as a result of ..a misinterpret~d remark. This time the 
. husband and .wife are directly involved: 
She was still glowing from hurrying and from the animation of her 
thmrgn[s. He frowned and said: "You were shopping, eh~, Madge?" 
"Not really," she lal!ghed • . "I didn't ·bring anything hom'e." 
"You're dre~sed up every afternooiJ as if you'd been some, 
. ptace." . 
"There's .no harm in window-shopping if I don't spend any-
thing, ·is there?'" she said ·quickly. ' . 1'' 
"Go ahead. Remind me that you ought to have something to 
spend." 
"I'd never mentio.n it." 
. "N~, but you think it. _You're 'so self-consciously patient • 
about it.· ·God know~, if I thought vu were more contented, r· 
might ~.qo better. "'12 
·I 
11 - . 
. Ibid.·, p. 157. 
12Ibid., p. 188. 
~ 
' . 
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The confrontation reache·s ;lts peak when John, t.he husband, storms out of · 
f/ 
the house, leaving his wife·.in tears. Out of this .. crisis c.omes revelation. , 
, , ·; 
. 1.· ,., . 
• P p r -Ip. this cas·e, however, ·the insights are not positive. John remains stubborn 
·, 
and fixed in his att~ tude toward his wife. Madge is left to ponder hqpe-
lessly her m~serable situation: 
. 
Tears were in- her eyes as she looked around the mean little 
kitchen. She bad such a s-trange .feeiing of guilt. " White-faced 
and still, she tried to ask herself what it was that .was _slowly 
driving them ap-art· day by day.13 · 
Although the revelation differs from that of the above tale, in .·. 
"IUgmarole11 the confrontation is similar., Casual conversation precedes it 
• t'l• I . I • 
"""' \.o,l,. · 
and a misinterpreted remark spark~··';.~ qu·arrel 'between a hll'sband and wife: 
"You don't need to f~el you neglected me. Don't feei·guilty. 
Nobody ever has to worry about me trailing you around·. You cap 
feel free." 
. ' 
' "Jeff " she said, very softly. "I don't- want to feel free. 
i don ,·t w;n~,: to feel free now." 
"Sure you do. You'd be the first,.to complain if you dido' t." 
"Didn't you worry a little about me once to-night, Je.f.f?" 
"Lis~en, here, Mathild'e, 11 he said shortly, "j eal.,ous men are 
the greatest bores in the world." 
"Jeff J pUt your armS around me. II 
"What's the matter with youL-You don't need to mollify me_ 
or feel guilty because you had a good time •. Surely we've got 
beyond that." 14 . ' 
·, 
F'rom here the dialogue continues with each accusing the other of being . 
~ ~nloving. FiDally, Mathilda, ~·,;,~~i~tears 'streaming from ~er eyes"15 runs -
· , \tnto t~e . bedrOom and begins packi~~- ::r clothes. ·Jeff, refutg ~o "l"Y 
"and watch this stupid performance,"- leaves for the corner tavern. Evefi-
<4 
13Ibid., p. 189 • 
.. 14 ~ . 
Now That April's Her.e, p. 301. 
15 rbid~, p. 303. 
. . ,. . 
. . 
16Ibid. 
-~ ... 
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'· 
• I 
.· 
... . . . ~ 
1, 
) 
,l 
. / 
tually. he returns mid worried and unbelieving, he wi tnl!ssc•:; her t'akc off 
• • ' 0 
• I 
in a trud. Jeff w,aits up for her all night to return and when she does, 
.,. 
they both .s~yly apol.ogize for havin'g argued. Both husband and wife expel'-
I 
ience a ch~nge of he~rt and mind. Unlike the pair in "Day b;y Day" this 
I 
.couple, as a result of their small crisis, experience ai "feeling between· 
them so much deeper than any earlier tim~ of impulse· anld sudden jpy ... l7· · 
. I I . 
. Confrontation-revelation un,folds si,!llilarly in s(ich ta~ es' as "The 
Snob," when two lovers are bro~ght closer t'~gcthcr 'whe~ a 0 quarrel erupts 
as a result ·of John Harcourt's S(>llSC of shame and lack of respect for his 
father. In "Hr. nnd Mrs. Fairbanks,"; we noticed that~ seemingly unimpor-
., 
tant event clima.xed in a heated argument which rcsul ted in their. changes 
0 
of heart and mind,' and closer union between them. In '·'The Homing Pigeon," 
' .. 
, I ' 
a confrontation beLween Dick Harvey and his supposed father reveals that 
the man in question is actually n~t his ' parent, so that Dick Harvey exper-
·ienccs shame, confusion, and frustration, ltl._short, in mot~ than thirty 
; ' 
· tales concerning seemingly unimportant quarrels, Callaghan <:;mploys confron-
tation-revelalion to reinf.lorce -his themes . - • 
' . Having \Titnessed the effect the quarrel has upon confrontation-
' 
revelation in Callaghan • s s~wrt story structure·, let us 'now e:xarnin'e the· 
., . 
influence of little things that shape family '(elationships _ upon this 
,. aspec~ of the'' author's' story form. 
. 
.. 
.,. 
' Perhaps . the. most striking cdnfrontation- revelation in this category , 
., " " II 
of tales appears in the story, "A Cap for· Steve. As we riot iced in Chapter 
Thr~e, a. "seemingly unimportant baseball cap 'is the "litt.le thing•• whi~h 
... 
highligfits th~ theme and prompts the confrontation. .The author moves 
, . 
. 
17Ibid., p.'.307 _. ! • 
. . 
. 
.. 
.' 
I 
() . 
.... ,-.........~ .. 60 
toward the confrontat'ion through a Sequence· of 'dialogue about the cap. 
,. 
. " : " " 
The· reader-. comes to realize that. this apparen~ly trt.vial art:f.cle is r~ally 
· :~ very important to Steve Diamond. ' At the point of confrontati9n, the 1 
tension· set up betweeh · fatber and son is vividly portraye~. Steve is 
deep,ly ·saddened when he leams that th~ lost· cap will be sold to .its new . 
• IJ. 
o'wner for twenty dollars: 
"No, you let him take' it away · from us," Steve· blurted. 
"That' s unfair," Dave said. "Don't dare say that to me." 
"I don't want to be like you/' Steve m~ttered, and'.he ·darted 
across •the ·road and walked along. the other side of the· street. 18 
The confrontation springs from. Stev~' s anxie'ty and frustration. ·And 
finally, from· the confrontation, comes tevelation. The father ,an~ son com~ 
~ 
to a new awareness of themselves and each ' other as a result of the cap 
. 
"the little thing. 11 
. .. 
The father, in particular, comes to understand the 
p . 
nature· of the trust invested in him b.y his s,on. 
The wonderful generosity of childhood -- the price · a boy was 
willing to pay to be able to count· on his father's admiration . 
···and approval -- made h!m feel humble, then str~ngely exalted. 19 · 
In the author's 'first volume of stories, A Native Argosy, the 
.. 
inr'luen~e of "li~tle things that shape .family reiationships" upon the 
middle section of this structural pattern· may be seen iu such stor.±es 
. I . . as 
--l I' I I 
"A Princely Affair." Bf~l Oakley·, the protagonist, ·is a forme;- military 
:l . ~ 
man who now works in a large department store. I~ th~ exposition of this 
story, Callaghan blends brief character sketches with narrative aescript.ion, 
. . ' ' . 
giving the reader a quick ,indication of the tempera:ments involved as·well 
as suggesting the nature of the oadeys' marriage • 
.. 
\M~rley Call~ghan' s, St~ries, p. 34." 
·.· .. -: 
19. . . 
. Ibid., p. 36. .  
- I . • .. -
,· 
. . ' .: 
.I 
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,·' 
.po' 
.. 
I 
I 
.. 
• 
. ' 
. The hunt'Sman mqde him think of his wife Nora·. Th'e state~mim, ' 
with the bulgiqg· forehead and l'ong fo~idable nost belonged t~ 
' - the same traditio_n. The huntsman, his wife, and tbe statesman; 
,pr his wife, the. s.tatesman, and the huntsman, d'-i.ff~ren t combi-
nations, a:il very good, all part C?f. a fine tradition ••• .• 
He was folding 'the paper slowly and carefully, but the city 
hall. clock struck half past one, so- he sh'oved it in his pocket 
and crossed the road, walking impqrtant1y as though~many people 
were lo9_king ·at him, a slightly stout man in·iight coat belted 
• in miJi~uy style, an old felt-hat on the side of his head. 20 
·,, 
A1 as the narrative ope;1s, we learn that-Bill's wife, Nora·, i~ ~· woman 
• 
who.pos sscs more than· a passing interestr-in s~Cial co;nections: 
r .__ J •• 
. ---- . He gl~ncep hurriedi:-~adlines then· turned ?ages rapidly till 
he saw the pi.cture of Mr. Oakley, the one with the turban ext-ra-
o.rdinary clear. His. Highness·had- danced three times with Mrs • 
. bakley. In the story she was 'talled his Highness's dancing' 
" partner and the "reporter told how. he found her at home lwhen the 
milkman was pil~sing along the street: . • . rBill] had hurried 
down and kissed her. For a long·--t.ime they lay a'-Fake in bed while 
she talked about the ball · arid the ··Prince and Bill kissed her 
.. p~s s ionately 1 then dropped off to si~ep. 21 ···..... · 
':", ~ . This ·prelude.leads us toward the ioevitabl: ·~~~fr~n:'~N~:re~h~io~:· BiU 
•. ·~-a~--fi~.st kee~ly interested in his }fife'~ social fame. ~:~~-:;e'i;··~-i..t. .. ,f.~ .. .: .... 
. 
not long before--feelings of loneliness, rejection, · and anger begin · to haurit 
-----.... - . . 
.. 
him. While he i~ left fru.strated, alone and fiqancially · 'd·rafned~ 'Bill 
/ 
.· 
comes to the realization that Nora's supposed theatrical endeavo~rs in N~ 
York, her danci.l:!& ~~~ith h~s ·Highness Captain Albert i.n Mon~r~~l"i~ ~·~~d bel;' \ "··· .. ........,__ 
1.' . .. 
fo,n<iness for e~pe~sive . jcwele~y and" clothing may be "a princ~ly affair" in .. 
. . . 
' I 
more than one sense. The· "little thing" which is the -major turning point 
in the tale is a newspaper clipping Bill finds in another brief letter tr'om 
.  --- ---~-
N~ra. Homeless-, bewildered, arid alma st ~~·tof---~-J~b '· Bill Oakley finally · 
'k-v." 
-; ..... .  , 
·20 . 
A Native Argosy, pp. 32-33. 
21 Ibid. , pp. 32-33 • .-
22 Ibid •. , P• 39. 
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-··Cbmes ·to Hls· senses: ...uf · 
". (-:- .. 
He .heard from Nora b.t!~ore.he, left' the city. The letter had a ------' 
Spanish post-mark~., ~d a clipping~as enclosed with 1i' picture of . " 
three fine Englishmen, and. one had 'an arm aro.und her. They were · 
in Spain~ ~e said. ''His Highness was in Spai:n and she ~e~ Bill 
would love the countt;y! ·· He stared at l:he letter, excited . inside, 
then tore it in ·two. "'To hell with His llighness, "· he said. . · 
· · The day b~fore he went away he said sob~ly to Ca~leton: : 
"The wife is in Spain. His Hi.ghness and hi£ party qre there. 23 · 
62 
•• f o, 
Lif'e ~1th his· wife would be a c~nstant r:~ain of 
·' 
. . 
...... 
'' .• 
Bil~' s fate is confirmed. 
... 
letters and clippings about her social life. As far .,!iS their marriage is 
concerned th~re is no hopeful or optirnist.ic outlook simila~ 0.to thos~ so . . • 
. . ... . 
.,frequently resulting from the .. cbnfronta.tion-r~velation fou~d in most 'of 
·this write~'s. stories. The o~ly change in this character, alb~it a.n 
I 
. ·-
' irnportaJlt one, is 1ressed in Bi:ll 's angry attitude ·toward .his wife, _ His · 
"lttal -~~~pt9.nce of the "reality of . his situati~n with his wif~ revO~ls his 
a~~~ of having obeen deceived .long enoug~. 
.;..-· d' 
He walked quickly, glad that he had said it, fi~rc~ly insiste~t 
.t.hat no_ one should say anything to him. The department wa~ gone. 
What he told Carleton belonged to a tradition. ' It should ~11 go 
together. 24 ·. - . ' · .: , .. 
' ' 
. 
Other family situations which i11ustrate this section of the ,. ' . 
structural pattern ·appear in the tales: "A ·stck C~~," "The Runaway," and 
• 0 • 0 
·. "Their Mother's Purse," 
.-, 
i, 
. . 
' • . 
• . .. 
. 
~' ., 
In "A Sick Call;~· we witness a priest's attempt to give absolution " 
... ,. 
-d,. 1)-
• 
,to ~ dying woman . . while'"her hus~an;d protests. ~rit:;f physi~al deta~l and .• 
·~ 
' . 
• c'as~al co9versation set the groundwork,. move the. p~ot, and contribute' • 
• "'J~ . . ,4 . ..... 
h -
- " . . " . {!~edibility to a ve_ry significant confrontation-revelation: • 
·"r' :,.J> 
~ 
----~~-------- c .. .. 
.' 
23~bid., PP· 44-4s: ... .. . f\0' • '; • 
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Sometimes Father· Macdowell mumbled out loud and took a deep 
wheezy breath as he walked ti'p and down the room arid read-· his 
office, · He was a huge .old priest., white-headed except for a . 
shiny baby-pink bald··spot on the top of his~head,.fnd he .\tlas a 
-: bit deaf JI). one .. _j.ar .• .; His floiid face had many fine red inter-
, . . .. - 0 . . 
lacing vein lines. • .<· .• · , • 
· .. ·so he 'went out to the• waiting-room, .where a girl about thirt·y 
years of age, with fine brown eyes, fine cheekbones, and rather ' 
. . ' 
square shoulders, was si:tting•daubing her eyes ~ith a handker-
chief. She .:;-Was wearing a dark coat with a grey \~olf collar . 
~1Good evening, ·Father," she f?_aid. "My si~ter is sick, I wante-d· 
you to come ·and see her. We- think she 1 s dying. 
-~, "Be easy, chila; what's the matter with her?· Speak louder. 
~~~ 't can st.hrcely hear you. 11 • ., • ' • • 
. , "My sister's had pneumonia. The'dci~:tor-'s coming back to-see 
· . her in an hour. I- wanted you to annoint o·her, father." . 
... 
4 
• ;"r see, -L s~~. But s·h~'s no~ lost yet. -~,~1 not g~v.e )l~r 
' extreme unction now. That may hot be necessary. I'll go with 
you ·and hear confession. II'· · · o · · 
..- ".Father·~ I oughot 'to let yo·u know,- maybe. .Her hu~band won't 
wan't to let·you see.her • . 'He's not a Cat,holic and my s'ister 
hasn't been ' to chur-ch in a· long time."25 
r. • • ... 
Father Macdowell only manages to hear th.e.sick''woman's confession b~. 
I ~ 
. :· 
·.requesting a glass of w~ter from '_h~r husb_and. This: trick is the prie~t 1 s 
·solution to the famil~ cr~s:l.s • . But· from this ~r~k a,nd "the confront~tio~ 
, . r 
between John and Father Macdowell comes a surprising revelat":ton. The. · 
~ . 
• 6 17 
. 26 young. man," 
. -. 
p~i-~~t' ·begins to. ~ender whether "he ha's ·played .~ail'l with -the 
.. • • t ... ·-· ::-*... ~~ .. 
and whether 'or not he has been respanS'ible for·a conflict bet~een the 
( . ,. .. . . . . -~ . 
.. 
' . 
. . 
.. 
'• 
, . 
... .t 
' • . 
- ' .. 
: > 
' ' ' ~ 
·husband· and his . wife. The priest. is· both proud of having succeede;ti in his' ---:-
... ,.... t., '. • • - ... ~...:~· 
·. 
'·· .. , 27 ·-' · ·· . . 28 
purpose and "'inexpressibly sad~~ at the nature .of John' 8 "staunch love" 
. . r . 
for· his wife: 
' .. 
·-
-· 
·~ . ' 
It ., 
\ ·. 
.. 
··~. 
. .. .. _ 
' ' 2~ . 
·. }low That April's Here,' pp. 33-:-34, 
. . . 
' ·"";,... 
26 . '. •. ' 
. . Ibid., p.~:41. 
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•. Ibid., p. 42: 
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·'"' ~nt. down-th~ , pu~~i;hi~g, he ponde-red ··~.:-.~--~-·~:·~-.~ .... t -• .,.~ 
. .r/the ·ques~~Jb;:O£;::;, -et".e~ ·be piayed fair ,with t~e young man. ·~ut 
. _/.' by t.S,~he reached the street he was· rejoicfng amiably to· 
• ~ ~~~rtrllk he had so successfully ministered to one who had strayed " ( ... ~·· 
_//:~ '· .~· from th~h ·and had cafled out to him at the iast moment.: 
/' · · : · · Walking along}~Itn -t~e. ro).ling motlan ·as· if::.his ~eel hurt hi~,·· 
,. . ' .. he mutt_ered, Of course they ,t.T~re haPJ?Y a~ · they w:ere • • . i~ a ~ ., ........... ~-~N-~'::-:...u~ ..... :..wor.ldl~--':'ay. I wonder if I did c'ome between them?!' · ·.· 
~ ~ He snuf'fl..~d ~long' feeling v~ry tire'd' but he couldn It· h~lp 
• · thinking "What 'beauty there was ' to his staunch love .for her!','29 . 
I ~ '"·~~..., ~ 
· In "The Runa~ay" the. -constant qu~reling be~ween Michael.' s father 
t'" ~. . v 
and s~eP.~~·ther' accide-qtally reveals to the ~oung bo~f'the horror of his o~ 
/ l-ittle fail~reql and .results in his t:tJnning aw~y fro~! home. Throug~ con- ... 
... . . . . 
frontation-revelati9n Caliaghan clearly reveals· ih this tale the·· tension 
I 
., . 
<jUld . unhappine~s "whicl) arises in familie~' f~o~ lack of understah"ai11g between 
.. pare.!lts ~d children. 
': . -fl.~--- - ' 
~-
.. 
. ' 
.,, 
... 
. , 
. ' 
... 
'' 
'"Their Mother's Purse" illustrates a similar situation; we .once 
. . . 
. ~again witness the large gap b~tween. pare~ts art~~-ildr'e'n.· r The c~~~ronta~ : 
" . 
tion between Joe and his s~s'te~ ·~.,;g.ard·in~ mon.ey stol.en .lr~~ :the~~ -~~ther 1 ~ -~~ . '" 
... ' ~"' ..... ,. 
... 
the reader' a sta:rtlin~ secret 'and an intense pu~se reveals to Joe and 
" : : . ·' . . . . ... . 
aw~reness of the fam~.iy situation:- . .,· . 
~Without looki:ng up1, Mar-y-began to cry,)' l:Lttleq' ttfen s~e. raisea 
her head and ·~egged in a frightened .whispe~ "Don~ t tell' them; 
Joe_. · Please don't telJ. th~m." · , , r. . . :· 
".If you needed the ·Il)Oney, w~y didn '·t you ask them for 'it?" 
· · ' "I've been·'asking fo.r a little nearly ev~ry dqy." 
"Ybu only look after yourself, and you get; plenty for that." 
I 
"Joe, 'let me. keep it. Don't! tell them, tJoe." 
.. "I've ·peen sending money. to P&IJl Far.rell." · 
.. ·"Wher<\ is he·?"' 
"He's gon~ to. a sanitarium,· and he had· no money," she 
.-
• -~ 1 
said. With a shy, t;l..mid smile,•she said;""Don'f tell them, . . ' 
J '. 
.. 
t' 
·' 
.. -
I' .. 
) f' ... 
-I .. 
;./ 
.. ..-
) 
'Jo~.~ i 
. "O.K.;" 'he ·said, and he. watched her ·open. the door. and go out • 
He went hac~ to the living room, 'where · his motheNas sq.ying 
grandly ~o his father, "Nm.i JIOU' 11 have. ~o wait, t-ill next year· to. 
cry ·blu17 ruin."·. , ,. · .! •• • • • 
- J~ 
• 29 ·. r 
~-.,:, pp'.' 4-l-42 . 
... ,- .. ~·· 
. . . . . . 
.. 
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.~ 
,. 
. . 
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;'o 
·. 
r 
. 
• 
... · 
-.. ... ; .... );... 
!'~..~· ~("',f· 
"··.,.: ·. ·.;.:;lthd when Joe heard their· f;nniliar voices and rclnl'rnbercd Na1:y's 
'
.. ' L -~r•r"'"_,_.-frightcned, eager f:1ce,·he kncw'hc · lvould keep his promirue nnd·say.. t~(~L~t•L~t~ -~-, r 
. 
-. 
., 
.. 
nothing ~o them. He was 'th~~ing how far a'part he had grown fr9m · · _, 
them; they Jmcw very little nbout· Mary, but he never told them , 
anything abo'ut~himsclf, either. Only .his father and mother had . 
kept going on the 'one w~y. They alone were st~.ll close together. 30 
. In the ~hove .s._tory, as well as others, we see how confrontation gives wa.y 
- ' . . 
: 
"to revelat i.on; we. note too·,· tl~e vi. tal importance_ of: ~his aspect of struc-
,. . . . ' 
. ' ~ 
ture in Cal bgha11' s tales.' li'or, always, this se><:tion .·of·,t-t~....atte~-
• ' 
tributes. toward C(Call·ng OilC ,single impression Of humi::m experienc-e, whether 
\\ 
· ( 
it is simply one of happjness, defeat, "l snd~essJ or ~riumph. In short~ it 
\ . 
-- _"the litt~)!hings serves to rdnf O"t'cc t-he iluthor 's theme that shape· 
I 
-sthc rclationshi~ of· men." 31 Whether con [ron tat-ion-rcvt!t5 t:foJr-·fucuses . on · 
--- ____ ...____ - . 
intcnial or extc'rnal cof!.flicE~---~·;;~-~e is ahdys the centr:_rii str.ugg.le through 
......... . 
,. 
\vhi.ch the cl~ara\,:.t-6'r;' involved either r<.'CC LVC neW insight .<lbOut themselves 
' --,•' 
_..  
._ and thc.ir ...... 1iituation or, refusing the insight, remain, "fixed in .. their 
. ~ ~'\,~Ji ~/1"'' . 
,.. 
. / l..L.~2 J?aqAcular \<lays . ..._. ·, 
l 
. / l ~ / . . .. ____________ .... --------
/,. · • Incvi~ably, in a· Callagh.a_n t:Jlc, a d.Jtwucmc~,t of' some sort ~,.,.fj.n_gs 
, 7-• [:::he con[;~ntotion-rcvclaUnn. The outc~mc- of.,tl: story:s ~ain :itt~­
tioh may <Or may not pe ple~ts i1~g· to tl-re reader, but _always Callaghan's 
/· •. .M'n.oue~Onts sn~lsfacto~ily e>plain the "little things"'· (be they misunder-
·' 
1
,/ _.standings. or whatever). connected with the plot complication. 
/ "na~ing alr'eady . seen. the ~ffcct ordfnou~ment .in one_ sto;; "The 
0 
· -F~lth.ful Hifeii. -- let ·~s now e/amine and analyze · 'this. final section in 
~h~·structur~l palt~rn in several other _tales. In-~ the stories "A Girl With 
. 
. ,
t 
.' '"~ ' . 
.; 
. i 
l 
• .i
'-
30 ' Morley Cal1.1ghan's Stories, e_._'--13-7 • 
\~ 
31
·niat Summer ..,.In .Pa~is, p. 83 • -.' 
I 
.. ~ \ 
. , . 
32 • Hoar, Modey.Cal'Jaghan, p. 21. 
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Ambition" and "An Escapa~e" from Callaghan 1 s first .volume. b f tales, we 
\ . ' ~ 
witness two excellen.t· examples in .which the1 writer explains how and why 
I 
everything turned out as it did.. In the final scene of the former stQry 
. . ~ 
.. . 
M~ry"Ro~s again com~s into contact wit-h Harry Brown; Mary.'s' reason for not 
haying appeared on tne stage is brought out ancf her ambitious aspiration 
is . ~Jnically ex.~osed: 
She saw Harry looking.at her and vaguely wondered how he ·got there. 
She didn't wartt him to see "that slie was go1ng to. have a baby. 
teanirtg on the veranda ra'n, h~ ~saw that her slimness had passed 
in.to' the shapelessness of her pregnancy and he knew why she had 
been kept off the stage that night at the La Plaza. She~sat erect 
and.strangely dignifi~ on the.seat of the. grocery wagon, uncom-~ 
· .... 
fontable when he turned away. ~3 
,. . .. 
As the story concludes, all the strings are tied,together in a fine piece 
of. plot.ting. While ~a~y has not adii~ved the "respectable" life' in the 
. . 
'. 
. .. . 
terms she imagined, she has · achieved _her "strange dignity" and perhaps a 
better place in society than she had imagined. In short ·, the tn~ot~. is 
IJ 
revealed: 
· · · They. diqn 1 t speak. · She made up her mind to be· hard up .for some . 
.... . . . . . -
one to talk to before she bothered him again, as if witho).lt~going 
any fur~her she wasn It as 'good 'as he was • . She smiled swee'tly- at 
. Wilfred:·<when he came running out 61 ·the alley and ·jumped on tne· 
. ~ 
seat, shouting; "Gidup," to the horse. ":-··They. •• ,drove on to a cus-
tom.er farther· down th~ ,street. 34 •. ( . · .. - . ' . 
.. 
-·. 
In "An Escapade," again, the main · 'sit~tion i.s explained. As the 
· ~ ·~ 
r ~ . • • 
I · ; form&llate ~o~~ idea· of the how al).d why ·of plot qraws to its conclusion, we 
the story. 
~ . . 
We learn ~hat Mrs . Carey's.guilt, restlessness, an9 s~nsuous 
response toward a stranger are·to a large extent due to the.Eact that she 
. ., 
is unhappily marr.ied. The tale 
I 
CO(lcludes 'depicting her attempt to clear 
( 
33A Native Argosy, pp . 95-96. 
I 
I 
34Ibid., p. 91. 
.. 
' 
... 
- ' 
""'!r..; ... ... 
~ . ., ,~ .. . 
., 
.. 
I 
' 
. •' 
' ..
;..., 
h.ersclf 'of gn'ilt ·by· fe~·'lently prayi11g fur. peace o.f mind! 
r 
She cl~sed her eyss again ~nd ·said many prayers, repeating her 
favorite ones· over and over, but often she thought of\ he.r husband 
Hat ho~e. She prayed hard so ~he could go horne ~nd not be bothered 
by anything 'i:~a~ had happened in the theatre. She prayed for half 
an hour, fe~ling better gradually, till she _hardly ~membered the 
man in the theatre, and fairly satisfied; sh~ got up and .left the 
.C~thedral. 35 . ~ ;; . 
. .. \I'~ 
Cal] ,;ghan accounts for the \.;tOIDilrl, s curiosity, her \.;tarrn cotnp3SSion for a 
' 
st•ranger, and her feelings of doubt and b1~lrayal. 
• 
' ' / . Not all the denouements arc as clever and invol\ted as these'. Often, 
.... 
" 
a talc's con~lusion may simply expose "little -~~i~~gf?~· .. J)ke secrets, as in·,.. 
· · "'. • .. :··--..... :r· .. 1 
~ . - . ' 
(the s~ory, "Their !'!other's Pu~se," \vhc.n Joe learns ~li'dt'·-ll.?,~ . . s~ster, l1ary, 
has been stealing money from; 'i1cr mother to send to Paui Farreltvhom she has 
•l \ 
: ' .. 
. . 
• d d t j II • • II 36 • • 1 1 ' sccrrtly· mayric an W1\0 1ns gone to a san1lar1um; or· 'l t may 1e p to 
. , ~ 
iq,tcnsHy tlJJ;: yrobl.fm of mistaken idf'ntiLy, a s shown in "The Homing Pige.on" 
w~~~ the bewild~red Dick Harvey is ·ldt ~~i1arned, fathc'rle~s, arta homeless, 
. 
. / . 
to walk the lonely streets where his real f'athet lived and to search ''for 
. . 
some sign of rccogn.ition, something that would pull him· into place ·and ti~e, 
. ' 
and life . 1137 ag<nn. ·Frequently, .the' d(r;ouC'mcnt takes the form of :tcconcil-
iat_ion as bct\vCC~ father .:tnd · son,, in "A ,Cap for Stcl•·e_,•• or~sband :~f~, 
. ' . 
,in' "Hr.\ and Hrs. Fairbanks," when Helen sees the old man. "looking after 
' them, and suddenly ll'e smi.l'cd at her, smiling gcn.tly as if he had .noticed 
. ; 
in thc'·first place that they had been happy and now were lovers who had 
. 
• 0 
35Ibjc!., P· 141.' • 
{ 
36 Horl~y Caliag11.:w 1os 
· ' 
3 7 Ibj d. , p. 364. 
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38 quarreled." . 
~ 
I 
• I 
.. 
In ;;,-ost !'f Callaghan's stories the d6noucment is more than a simple 
·resolution of_ plot. In "A Girl With Ambition," for example, we noticed I 
tlie dlscov._cry of truth -- i.e. that Nary did not appear on stage b:cause 
I' ., 
of her pregnancy-- is -foliowed by the real denouement-- Mary Ross's final 
fcel.ings tm.J<.!'rds !larry Brovn. 
·"'l 
.. Hany cxamp] es of this type of -d/no.ucmcnt may Be found throughout 
,, () 
.P 
Callaghan's stories. Note for instance, tl1e final scenes of the following 
- . 
tales in \-lhi<..:h d~oucmcnt follows. n:vclution. In "Two Fishermen,'' when the 
lr.:mgman completes his official duty and is amazed to find two fish thrown 
.. at ~im -- two fish'whjch had been given as a sign of friendship,-- the 
.final parngraph rcids: 
Sm.it ty had his h<.mds over his head, to shield his face 
· cro\.Jd pelted him yelling, "Sock the iittle.' rat. Throw th~ 
in the lake." The sheriff pulled him into the automobile. 
sar shot fon ... ard in a c:+oud of dust o 39 f' •- I , • 
as th'e 
runt 
Tb.fi! 
The fdll.owing sc·cne occurs in ".Their Mother' s· Purse" after Joe. 
discovers thjt_his s1~tet, Mary, has been stealing· rnonay mother from fer 
/ 
"' ... in order to support her hospitalized hus~and. 
.. 
. . / 
And \o~hen Joe heard their familiar voice:; and remembered Hary 's 
fright~ncd, eager face, he knew hg_• would keep his promiSe and s,ay 
Illl6th~ng to ~ham. He was thinking how far apart he had grow~ hom 
the!n; tl~cy knew v_ery l~ttle about Mary,, but he neV-e\- told them 
anything about himself, eithe~. Only hts father and mother had 
kept o~ goibg t~~ one way, They alone were still ioget~er~40 
~n, ·other cases, for example, . ~~~~:;-y S.pecial SJ:oes," the dlnouement 
~ ....... ·. 
-;;-:.·., ..,.:-.·--... 
... ~:~ ... ~. 
' 
38
Ibid •. , p. 216. 
--, 
' 
39Ibid., p. 202. 
40 . 
. i,bid., p. 1-38. 
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. 
and the re~o~ of the 0 b9 plot becoines indisti~g~ishabie. The following 
--- ·scene concludes the tale after Mary's little red shoes bring her a new and 
.-
secretive joy, "a feeling of certainty that her mother go; the shoes so 
'l 
that she might understand at this time that she had her special blessing 
' 41 
and protection.,. 
' •I , I 
" 
•. ~ I • 
' At the funeral the shoes hurt Mazy's feet ·for they were new 
and hadn't been worn. ·After that she wore them every day. Of 
.course now that they wer~ black they were. not noticed by other 
children, But she was very cat:eful with them. Ever.y night ·s~e 
polfshed them and looked .at them and was touched again by that 
secret joy. She wanted t4lem _to last a long time. 42 ' 
/ But whether the denouement·of a Callagh~n tale is simple or com-
plex, whether it .immediately follows the. resolution (as in "A Girl With .. . --· 
. . . . 
· Ambitiou11 ) when truth is -r.evealed, or is part 2f. the .-resolution (as in 
' . 
'.'Ve_ry Special Shoes"), or whether it continues past the resolution of plot~ 
-· 
·as· it does in most of the . s~ories, always~ Callaghan concludes his plots 
... . . 
eff~tivety. It is 
,( ~~ 
~~ailaghan' s ,stories 
' "" for such reasons that Desmon~ Pacey considered 
•,· 
to be "per~ect ·w~thin their limits": · 
.. 
there is no doubt' that in the shcl:rl: story Callaghan is quife 'at 
home, and that he is in at least· a minor degree a member of the 
great modern short story tradition which includes Flaubert, . 
'Maupassant, Chekhov, Mansfield,' Ande_rso~, and Hemingway. 43 .,• 
We have the author's structure through9ut his tales . is 
' ,, 
81 • • • 
one o~ .. ":,Xp~siti~n, co rontati_on-revelati~n, d.~ouement+ We" have seen too, 
that this formula, he mould-into which the author's set of words 
•, 
is poured, 
' 
, •, 
. . 
is one which complements t~e motif of "little things." Let us now move on 
., 
' to a discussion of prose style as:'an. embodiment of ino tif and patterh. 
41 ibid:, p. 134. 
.. 
. ., 
. . 
43 . . 
Literary History of Canada, p. 689. 
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CHAPTER FIVE .L 
THE STYLE 
In contras~i~g Morley Cal~aghan~s literar; style with that of the 
·prairie re.alist wr.iter, Frederick Ph'illip Grove,. Desmond : Pace'y once stated: 
. ' 
Grove's w~akest ~eature, hi~· s 'tyle, is Callaghan's .strongest: 
Grove is at his best in the· long nov~l, Callaghan is at his best 
in the short story; Grove achieve's ·his effects by th'e accumuia.:. 
tion of detail, Callagnan . his !by s~dden flashes ~f·in~ight. 1 
"":1- --
Desmond Pacey has made a valuable poln'i:. . The ·avid reatler of Callaghan's' 
' 
stories will undoubtedly·recognize that his simple style complements his 
~ . 
· c~~tr~~ ··ideas, ideas whic~ take· the form of "sudden flashes of insight:" 
/ • . • • . ;:.?' 
.Througllout our examinatioti of structure in _ca~a~;·s. t'al~s, we 
noticed that brief charact'e~ descrip~ion. hig_ijlighted the exposition. This 
·enal?l~d the author to make. the most effectiva· use of the simple and direct 
. . . , 
styie which · app~ars to ha~e beep m<?st .natural to 'hi.~ talent and taste. In 
. i 
his stu.dy of this writer's · w?,~k,o Victor Hoar s~s of _Callag~an's liter?ry .. 
style-throughout his stories: 
'*• • • -
Their author · i~ a man whose ~haracteristic stance ~ that of the 
reporter ...•. However, Callaghim was an artist 'and n'ot · just a 
·reporter, and his work is ·ultimately -the co~sequence of careful~· 
shrrw4 organization selection and timing:2 ·· · · 
. ~ . ' 
And it was" the author r s consistent preoccupation with. a dire.ct and ·simple 
.. 
·.t 'I , 
~ ( .,.. . 
.. ; 
\ . ·. 
.·, 
\ 
' 
· .; · .1deative Wr·iting ' in C.mada, p. 1.79 . 
'' I 
i . .. · 
Hoa.r, Morley Calla~han, p. 27. 
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71 
· metho~that pro~pted from H. J.'·na.vies the following critical comment ' 
concerning. Callaghan's short s.tories ~ 
He has avoided elaborateness and all forms of extravagance. His , 
' I . 
method is a simplification which is_net unlike that of his con-
temporaries in descript-ive painting. The effect -is clear and . 
bright. . .. . The point would not be worth considerin~ so care-
fully if it were not that this method of simpiification .is, I 
believe, characteristic of Mr. Callaghan!s art as a whole.3 ~ 
\ 
. A further remark worth quoting is Brand~Conron's demonstration of 
·callaghan's . disti~ctive.style. He states: 
There are· actually relatively few literary ornqments; a rapid, 
reportorial exposition, short 1 :simple sentences with few adjec~ . . . . 
tives, a coll~quial dialogue which is hard and ftesh and c~tches 
the rhythm o_f North American speech, and .compac~ a,escriptive . 
P?Ssages which often focus on apparently trivial but really sig-
nificant details. The effect thus achieved,•although occasion-
ally mono-tonous and flat in its pedestrian quality, ·is thorou~hly 
appropriate to the the~e.and point -of yiew of the ·characters s 
well as consistent' with Callaghan 1 s concept of pr~se as· an in tru-
ment of aesthetic purp,ose. 4 · ~:\. · · -
. •' \ . . 
··h·-While it is interesting to note the praise attributed to this 
. ' 
writer's literary style, it is perhaps signific~nt that, chiefly because 
of· Callaghan's association with Hemingway and his acknowledged.de~t to 
5 . . 
Sherwood Anderson, the all thor 1 s .style has frequently bee~ ev~luated in 
'• 
·terms of its s-imilarities to and differences from ·.that of American writers • 
Charles A. Fenton acknowledged'the similarity between Hemingway's. andi 
. . . 
Callaghan's subject .vJa~ter, but firmly <ienied any s.tylisti~ similarity: 
/ 
. 
' 
. . 
Callaghan was ·nevj:!r a disciple 
sense ~ith which most literary 
• 
• 
of Hemingway in the patroniz~ 
criticism has bel.ittled the Ca~~­
·· \ 
. . "' 
I 
...... 
' 
( 3 ~ I 
"Morley Callaghan," The Canadian Forum,' 15 (December,· 1935), 398-99 • 
. ' 
. I 11 
4 ,· 
Mo~Jey ·Callaghan, p., 28. {, 
I 
S"A Talk wi~Qrley ~al~~ghan," PP• 1~-15 •. 
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dian.· His talent was wholly different, celtic and · ~aginative, 
and his style has gr?wn steadily i~ jndividuality.~.The crittcal 
.dismissal of h !_m as .no moore than .a Hemingway 1mitcftlbr derived 
~argely from the fact t~ his early matert1~ was often drawn 
· from a reporter's world. 6 :.,.; 
Al~ah C. Bessie regarded Callaghan's 'literar~ style to be ~uperior to 
72 
·l 
... 
Hemingway·' s: 
~ 
. ~ -
II ~ . 
, Mr. Callaghan has shown that he can go further. · For· one thing, 
~ his medium -- the ·selectio~of words and their arrangement in 
sentences .-- demonstrates a piasticity'and a set of nuances that 
Hemingway never has achieved. ·He has an ear for the everyday . 
speech of living pe6ple.7 · 
In speaki~g of the work of sucH writers as Ernest Hemingway and Sherwood 
An3erson, H. Steinhauer has observed that a ·substantial· difference e.xists. 
.. . 
Steinhauer believes tnat'in one essential m~nner, Callaghan's style is 
- • quite unique: 
J 
... 
It'is the style of Sherwood Andersbn apd Ernest Hemingway, both 
of ~hom were influenced by <Gertrud'e Stein; buJ: it is hcmdled with 
a skill that neither Anderson nor Hemingway possess. Short,. 
Simple Sentences;· a Very Sparing USe Of adjectiVes; the ffiOSt I 
common words, colloquial, if possible·. A skillful accumula~ion 
of apparently irrelevant detail gives the reader the impression 
that he knows more than he really does; for all the details illus-
tiate on~ or two traits only.8 . 
., 
· Others, how~ver, have not been as kihd to Mr. Callaghan. C. P. 
Fadiman has written: 
·~ 
Some of Mr. Callaghan' s tales in th}.s 
rise just above the level of intelligent, 
volume [A Native Argosy] 
objective .:joll:rnalism. · 
. . 
,.., 
.. / 
6
rhe Apprenticeship of Ernest Hemingway (New York:. Farrar, Straus 
and Young, 1954), p. 286. - · , .. 
7· . . . 
, "'l'he Importance of Not Being Ernest," Saturday Review of Litera-
ture (~eptemby~ 28, ·1935), p. ~· ~ ,. 
·>· s"·C~ad~an Writers ·of.1 Today,;, ·canadian Forum, XI I (February; 19'32), 
178 •. 
. . 
·-. 
( 
. . 
,• 
, ••. Mr. Callaghan observes as much as, perhap? more than9 Mr. · ( Hemingway; his main inferiority is in the matter of style. · · 
Since Mr. Callaghan succeeded rather well, as·Mr. Fadiman admits, in 
' 0 
0 l 
co~veying his themes, it is -possible tha~ Mr. Fadiman was t~ken in by what 
., . 
Mr •. Couron cal~ed thorough appropriateness "to. theme and ·point of vie-w- of 
characters," and also by what Mr. Hoar called "the consequence of careful, 
shrewd organization, selection and timing" .-- statements that suggest an 
··- excellent and artistic melding of style and subject matter. 
-· 
· Desmond Pacey observed that althoug~ Callaghan was infl~enced by 
great short story writers, he deye~~ped a dis~inctive literary style of 
hi1~ own. Pacey poi~t that f~miliarity ~ith_ the wo.rk ·of s~ch ~riters 
~ 
as Flaubert, de Maupa~sant, Chekhov, Mans~i~ld~.An~rson and H~mingway> 
as an instrument of precision and "bred in him an interest in· ·language 
. . 
) 
. 10 ' . beauty./' Certain passages from That Summer In. Paris \·~nfonn us ot' the 
" ' 
"' ·~ \'"".. .. 
· author's own v~ews on contemporary writing. The fol~wing quotation, for 
example, depicts Callaghan's advice to a· colleag'!-l~--~regarding style: 
In'no time I was telling him firmly that writing had to do with 
the right aelationship between the words and:th~ thing or person 
being 'described:.the words should be as transparent as glass, and 
every ·tim~ writer used a brilliant phrase to prove himself . ' 
witty or clever he merely took the mind of the reader away from 
the object and directed it to.himself; he became simply a per-
former. 11 
•• p 
Since Callagha~ was predccupied with some very serious subjeCt 
I ~ .. · -... 
. 
matter, as we have already seen, he employed language that was simple,, 
.. 9 . . 
"Fiction ,Shorts," Nation (May 29, 1929), pp. 653;.654.' 
' 10 A Book of Canadian Short Stories (Toro~to: The Ryerson Press, 
1947), p.-237, ' . 
.. 
.. .:. 
• ... < • ._., 11 . . . . . 
That Summer In Paris,- p. 21. 
" · 
f ( ' 
.... 
·~ 
. ' ' 
.. 
.. 
.. 
J 
n 
/ 
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•' 
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, _ 
direct and forceful. In fact, sfmplicity oeems to be the keynote of 
Callagha~'s "style. It is. perhaps, for this reas9n that Morley Callaghan 
' r 
I 
avoids the use of metaphor: 
' --. 
·I remember d~ciding that the root of the trouble with writing 
~was that poets and story writers used languhg~ to evade, to ski~ 
away from the'object, because they could never bear to face, the 
thing freshly ·and see it freshly for what it was in itself. A 
kind of double talk; one thing always seen in terms of another 
. thing. c'riticism? a dreary metaphor. The whole academic method! 
Of course therfi! were' lines like Life ''s but a walking shadow. . 
Just the sa~e, ·I'd be damned ,if the glory of literature was in 
the metaphQr.l2 • 
' .I 
Callaghan's own phrase, .. '.face the thing freshly. ·and see it freshly for what 
it was-ln --i_!:_self," acc~rately describes. this writer' s .. ~~se of diction~ 
' 
rhythm, ·-repetition,, emphasis. anci arrangement o~ ideas a;; they operate in 
his style. ~ 
• C~llagh_an'was not an innovate~· or an experimenter with language: 
,, 
. nor was he conc.er~~~?-wit~ the peculiar or the. off-beat.~ He was rat=her a 
perfec~ionist ~ho struggletwith the language and, his material. In this 
I 
conne'ction, he once: said of t'he' style of Sherwood Anderson., a wr.,fter he 
admired: if -- I 
But what Anderson was determined to do was , to somehow or other 
take the set of 'words. that he had in his heart and somehow or 
other relate them to what he saw. Now sometimes he became a . ' 
. 
little ridiculous. But behind h m was this urge to get this· set 
\ 
( 'r of words he had in the right rela ·onship with the world·as he / saw it. 13 · . 1 · • 
\ l • . 
This is ·to a great extent what Callaghan I self successfully does-
• .throughou~ his short stories. 
We have examined the way in which this writefr's concerneq ;vith 
' ,l / 
., 
12Ib1'd,, . 19 20 PP.• - • 
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"A Talk ~th Morley Callaghan, 11 pp. 14-15. 
•. 
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.· 
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.· 
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i ., 
the organiza~ion and arrangement of his stories as a whole. By ~nvesti~ 
g~ting the .way\ i.n wl'd~h Callaghan employs his words, phrases, and sentences, 
' J 
' ' 
we shall see how h~ achieves his desired' thematic and structural 1 effe(;ts • 
• J 
• ' ( . # , 
. If. we. begin .by re-.ex~iri_ing seve~al stories from A Native Argosy~ in t.enits~ .· 
• ~"'>.a I ., . t 
. I ( 
of, style:, we can s'ee l;low they' ipustrate the critical rem1;1rk's made by Mr. 
f • • ! 
· Hoar, Mr. pavies, and Mr. Pacey; and they ·will serve to point out, as well, 
-other aspects of Morley Callaghan's prose style. 
. •• r 
( 
As the' 'following .example suggests, the language employed by the 
author throughout "~ l'redic~ent" conSists i.&a .;:;,inatidn of (sh'ort 
sent~ices and· colloquial phrases= ,.. . 1 
Q I Th~ man said in a husky voi~e: "I wanna get off at the 1 corner 
. I • 
of ~ing and Yonge street." •;. , 
· Father Francis sat up straight, pee~ing through the wire 
work.. The man Is head was moving,.? He could see his nose ~d his 
I "" ~~.fi-A C• ' 
eyes. His heart began to ·beat ~nevenly. H~ s~t back quieFly. 
"Cancba hear me, wasamatter, I wanna gef off. at King and 
Yonge,"~·dl'e man said insistently, pushing his nose through' th~ 
wire work.l4 · 
" . 
Callaghan's sentence structure i~ s~mple·and yet he ' conveys controlled 
intensity, aptly outlining the inner turmoil of the young priest: 
. 
If he had theman thrown he ~ight be a tough customer and there 
.lJould be a disturbance. There would be a disturbance in the 
·cathedral. Such a di'sturbance would be sure, 't-o get in the 
papers. There wa£ no use'~lling it to anybody. Walking erectly 
he went 9ack ·to the confessional. Father Francis was sweating.15 
The·writer.af the above passage has -adhered to the principles of good. 
. ~ . 
paragr~ph structure. He has maintained unity of thought and of impression 
. ... .. ~ 
by the selection of suitable d~tails to 
.· I 
' .. 
show the -effect of a serious situ-
. • r 
ation·in the confessional: "a tough customer," "disturbance, 11 11di~tureance 
r . .. , 
., . . ~ . - .. 
14 . 
- A Native Argosy. p. 28. 
\. 15rbid.; P• 29. '. /' 
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76· 
in the Cathedral,·~ "disturbance in the papers." 
. 
• t 
Fiom the "tqogh_ custQlller" 
-'.-.. 
---in th~ first sentence' .to ·the 'deliberate repetition of the key w~ta' .. "di~tur-
bance" which prepares the reader for .· ~'Father Francis swea:~i~~" in ~he las~ ( 
-:.:.~ 
sentence,: th~ ·autho~ h~s strehgthe~eci'-'~he P.aragraph by coricent~ting our 
at.tenti,on :n 'tte seriousnes~ o.r"·ih~ ~itu~tf~n. ·. Callagh~n tr:at~ the 
. . . 
situation dir.~c~:J_y; and he uses only· those words tha't convey his meaning 
. .. 
precise_!~ and clearly. ,As a result , there is, throughout this: story, · a 
remarkable dlrectness·about the author's style. , 
. y ~ 
Note, for example, the 
introductory paragraph of this tale: ... 
~=-
Fathe;')ran'cis, the· young~st p~f~st at the Cathedral, was hear:ing 
'-.- I . 
confessions on a Saturday afternoon. H~ stepped out of the cpn-· ,' 
. : 
.. 
.- . 
fessional to stretch his legf?· .a· mom,enj: and walked up th~ left 
aisle toward the flickering ~ed . light of the Precious Blood, 
mystical in the twilight of the Cathedl'al. Father Fran.cis .. walked 
back to the confes~ional, because too many women~were waiting on· 
the penitent bench. There were not so many men.l6 · . \ . • I l;.-
It .becomes apparent from the ab6ve paragraph that the "~uthor sees and 
e,xpresses things simply and fr~shly while paying full attention to "organ-
. -
. . 
ization,"."sel~tt·op," a\ld "timing~" The diction ~dds to the tale' ·s tqtal 
• I ~ \: . ' 
effect. The choi.c-e of verbs'· stepped, stretch, wBlked, and' waiting, con-
. . 
r. tribu~es .to~ard the_' ef!ect of movement. · ~ Such verbs emphasize how numerous 
I 
. . 
the priest's movements.are, and how swift and varied. Thts stylistic 
. } 
.· .f¥ ... 
techn~q~e in Callaghan's prose fs surely deliberate. 
. . ... 
. , ... 
.. , .r .... 
The· ;dle used in "Soldie-r Harmon" is iimilar, to t ,hat of the · 
,_ • • • .! • ~ F .. .. 
., .. 
previous tale; it unde.rlines the · simplicity o·f~-the situation. The author 
I . L ! 
' briefly and simply int'roduce~· the .protagonists, -"Joe Harmori, a big man with 
':' .... .,. ... 
G • .. ;~· 
:' .. · 
a slQw gr in and a dark s~udge~ under_his left eye, an~ his manag~~, . ~oc 
. ~-I'. . '~ 
~.. 0 ... 
-:::·._ .. .\· 
.• 
16~ . / . •. ·'''·' . ' ~ ~ . 
• _Ib_i_·d •. , .p. ~7. I• • ~ • • 
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B .~ 1"' -"':'t·- ith '"'hi, . black hair." 17 arnes, a .s~a.;.~~: nea · llla!!~w ~~ ny Thr~ghout: the' story 
, ~q _ .. ,·"'!:-- • . .. . . 
.. :..: . 
--.... ·-> \0 
Callaghan appe.als not ""only to. ·:.~ight but also to· sound and ~ouch. " ' In fact,· 
.. . 
.. 
' . . 
plmost eve~y_ word in the pa~sage below is a se~ory stimulus: 
'! • I 
The. Doc was sore but, before. he, could.,-reply, someone yelled 
'and. 'shoes scrape~ on the flo•or near the door, apd·he sat on tlie 
table, his mouth open. The young man on the ben~h got up and ' 
moved over to~-the .door. The club boun'cer _had' grabbed a wide-.o 
~.A- sho
1
u
1
ldderedhmabn in a. tight ovietchoait.h '',Tdhrowihim ot.hut·!" s~meonhe 
ye e : T e · ouncer, press ng s ea aga nst e man s c est, 
tried to swing him off pis feet towa~~ t~e open door.18 
f l .n " 
' . . . . 
And of course, the author is-~areful •to ke~p.himself detached from the 
'·' 
•'. 
story. Yet the detail, skillfully selected, . is charged with. significance.: 
1 
h 
, .. '• .. 
Joe Harmon watched it, one. hand on his ·hlp: In his other. · 
hand he h.~ld' the cue, the handle-butt on l:he floor. He cleare"d_ ·" :-
his throat loudly, ·aimi.ng at the spitoon. The cue feli against 
, the table, he took two slow steps toward ·the crowd, 'his heavy· 
--- ... fac~ wrinkli~y at th~. mouth, and under t~e ey~s' and lines o.n ' ~ 
his forehead. 9 · , . . , 
~ . . 
' 
' . Callaghan impresses upon the reader Joe's eagerness to take part, :in. the 
. .. ., ...,. 
• pool room brawl. 
.. 
1' \ .., .: . : 
'- " . Further, the reader is not <:mly mad.e aware· pf the physicql .. scene·.' 
. 
• 
I " ~ • • .. • 
but also of· wh~t is .Passing in th~inds of the characters insofar·as ~hey' 
' ' · . 
act ·on .one another.. Callagh;an S€eks to make -clear to us what ·the Fhar~c-
ters refrain from saying as well as what they do s-~1· No'tice, ·tor~example, 
• ; : ; ~ . r ~ ..... . . 
... 
: in the ·following p,as.sage the , implied .attitudes of Joe and his .girl~ri.end 
towa·rd .marriage: 
tq ge.t her/eeiing good~ h~·· b~gan to talk ab?ut· big)urs.es he 
~ould ·get·, if he knocked- out Gr.eb ,, . · 
· . ·"What qcJ .yotl think· o£ theft?" he· asked,."· . · . I 
' . . .. . . .. : . ~ . ~ -~ 
... ' ; 
. . · 
."'"': . . 
, .; 
' · ~ 17, ,,: . I .... · ,•. 
. "Ib~d., p. 68. 
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:. t; I' I # \ "Y~~ kno~ what I think.·~ 
. "Y~Jlh?" 
~-;·,"Sur~; I supp<?se:we' 11 get married at once and take a trip," 
she sciid.'· 
."Sure.we would, Mollie." ' .. 
"Yes.~ we would.·~ She looked v~ry sad. He. ·felt uricomfor.t~bl~.' .. 
It. wa~ ~ 't~tjle to. suggest get tin'g ~arried at' once, but pe could· r:, f 
I • 
78 
I 
on~y· stretch hi~ legs, fee!i~g·.unhap~y:2a· · ' . . • .'. L f.· 
I .. . * ; ''} • . 
· ~~~~ie, ~b-~:~usly '." .s:e~ mar~ .. i.a$e a~ an ,inevJ_table result of Joe' :1~w.in~ing" 
t?e figf:· ·. _In fact_, .she ?;ems .dep~Iident ou it;· .where;as, .Joe has· l1is /d·oubts 
•A." 
:;. 
pot.. only about marr:~_a"ge but ·also ab~ut her· li~g 9f ii, w~th ceds·~ The 
I • /IJ '' o \ I 
'1. 
.. r· · 
use of a rapid exchahge oL.dialogue h,elps 'to reveal the truth 
Ha~n and"his career. 
. ( .. . •' 
Nc;>t{ce how .-car'efully t·h~ar~~·~s~ p~u·s.e .· 
stresses aie arr·anged in the passage below. They 
I ' ') •' • ' 0 
'·'Oh it's not so bad " he said. '" 
' \, ' ~ 
·· , "How you ffguriJl' ?" 
' 
"I'll gft- a job."" 
c 
"Yeah."· . 1 · • . • .. ·; / . ' i 
'~Yeah, i've t·hought 'about _g~tting a steady job ore Doc';" 
' 11 know . ., · · ~ ·,...;! 
.'"And if. I get a job I'll. ge~J·ma;ii~d: and that's tbat:, arid 
' • I it's all settled." ' - · ·· 
. ·. 
"She warited yo1,1 t"o ,go- ~cro.ss big, didn't she?". ~ -_11 1-. know, <~ut mostli she w;:mts to. get ~arr'ied. "2~;, . ,.,·'{• 
Prior . ~.o th!s, the ·author has · conv~ycd to .us that Joe: s ·roxin~J~ree'f fs 
pract.i~ally over and that j~e,. is now tho;rqughly iso,te~' :· · · ; 
Barne~ drove him 'home ·in his car.· Joe sat___g)s~~e .. Barnes~d· 
rubb~d his· hand over his chin; · .He9 hadn't shaved h.is .chin fr/JI' 
five .days: . Barne~·turned corn7rs recklessly, infringing upon 
traffic laws. Each time ~hey turned a,. c~rn:er Joe knew how. the 
Doc, fel-t about it. Twice he opened his mouth to speak and .sa.id 
finally; "Ibm"s~rry, Doc, but l' ·gues~., I'm througl).'!22 v 
----tt-l~: > I • ' 
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The action of the; story pro'gresses witn the dialogue. I " ~he rpythm 
is, f~r·tea most part, slow, sure, and 
, ..... .. 
been·carefully wei~h~~~ 
. .. .... , 1~ stea~y; and i~ seems that ·every .word~ ?.'11, 
. . ' . . . !! 
~'E:allaghan uses only the langua:ge of ,ordinary .,;...._ ~ has 
,, ... • tJ 
speech_yet we feel tha~ the author na~ seen his set of words in a new and 
'.fresh manner, as· if he was ~sing it for the firstJ time. The pr_ose style 
· is str~igh"t forward .and direct.; ~nd Callaghan, ~ike She~ood 'And~rs~n, · 
., 
shows great concern for "the right :relationship between the words and the 
. . . 
thing or ·pet:~on being described."23. We wi;!il.eSs, iri ·short, throughout this 
tale, a writ~; who p~esent~~his subject matter in as direct a ma~ef~;s 
p~s.sible -- a writer whose chief aim is to m_irror t~ings .. as 
The $ tyle and the theme 3£ this .. short $.tory become:', therefpre ,. in 
-~f George Wj.od~oc~, ."one: indiv~~ible. " 24 
In th'e 0 tale "Settling Down, 11 Callaghan, has eitlployed again ;,the ser 
of words tha~\~·;: h~d in his he~rt", ri vividly and ccu;ate1y cap.tu~i·ni t~·~:.W, 
ways p~ople· Lve and think. His language is. spec f~c. D~tailsl ~s .in ;.h~ 
previously xamined tales, are s~etched briefly· ut effectively: . 
' . . . ' . . 
long legs, big bends, heavy hips and ~habit aP ' dr~wing in 
his br->a'th with a whistling noise when , J'le knew some' one was. . . 
waiti g impatiently for him to speak. 'ne had a fresh healthy 
color, liked'lDcrse coats, and wore with distinction bow ties ' · 
. ~hie he somet'imet> _offe~ed to tie nea~ly without looking in ~he 
mir,r r, or in the dark. Everybody cafled him Burg. 25 
. ~ . 
C_allag.f! n accumulates only those details that are rele:vant. And being a 
sens~t ve user of words, he sele-cts those · .col:~quial expwessio~'s wh.ich ~ 1~ 
is meaning and hfs audience while reinforcing the 
0 
identitfes o'f his 
I 
t\ ) 
. . I 
, / 
- " . .... 
23 , ·. . ' 
11A Talk. with Morley Callaghan·,.'·' p. 21. 
·\ 
. \ 
' ' 
• 
.. , .... . 
24
"Lost Eurydice," Canadian Liter;lture, XX~· (~unnner:~ ..:19.64), 21. 
,. . 
25A N . A 142. ' at1ve rgosy, p. 
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charactc>rs. Note, for e:i<.1nTple, tl1e convers:.tion bet\vcco Burg nnd his 
friend ,···Hugh Grant; 
"Ihmgi.ng ::~roll~ just t;,o se~hcr, J!urg?:; 
"I \vas, honest to l)eaven I was., I felt . I had to meet her. I 
know 1 don't knock women dead but I ,,•as go{ng to meet her," 
. "This is in tcr~st·ing, Burg,' really interesting_." • 
· "It 'rcall)\· ·is. I ,stuck around the third night and watched lH~r 
·i- · go ... e.:1st ;11id ran around a side slre.et to come arol!nd and up so I 
:..:.· · cO\{l'd ·mc:c•t .her coming dmv~:· I didn't tnect 11er. I_haa sort.a . 
pr/1yed thc.'!/ight before. about her.· It seemed so dirty rot.tcn .'-1 
:;h_c~~k my fist at ~the sky ~nd said: 'LisL.cn Lord, You're·not s6 
lllUCh~ I II . 
. , 
Hugh ~nickered.· "Holy smpke," he .sC!id; "Holy sm~ke, it's 
funny. '.' 2 6 ' 
.;. ' 
•.(·'\;, 
.· 
The clarity ,and .fresh exi)r0ssion of h)s subject m<tttcr ·is complcn.wntcd by 
I 
" the ~ctiye voic~. As in, .s~ny of the~.e- different stories, Cal~agh~n 
, ~ccomplishL'S ln "Settling ~·~wn11 th~1t. '"hich· he s~oflc'n sought t·o , achiev-e: 
~~~--· . . . \ . . 
· ~ [to) sLr i.p the i angunge, and make t'hc ~Lyle, the',mclhod, all Che 
•• ' ""~- - .,rsycllologic0l rilmifications, the ambi'cnce ' of-'~he r.elationships, 
.:l'.l-1~~ one thing: so the reJder_ cou.~n 1 t ma,ke !:ib~_aralions. 27 
' . ' . • ft ' • . 
·In the- jnLcrvjcw with Robert ·Heaver, Callaghan speaks 'of the simpli-
~ . 
I ' 
o I 
f. 
' ' ci~y· and.uirectness' of hjs early writing carf!er:: 
'I,\.Jas simply w~iting 'in dir~ct contact with \ny materi'al, .. yo~. 
sec·, so Lh~·wh®·]c probl~ of bcini n literary guy didn't enter 
into if at alL The qu ·sti?n was wheth.~r I was tellii1g the 
t~uth a~d makjng a point Nbout a chara~ter •• ,. • It was just a 
matter of bringing my mi d into contact with the material and 
saying what I w.:mted to, say. That Is a \•JOnderful way . t.o write. 28 
.· 
'•.!.,_ .. 
•' .. 
·. ' 1 
\ \\ , . 
In ' order t:o_- wrcciatt! the: author's 
'"\ . . 
comment mbre' 'fully ; let us examine two 
. . . . .} 
more exmnplcs.'' "A Girl With Ambition" and \'A 'Co.cky Yot1r1g; }fan, "·whic . 
' 
accurately rt;!fhct this authoJ"' s 6ncl.l'mpli_c·nte? _and' direct feeling bout 
' {"' '·' 
' 
----·----.-
! ' 
~6 lb.i.'d.' 148-149, P.P· 
. ' . . . . -
' \: 
27Th at. Sum.r.Jer .4. . 1 Jn P<1r1s,. p. 
. ' 
~ 
r 
' 
, 
·r· 
148. 
• d 
28
"A Talk with }1orlcy CnUaghan," p. 4 • 
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J 
The titles of these· tales i1S we] 1 as j their intr:oductory paragraphs 
not bet tcr il J ustratC· Pacey' g ·"sudden. n ashes of insight. II Fqnn" "A. 
Girl Hith Ambition": 
• 1. -·< After lcav;i.ng .public school \olhen she wa$ ·sixte~n Mary' Ross worked : 
r 
'./ 
for tw;_wecks w~th. a cheap chorus at· th~ old La Plaza, quittin~ 
\,JhC~1 her stepmo~he~ hen:d the girl;> .\oJCr:e a lot o( tough~. Nory . 
was a neat clc~ gtrl w1th short fa~r ~urls and ~lue eyes, look1ng 
'more. l}wn ·her .:1gc bec.:ruse she had v'cry f ~,;ood J.cgs, and knew it.' · · 
' . 
She got anp4Her j bb a:{ cashler in' the :shoe d eparlmcn t of Eaton's ·• 
ftor~\ after, a rmv witn her father anq· a ·s] ap ort the. car from he,r ·/ · 
11;tepmothcr. ~9 · . , i . · · -
·Froi "A Co~ky :'!'oUt\" N.::m!'-: . ~ " •. ..._ ~. ' 
1 \ 6 : ... 
I • 
·" . . . .. .. 
! The grape-vines,, miles and miles ?f 'gEl.pc-vines all through th~.t 
; sect~.\qri of the coun'try, had df!lighted i him. ·Trees, orch?Xds in 
i ·li.1Lte'i·ns along r.adi~l liiws. He had ·&x_pected p_cach- · fc~s b~·t:~sQ 
many grape-vi nes.rmle him .sl'i.t-lws_iastic. ~n. cxlra?r jnary seceion . 
o[ lhc counlry, }'\e.said.30 '.- ' ~ \ . 
' C ' I 
~ .IJ1 the former tale we ~ec~ive -~ever a! vi~id ·glimpses into the· Y.ife· of Mary 
. ' Ross; a ·girl who · ~pes. "free and easy"·.-- an exis ence that. is s!:milar i.n 
, : ' 
' 
. 
. 
• <.!' 
wants to be a·)aiN)'er, symbolizes for M~ry all that 
' 
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82 
is- "respectable" in :life~ ··Yet, Mary is ambitious for a stage career and a 
way o'f. life that is "free and · e~sy. ". 
~-I. ' , - -
.. come~ Mary go.es_ t.o a part~ ,with the 
After attempting . ~ job in. a musi~al 
grocer!s son ctr:td plays "strip -poker 
c· 
. . 32 
until four a.m." She. eyentually mar_;ries the grocer's son, Wilfred • ., 
( 
·- • .. ... • J Barnes, even though he has- sen.~oed a jail term 'for s.tea'J.:ing. The a·u.thor 
. / ; . \ . . 
a~ds_ fo~ce ,' cja~it~ and· irony, to the story by consist.e.nt:ly repeating the 
.. ' I • 
word. 7espect'~b}-e':' r'The. ju!d senti nim to Jail for o~lY. t:wo months becau'se 
. .jo bl.: · 1. " 33 ·1· d ( ) his par.ents were very re ecta e peop e. We have a rea' y p. 66 
" I I • 
exami~~d the dt1nouernent-· of this story in thenia tic terms; let us now take a 
- / 
1 1 k ~ h' # . • f h ~ ·. f h 1 . . 1 ~ d ,c . s~r oo at:~t 1s port1on ,o t e story 1_n terms o t e anguage emp oye : 
.. '~. • .......... I 
She saw Harry iooking at her and vaguely wond~red how~e got -
there. She didn·' t want him to see that.' she was going to have ' 
- . 
a baby. Le~ning.on the veranda rail, he saw that her slimness 
.,.. 
had pass~ll.into the sh~elessness of he~ pregnancy -and he knew 
why she had' biet!jkept o~f the stage- that night at the La Plaza. 
, -~·..s, 
• • • '16 
She ·sat erect a strangely dignified. on the seat. of "the grpcery 
. wagon, uncomfor ·able wl}Eh\. he turned away. They drun 1 t spe'ak~ ··· 
" \ . . . . , 
· . ,. . Sh~ mad~ ·up he .mind ._~o ~e.:~~rd up for some o!le to talk to before 
she bot·he~ed tim agairi, as i.f.wi:thout going ,any fur'the'r she 
wasn't as· go d_as he was, 34 . · ·~ ... 
' ' ' I i .. 
' The ,key above _passage ar~. the adj ectivcs and _adverbs'· p~y;tic-
Callaghan~ here, depends upon nouns and 
<3 .. 
. . . ·,.... . .. - .. 
·adject'ves or adverbs · ra~her th~n verbs to conve:f,hi_:'> meaning. ije uses 
,, 
. . . . ' 
as links. betweeq the (pro) nouns and th~'adj'e~;!tives and~ 
·--~ 
.·adverb·: J,S~e 'sat ~rect ,and strangely' .dig!ffie~. ·~ The noun~,' ~~or ex~ple, 
·~ " .. fpre.gp.ancy," and ;, ~hap.~lessness" are modifi·~~ by ,, .th~.: words "v~~i~el;",- · 
'(f. . . 
c)'igni:Hed" ·and "uncomfortable,'.' The most m~ningful-words 
.. 
32Ibid·., P.-
3.Jlb. d. 
. --~-·, pp. 
34' . 
. Ibid.~ pp. 
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in the paragraph, the .-qualifiers, give ~he'·passage both we~ght and emphasisf 
. 
This reli~nce on a~jectives is 
·./ 
helps delineate the two life styles of 
con~istent' throughout the, story and 
the . protagonist. ~pee table," 
for'"'example, which constan.tly appea~s throughout the tare, is conttasted 
'{\dth the consistent ·appearance of tl)~-words "loo4e" 'and "light. II' This word ~ 
I • • .. 
.. 
"repetition"serves as~a unify~ng force iri the story. The journalistic style: 
tnakes a contribution to the credibility of the · tale, impressing upon the 
• 0 
.. 
reader that ..,the author is describing the· "truth cleanly." 
/ "rq the sh~rt sto~y, "A Cocky Young Man," the authpr re-veals the 
/ \~ ' / ,, 
nature of th\ protagonist quickly. Hei}dricks is restless, cocky, arid a 
' ( 
dreamer: .· 
Hedidn't.want to be ~n au~hor, 
like Anna Kare~ina.35 
He~anted'to write one book. 
jus,t wrl·tc ~ne_book ::s:eth~ng 
' . 
This short talewconc rns Hendricks' brief s·tay with the Morning 
•· . ~ I 
., .... . ' 
Empire where he works as .,a rep'brter. His . air of. cockiness while at th~ 
. \ 
• Q 
the offic~ and his abili~y ~o·baffle the editor, H. C. Bronson, tempor-
, • I • ... o • c-". ., • 
.. . 
arily earns for Hendricks an 'odd sort of. respect and· awe~ from his .co-workers 
~ ' ' 
and the •nickname of ~1 Th~ DukE!." 
~) 
Both bafflement and respest, however, ~ome 
.. 
to ?n abrupt en~~ng ~h~ it is disc9fered that 'the Duke's e~c7lle~t 
. :.. ' ~ . .. ') 
re·~-~~ting is merely tpe result of his wild irnagina~ion. ~;. He~d;:i,c~ .. is no. 
/ v ' .. ·- ' ~ . . . • . f .. 1l )o. • r:.: . 
)6IJJ~e~)'The. ~u:e'.' bu~1 merely "a coc~y young man. 11 Reali~in9 that .~e . is
0 
no· . 
" 4f.: . . t . lon~·f,:~ accep~ed ,.?r wa.ntea by his co-workers a~d unabl~ to acc~pt fhe· f ·act · 
. ::! , : . .. •. ,. . •. . 
that he is a chro·nic 'fake, llen~ricks quits his job to: seek. new horizons. 
.. . ,; . . 
. • . • • ' • I 
The author, ' throughout this tal~,' accurateiy refl~cts this . prgtagon~t's 
. . ' . .. . .... ... ' . . ' ' 
il~usio~ry ~orld _.:; ·a. ·~arid, it becomes ~v:id~~t, th~tu will never chan~e 
___ ·-~~-.,· ~,.....- ·. . .. ; .. 7· .. ~ ·.~ . i ., 
:"•• ~ ,H, .... 
"
35
rbid., 
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.; P.• 107. 
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' . . 
0 
for · this cocky individual. j . . 
..... . 
. •·' 
·~ 
The syntax ... of the story is ·si~ple and the ~anguage colloquiaL 
- ' 
. . I ; . , ' 
The narratiVEj~method is, as. usua\ 1 __ cle~ached and-impersonal: 
. . ... . 
. " All o't., it made Hendricks h.appy. He was also very unpopular'· . 
but came ~~to~the office when he felt like,it, and rarely not~ced 
.. ·Bronson. Often he :sat.-near the front·windp~ looking down at the 
traffic moving on the s.t:reet,.' tapping his teeth with a long' yelloW' 
copy pencil. He was the .only man on the staff who wasted spare 
time in toe office, and felt secure .. He made .another effort to 
. be friend!)' with r·atterson, trying to loan 'him books and .st·~rting 
a literary 'conversatic.?n, but Patterson absolu,tely refused to\ take 
him·seriously, telling hi~ almost to his face· that he was a~~ 
faker. l:iendricks; :who appreciated tha,t he WClS bE!ing 'insulted, 
only irritated Patterson further hy making· him think he ought to 
know bet~er than to ' be insulting. 36, · ~·· 1 • ' •• 
84 
The sentences' i:hemselve.s are sirnpl~; 
, .. 
!""> . • 
but t~ey co~v.ey a great deal of infor-
1 
" ' ~ ~ Jt 'i;· .. t(} • • 
~ m.ation. Mr. Callaghan not only . says ·that Bronson "wastE!d spare t.ime ih 
t)1 ; • • • "~ , ....... : .. ' ' \ ' I 
'the :office" but also tha't _"he: · ~~·s ~h~~ 'bnly n\aij OIJ.: the. s~·~~f" wh'o· di~· this! 
_:-•. \."and felt secur'e;" tliis wor
1d .. ar~['angemei-tt.give~ a ~ore sub.tle -..iZnnotation 
. .. . ; . ' 
. ' .
l:.'-. .,. 1 
' 
/ 
~h Bronson's condition. 
... ~·. 
The above passage. emphasizes t.~e idea of cockines.s 
--:~ . ~ 
that perme?tes the ·story: the 'p7o't~goni.s .. t; \Hend~icks, · is 
a "faker." He attempts to 
"happy" but "vert/ 
.. . 
urq)~pular" and 'is .regarded .as 
. . ,.., - . . ( - ' '. 
become ~friendly . 
. wi.th a fellow ·worker by "tr;xing to 'loan him books and star~ing,a literary 
. . 
't, .. ,. • • •• 
. . . 
.. ~ 
conversation. 11 
t' , 
We notice in thf/'above p~r.agrap~ __ that ·the. au-thor remains 
the objective reporter while conveY,ing no~ only ·facts but an overall 
' 'J "' 
·;. 
.,.;.' 
. impression df ·the 'character conce'rned. 
• ! • ' ; •• 
. ~ 
' ' . 
Speaking ,of th1 coll·ection of. stories, Now That April's 'Here, 
. .. 
\ . 
Brandon.Gonron once stated: 
. ' 
Now That April's Here · indicates both ~ont.in~ity tnd cha.nge,_. in-
Callaghan' s 'fi~tional technique·. As in his earlier. A Native 
Argosy, the s tdries,. altho'.lgh distinctive and individual in 
.. 
'. 36
rbid., pp. 102-i03.' 
.. 
b . 
· ~ 
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'"· 
. flavour, do follow a x:ecognizable formula. They are all self-
contained. anecdote~. Their opening ig'usually. a declarative 
statement that sets the stage· for a drama_ that· mo~t freS*UShtly' 
is. psychological and involves little ~ction~ A problem~s p_os~d, 
and, by descr;i:ption, dialo~ue and internal monologue; the story. 
85 . 
moves with· easy - ~conomy through a climax to an ending whiG:h may ·[· ~! 
not resolve the dilenuna but· irlvariably leaves it haun'ting t_h,e ' 
reader's miild. , .• • The tales reflect the conditions of the 
Depression era. The depict.ion of family life invo,lving children 
is more frequent. The syntax i~ tighter and the, overall struc-
tu~e ·more artful tha!;l A Native Argos§. 37. ·~ 
A . 
'.We. ~ave dealt with str~s.-t~ra~ a~.~.r,thematil!.. aspects of this c~ange. Let us 
. .,·, - l : ·--. ' ' 
- .. 
now 1o6k. at the changes· .. in st)rJe~. 
·. . ~ 
··As in the early ~tori.~~·~- "The Faithful ·Wife" is written in an 
• .., •• f 
expositor!' style coupled with colloquial languag~. Short declarative 
sen~e~ces result i~- a.sharp, hard focus·~· Th~pening description, for 
! ., . . 
' example, helps· to convey the tone of the story: ~ u~'til a _week before Christmas George worked in ~h'e restaurant at 
the lunch counter. ~he last week was extraordinarily cold, then 
the' sun shoqe strongly -for a few days, though it was always cqld 
in the· evenings. There were three o'ther ·men at the count~r. For 
y§ars ~hey must have had a poor reputation·. Women, unless' t;.hey: · 
were .careless and easy-going,_ .never· started a conversatio~ with 
them ~hen havi~g. ~ light lunch' at noon time. ,'fhe girls at the 
'-· station ,always avoided the red-capped porters and th~ countef l)len. 38 i . . 
The1'· ~assage is simple' and .straightforward, The language employed presents 
.... - • ' ' I 
~~ With ~ clCCI.\r?te picture.: of 'a small . town lunch COUI'lter aS setting, and 
shows us the ~ype 
... 'ft"" • , •• .< ~ • 
of people who frequent that est.blishmen~: men wi:to had a 
./ 
• "j?O_Of 'reputat'ion" and \'careless". ~nd 
.} 
"easy-going". won{jn... 
!_7 
The diction here · 
. indicates the tone one of despair;. poverty an~ frus"tra~n-•. Callagh~n~ 
1- does ' not say that George, .the pro-tagonist, is a desperate or frustrated 
. . 
I' 
\ . . -. 
character, yet the tone clearly in~icate_p that he ~s. · Dictiorf is the.' prin-
:. 
37 . Morl.ey 10.7-108. 
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86 . 
.. 
'ci.ple way ~y which he has communicated his tone, which is c~ear. and unam-
. ., 
biguous. •!);'I • 
The writer's concern wit~!: the minute details of everyday aspects '. 
of life is equally evident in the: tale. Note, · for example, the num)~·of' 
, . ->·-
: ~ . " . . . . 
little things the. author describes in the following pass~ge: 
,. • • • ' . ....... 0 . ' 
. " . . . . " 
Many people' passed the restaurant window on the ~ay to· the pla't-:-
for.m"~d the trains •. The four- .men, watching them frequ~ntly, got 
·tq_ know_ them. Girls, brightly 9ressed and highly pt>wde.red,, 
-loitered·. in front of the open door, smiling at, George, who saw 
.... 
ttif~'so often he•knew thefr first names. A~ noon time,rothe'r 
g~tls--,--with a few minutes to spare before going back to work, 
· us'ed to walk up •and down the. tiled, tunnel to the waiting""room, 
l'oaf~ng th'e time away' but .they never even. glanced ~ at the 
counter-men. It was _cold outside, the streets were slippery, and 
.· :i,t '"a~ warm in the s.tation, tha.t was. all.-39 ·- . " · 
~~llaghan seems''to have" a penchant for?the accurate observation of ordinary 
' . 
p~opie and their· m1:my different proble~~. Suc.h passages as the· abov6 two, 
.·. # ;· . r • . . 
:arouse in the.reai:ler a kind of quiet~ sympathy for tfi~· invQlved characters. ~ 
·somet~ing that wa~ eviden~ in;~ some·:~ (::~li'agh?~' s ·earlier Jtori~s. ~~.':\ . 
_).<• ,' \(; I .fd, 
· ··~·· but . forms an even great~r part of his ·later 
., 
tales is his ·ab.ili ty...to ··juxta-
. '
-·- --
- -- -
:· ,. j 
pose sound and sense; so tha;.. sentences and 
. c- ·. ' 
parasr.aphs ma\r have a ·movement 
.. 
' 
•suitable to the mood . . Note, for ..... example, the author's tise of the rhythm 
.... 
of ordinary· J3peech ·in the d'enou·ernent portion of the above tale: 
" . 'o> • 0 ) 
"No. .Irene comes "•in at this time. · You~ re '"a love.ly boy .• . 
Kiss ~e .• 11 
"You had that figured out too." . 
"Just ~iss._.me ~mce once,. George·~ II - ·She h_eld on tp .~!m . as if 
she did not expect to be embraced againdor a long time, and he . , 
said, "I' think I'll . stay in the ·city a while longer." . 
"It.'s. too ·bad, but you've -got to go. We: can~t see. each other 
~a in." 40 • . >··. ,A ~ -
• .. 
39Ibid._, PP···IS3..:.l54. 
I 
40Ibid.: p. 157. 
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The author complements 'the h'urried,: frg mentative mood with a short,· 1 
I. I ."' '" 
·staccato movement. The statements ate uick, even abrupt • . The' impression 
. ' 
is given that- the. brief. encounter betw~en Irene and George holds some 
frus·tration for bcifn pf them.· Thus, the diction, sentence ~tructure, and; .. t. 
:•.-I. 
.:rhythm cent ribute to the t'one b.f th.e:sto y. 
For Callaghan, this .simple sen ten e structure and deliberate choice 
and arr"!lgement ~f diction consticuJ;.~ a S\~ of words that are in "thO right 
~elationship-with the world" as he sees it. A_s a resu.ltq the author, 
throughout th~se stories, accurately uses a compact set· of words .that 
complements his subject-and his ~ompressed'story form. 
• \ ~ ) • • - "' .. fJ 
• " I!' • ;J ' 0 • t 
As in A Native Argosy, the author s skill at_ viviqly p·ortraying 
concrete detail is again.witnessed ~n NoJ. That April's Here and Morley 
.Callagl;lan' s Stories. From "M~·. and Mrs. Fairbanks": " . she pushed his 
. ~' 
arm away· and ·walked p_n alo~e, a sullen 
. / 
frown remaining on li'er face. 
. \--
for no reason~ she began t!\think that -.. the afternoon s~mllg~t was hot and :·. 
;withering, drying up the little bit of freshness there ~as in the park. 1141 
. . ' 
From "It Had To Be Done":-
When he was o'ut.of sight.she got out ~f t~e car and "stood in \:he ' 
road looking around nervously. · She had- her hands· deep in .the 
pockets of her belted ·.boat, and she pulled off her littl'e blue 
hat·and shook her long b6bbed fair hair. She was twenty-one, 
£#teen years y~unger than Mrs. Mu~rd; and as she. stood looking 
back at the l_.i.ght in the.lit'tle storB. and .then at the WilY the . 
moonlight touched the stone ·faces-as they curved ~P- over· the . 
meadow-land on Mrs. Mumford.~ s property,, she ·felt .like •a timid . 
citHd. 42 · 
From "Let Me Promise You":. 
' 
.. 
41 : . . . .. 
~That April's Here, p. ··135. 
' · . 
42~ ' 
Morley.Callaghan's Stories, p. 353. 
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Stal)d ing w~ th her short str:d_ght, nose pressed agrt.i..J1-st. the l·lindo'w 
pane, shc.wntc.h~d the raJn· fal)_ing and the sidc\.;ralk shining unde-t 
the stree:!t 1 ight·:-.:. In her bl:1ck crerlc drctss with the big while 1 
nun-like collar and with her. blat;_k hair drawn back tight f'rom her 
narrow nerVOUS face she looked nl';!O'St boldly handSf?ffiC,43 
From i 1The Bdde11 :·"She was a gcntJe, quiet girl, with hs_r small 
"' black head, her slender <Hiklcs, her dainty hands, and the f·irie high bridge 
on her nose." 44 
... 
. 
From 11 \\'.:1tf.hiw1g and Hailing".: 
11 
He grabbed at the shutter und tried to pry it open with his hnnd, 
but his Hngcrs grew numb, Llnd the hack of his· hand ocgan to , \-
bleed.·- Stepping back from the house, . he looked around wildly ,for · .. 
sumb hc.1vy stick or piece of· iron. lie rcme>mhercd 1.;rhare there \vas 
an old hqrs£:shoe lmbcdded in the mud -by the g;1t_,.e, Jnd running 
there,, he got · down on hi's knees a·nd scraped with his ·fingers,· and 
·he grinn~d in delight \\!hen he tugged the- old horseshoe ou; of the 
mud. 4S / · 
'·. 
From .11 'Dw Duel": "N01.;r; in her Hhile linen suit and white - shoes, 
she! t<.!as going across the pave-ment. 'She \>las taking · the·kcy out of her 
., -
purse. Pausing ;m jnslaht, sh~ pulled off her hat arid shook .her thick, 
_. 
'• 
In each of- the above cases;' the. detail serves a purpose. - We move 
.qui<;kly ::f-rm~ such dcscr lption b~ck to. t~e ac tio_n· and th~ desc:ript~on 
ser'vcs -both to draw us back intq the ac.~ nnd to clarify the implicat:ions 
of Lhat <1ction. For example,. in "Ht: •. and Nrs. Fairbanks,," . t:he 
.. 
_/ 
) 
dcscriytion of the sunlight drying up the fr,eshncss i~ the parR serves b.otn .,_ 
.. 
.. 
·43~\;1 That'·April's_llere, p. 90 • 
4 4 Ibl' d . • , 22-0 p. •. 
4- s-
--. Horley Callaghan's Stod.es, p. 23 
'46 
Now That~!il's Here, p. 286 . 
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tQ r'emind us of her attitude toward her husband and to polnt~ out h~r cha;ge 
./ 
in mood; in "Watching and waiting," the qescript'ion of 
I • 
Thomas Hilliard 
' ' . . '( ' . . 
tugging "the" old horse~hoe out of the mud" -reminds us of his ~ttempts to 
justify his lack of ·-.6ith in his wife anq· prepares us for the violence that 
, 
results from his actions.· . · 
' . 
Anoth~r aspec~ ,of this author's pr?se style thro~~hou·~ the later ·"' 
•, 
. . . 
• • •· ,• G 
stori·es .is h:is consistent 
... ;• •';{ a~.ility. to a~~ust his ~~~rati~e prose t~}apnize· 
•· wi_th his _dialogue:- ·Note, for example, the following p,·assage .from. "A Sick 
Call": 
.,. . 
;/ 
"' 
.. 
· There wasrf' t: much to say,. M~ss .Stanhope· replied, · H.er .. sister 
had married John Willi~s two years ago and he was a .g9,od .·hard-
working fel!ow, only h_e was ver:y bigotej and hated "all church · 
people. ·"My family wouldn't have. anything to do w1.th Elsa after 
she married him, though I kept going ·to see. her," she said'. She 
·. was· talking ·in ·a loud voice to Father :MacDowell so that he eould 
hear her. - .· 
"Is s .he happy with lier husband?" .. 
"She's been very happy1 father. r- must .say that." , 
. "Where" is .he. now?" · · 
' ' out b'ecause I t;hought 
a priest near the 
'.'He was sitting beside her bed. ,I ran 
he.was g9ing to cry. He.~ai4 if I brought 
pl.ace he'd break the prieat' s head." 
"My goodness·. Never nifnd, though •. Doe's your sister want to 
see me?" · I . • 
"She asked me to go and get a gi~st,, but she doesn't w~~t . 
,John to know she did it." ·.·:. . 
J • • :' : As ~iss ,Sfanhope rapped on . the door, ~he lfoked plead-
ingly at the old priest', tryinz to ask him not to be offen,ded 4tlt 
~nything t_hat might _happen,- bu~. he was s~ing and ·l<:>aking hu~e 
J.n the na,rrow hallway. 4 7 ·.· . . · . · . 
• 
• , . I I , 
ThE; dialogue is .nqt .~sed as· ~ere ornam'entation. It advances the action 
""' .· . . . II ' I • ~ 
and is consi~tent ·wi~h the charact"ers of the speakers as described in 1 t,he 
4 • • • • • • ·' 
.,narrated account. _ ... 
q I 
the speciiic rather t~an the ·general·, the d'efinite.as opposed to the vague; 
(*"' - ·, . . .. • ' "' ' .... 
• \ ., ' J 
.· 
,,fl • 
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'and we ·s~e t?o the-author ~onstantly employing only those' detaiis that 
r_eally matter. The reader is engaged direc~ly by the i . subJect matter. 
·• 
writing ·is concerned· with' the very_ gerious . subject of "man 'as 
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How then may we 
' 
h~v,_exam~ned in detail 
.. 
. 
' 
CONCLUSION 
judge_ Morley, Ca~lag~n 
~ I . '\ 
the four major aspects 
'J 
I ' 0 
. ~ 
the short story writer? . We 
of Morley Callaghan's 
. fiction.· ~,have d:f,scoverea·that th~e features~- point of view, · theme, 
--< 
structure and · styl,e -- make him· much more than a qatvralistic, r~ligious 
~ 
J 
or social:l'y conscious author. Throl)gh our evaluation o~. the uns~ated-•moral 
, 
.point ·of view, which is so frequ~ntly blended with irony and as Mr. Hoar 
~-ta;es, s~ frequently 11 \lJlp:r;eten~~ou_s buJ: uncompromi~ing, 111 . _and the theme 
' of. "little thingsn which is s.o often presented through the pattern of 
" I . . . 
expos±ti.on-conf~ontat;J.on-r~vel1~tion-dlnouement and whfch is reinforced with 
- ' f a di~ect .and ·s-imple. use· of lang1,1age, we h~ve learned that Morley Callaghan 
' is in fact an artist in'that.he has been seriously conce~ned with con~eying 
. 
life as he,sees 'ft in a form suitable to this view. 
' 
. . /; . 
These-three collections of short stories reflect a~ose ' style. and 
I 
p " subject matter which is rich and varied. With the tales in A Native Argosy,, 
\ 
·.Now That April's 'Here, ang Morley Callaghan's Stories, th:l,s author appears 
.. . 
· t~have gained a significant place in gut literature. 
: writ~-r~ .... i·n ·~hi)ountry, Call~~han fi~d~ obscure and: 
Unlike many other 
a·s Desmond Pacey· \ 
· wpuld\~ave it, "little men"2 a worthy so.urce.·of literary, m:~erial through 
. ' . ' . ~hich to explo~e the tensions ~n our c~lture. He presents mqments of 
~, I 
( ' 
1 . . 
·. ":'Upar, ~orley Callaghan, p. 119 • 
• -.~ ;· Jr \ 
, ~.. .._2~.,1 .. ,t,.Ao,_ ... ...,:l>o(~"\ 
.• \r--·-1 C~eative Writing in Canada, p. '184. 
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happiness; dcfe.""lt;· s~d:H~ss, triumph, or revelation, <lS they impinge upon, 
~ ·~· 
for the .most pa,rt, "the \.mcomplicat.cd 1t1;inds of innoc-ent; inhibited and· 
. .. . . ' . . ~ , -. 
r • 
ordjnary peopl~ avoiqing SCJ_Jtimcnt.1lity. and writing with directness, 
objectiyity and .trtisLic rcslr3int. ". 
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Al'though Ca11aghan b.1s wti t'ten - eight rl'ovel:'s, it has been freq\len tly 
. 3 
·stated that his tr"'e forte .1pp.ears to be the short e>t~ryt- Certainly the 
ironic revcr!;.:1l_s on wh'i ch so 1n:1py of ·his plo·ts tu'rn scPm 1\ost appropri~t~ 
_to the short story genre. The controlled intensity of the shorter fiction 
.. 
. ' .. . 
is inmH~nsely di fficul·t to sustr~in for the ~~ngth'·of a novel. • Full-'scnle 
... 
i::-haractc;: portr.,yal ha5 little pli3ce in tbis genre, and inde~d what seems 
.to be the chief clement in his sho:(t stories --;·the author's lean prose_.--4 
r • 4 
has bcc>n criticized as•thc 'principle flaw in his longer works 'of · ficllon. 
V..TJ;ilc such criticism may modify an opinion of Callaghan as a novelist, it 
. ~ . 
can. only .(urth:er his repu'tation as a ""member of the . great rpo~crn short 
. d. . •• :s 
story, tra 1t1on. As we have se~n, it ·~s -prcci~ely for ' s~ch rrasons as 
lean prose and a swift narrative method in 
Callaghan has ~1ed. rcspec.t.; ~s ·a~ artist. 
I 
his compressed story form that 
. As such he deserves .to be read, 
not as. a mcmbr;r of· t~e naturalistic school or as· a writer of teligious 
parables, but as an artist' in his own right • 
• 
3
see, fQr examp,le, Desmond Pacey on "Morley c_~llaghan11 in Literary 
History of -canada, p. 689. 
Morley 
Pacey; 
4 ! 
See, for~xample, . George ·Woodcock, 
Callaghan," Canadian Literature, XXI 
Creative · ritin in Canada, p. 184. 
" "Los_t Eurydice: The Novels of 
(Summer, 1964); 34;, and Desmo.nd ' 
5 Literary History of Canada, p. 689. 
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